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ABOUT THE COVER PAGE: 

INTERMEZZO 

The name of this contribution is "Intermezzo" because it deals with 

something between structural engineering and art. 

On the occasion of the faculty's 25th anniversary which took place last 

September, we designed an installation and called it: a "momumental 

temporary festivity contraption", supervised by the Dutch artist ANTOON 

VERSTEEGDE. 

This installation was ment as a gift from our faculty to the entire 

community of the university on the occasion of our lustrum. 

We designed, and with "we" I mean in the first place our commission for 

special activities Mr. Wim de Hoop, Mr. Peter Bergman and myself, 

together with six students: Wolfgang Dobber, Martin Heylman, Didier 

Hendriks, Paul van Hoek, Richard Schwarzenberg and Marco Welhuis. This 

team together with Antoon Versteegde, made the design and all the 

preparations. In the second place I will name the 240 first-year students 

who built the installation in one day. The design aims were as follows: 

the installation should be built with bamboo sticks, elastics and rope for 

the connections and only built by manpower, no machines at all. 

The installation should cover an area of four acres and reach into the sky 

as high as possible. Eventually our tower was "only" 30 metres high. 

In the film we saw that the design has three parts: 

(I) THE TOWER: inspired by the geometry of the towers built by the 
v 

Russian engineer V.G. Suchov, who lived from 1853 to 1939. 

Our design was fourty metres high. Imagine, only bamboos ticks, elastics 

and rope for the connections and no machines at all to raise the tower. 

(2) A large circle of twenty-five "flag trees"; for each year of our 

existence one tree, with each ten flags, up to ten metres high. 

(3) Four hundred and fifty so-called "spectators". Small figures only three 

metres high and all facing the tower. 

One can say: 

- the tower symbolizes the faculty's future; 

- the "flagtrees" the 25th anniversary and 

- the spectators our future engineers or just spectators. 

For this all we used: 6.000 bamboo sticks 

15.000 elastics 

2.000 m. rope 

1.600 m. tape 

and 250 flags 

Eindhoven, november 1992 

ir. J. F.G. Janssen 
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Preface. 

Having a seminar for the second time between two universities almost establishes a 
tradition. This second inter university seminar "research on building structures and 
building physics" was held at Eindhoven university from 18th till 20th november 1992. 
It was a continuation of the seminar entitled: "new ways in building structures and 
building physics" which was held at Wroclaw in november 1990. 
During the two years between these two seminars a number of contacts between the two 
universities took place. Worth mentioning are the working visits to Eindhoven of mr Stys 
and Szechinski, the visit of Polish students last September, and Dutch assistant professors 
to Wroclaw. 

The seminar was lively frequented, mostly more than 45 people participated. In five 
sessions 24 papers were presented. The main topics of these sessions concerned numerical 
and experimental research on concrete, material behaviour of concrete and masonry, 
restoration and maintenance, research on steel structures etc. 

The papers presented during the seminar are included in these proceedings in the same 
order as they were presented. Also a number of papers related to the subjects as mentio
ned above are printed, without being presented. 
A word of thanks to the chairmen of the sessions, the speakers and the writers of the 
papers. 

Not only in seminar sessions the work of EUT was presented. Visits to laboratories and 
the building site of the Alco Dome completed the technical part of the Polish visit. 

In visits to the PSV football stadion, Rotterdam harbour and a building with a structural 
design by D3BN at Rotterdam we tried to show something more about the way we build 
in the Netherlands, and being there a visit to the windmills of Kinderdijk in the sundown 
is almost a must. Enjoying music in our new music centre combines experiencing a new 
building and relaxation on the tunes of Mozart, Britten and Haydn. 

Having a tradition also means looking into the future. 
One of the outcomes of the meeting about this future was that new projects should be 
formulated on new topics, so the strong points of both universities can be used in an 
optimum way. Appointments have been made to have contacts on an interhuman basis in 
the beginning of next year. 

The covering page shows the festivity contraption made on the occasion of the 
25111 anniversary of our department. 
This contraption can be the symbol of such new projects and many fruitful seminars to 
come. 

mrs. M. Alblas 
ir. J.F.G. Janssen 
ir. H.L. Schellen 
ir. A.Th. Vermeltfoort 
3 december 1992 
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Augustyn Borcz 

InstItute of BuIldIng 

Technical University of Wroclaw 

RETURN OF TilE LINEAR STRESS METHOD 

IN REINFORCED CONCRETE CALCULATION TIIEORY 

1. Introduction 

With a team of researchers, we are doing experimental fwd theoreti

cal work on the foundations of relnforce~ concrete strain calcula

tions, taking into account rheology and conr.rete cracking. The 

research has resulted in 12 doctoral theses. Our results belong In 

the 21st century. We are in a position to express a view on the 

direction in which the currently recognized tlleory of concrete is 

developing. In our opinion the current trends In the development of 

concrete theory are incorrect. At present a nonlinear model of 

concrete and concrete elements is adoptpd. We pT.edict a return to 

the linear theory of concrete elements. The return will accommodate 

recent progress in the theory of cracks and r.oncrete rheology. ThIs 

view may be surprising to many, as the previously developed linear 

theory of concrete has been largely ahandoned. The nonlinear 

theory, resisted at first, is now gaining wider and wider currency 

and is accepted In international standards. We anticipate a large 

degree of psychological resistance to abandoning the current trend 

to develop the nonlinear theory and focusIng on the linear model of 

concrete. 

7. Basic assumptions of the linear model of concrete 

The behaviour of concrete strain In the process of loading is 

observed during the imposed course of stratnn ancl the simultaneous 
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measurement of the currently acting force. [f strain is imposed 

with a constant velocity and unloading proceeds In the same way, we 

observe a linear strain-load relationship ciur.lnq nnloading and 

reloading. Some strain remains, which WI" filli'lll r~f('r 1:0 as ref.il.dual 

strain. In the one-dimensional problem a snperpositlon of elastic 

concrete strain and nonelastic strain Coli he ob!?prved. In the case 

of elastic ~trGin the modulus of elasticity does not depend on the 

load level. Residual strain Is dependent on land level and the 

dependence is nonlinear. Loading with impos~d strain W'lS applied in 

the working load range, at critical lOi'ld cmel i'lt the post-critical 

state. Fig.' presents the dependence of dIsplacement in the middle 

of the span of a simply supported heam (luring multIple lo;:)cHng and 

unloading in a wide range of loads at the post - criticClI state. Let 

us consider the special case of un]oi'lding and reloadIng in the 

post-critical range. One has to keep in mind the Tf>::;idual deflec-
" r I 

tion, which depends on the loading hIstory. The heam displacemenb;, 

elastic. Residual deflection is superimposed on the elastic 

displacement of the beam. The current, nonlinear theory of concrete 

elements assumes a nonlinear stress distribution in the compression 

zone of the concrete at the crItical anel post-critical states. It 

follows from the above experiment that during unloading, we obtain 

a lInear change of stress in the compr.essiol) zone of the concrete. 

A nonlinear stress distribution may be locked up In the form of a 

self-balanced stress system In the section under consirJpration. 

This self-balanced system will be called self-stress. Self-stress 

does not take part In the balancing of f'XI:erlli1.l load. l\t the limit 

state, a linear: concrete stress distributioll can be aS31Jrned for the 

balancing of external load, 50 a II01l1iJlp.r.lr di~triblltion of 

compression in concrete Is assumed incor.y.ectly. The lImit stab"! is 

10 
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obtained by the yielding of reinEorcp.ment, th" amount 1)£ which 

reinforcement has to b~ assumed to be l~"" thi11l when faIlure occurs 

due to concrete failure before the reinforcement yields. 

The above considerations should suffice as a just1fication for 

the need to use a linear theory of concrete and a demonstration of 

the obvious inconsistence of the current: nonlinear theory with 

experimental results. Below we shall present some considerations 

which - If the linear theory of concrete is Assumed - will en~ble 

us to explain certain familiar phenomena \-Thlch have so far heen 

explained dIfferently, usually incorrectly. 

3. Experimental determination of s"lf-st:ress In .'l reinforced 

concrete beam 

Let us consider the c~se of a reinforced concrete beam in which 

strain in the reinforcement is measurer]. OeEore the critical state 

ie Tp.ached, that Is before the yielding of the concrete, strain in 

the reinforcement can be identified with stress. Whell the beam is 

unloaded, at the pre-crItical state some strain rem~Ins In the 

beam, that is self-stress remains. Tension in the reinforcement 

must be self-balanced by self-strp.ss in the C"oncretp..} i~ 2. . 

A very important practical conclusion follows from the abl)ve 

observation: at the critical state of i1 beam under flexure, 

external load is balanced only by a forcp. correspond ing to a 

strength called the design st[f~ngth of reinforcement, which is 

f!!qual to the characteristic strength less self-stress in the 

reinforcement caused by nonelastic straJn in the concrete occurring 

under load. In the early days of the IlO1l111l~ilr theory of concrete, 

the characteristic 5trengths of the reinforcement: alHl DE the 

compressed concrete were used for the critLcal state. As a result 

11 
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of experimental work, inconsistencies were concealed ill the design 

"trengths of the concrete and of the reinforrr>ment. It follows from 

the above discussion that at the limit statp., concrete h<lo, a lillear 

distribution, whence the arm of internal !or(~l's under flexure. The 

notion of the design strength of concr('te ill the currPllt "ense is 

not needed. Self-stress due to nonelastic concrete strain explains 

the observed strain and the limit state betLer. 

4. Self-stress in the concrete beam ano the cracking mornf'nt 

Let us consider the case o( concrete be;)m loaded in slJch a Hay ;)s 

to be unloaded before it cracks. We shall dp.tnonstrate that ill tills 

process of loading, self-stress occurs in the beam due to nonelas

tic concrete strain. In an unloaded beam, residual sl: r<lln could 

arise as shown in Fig. 3 larger in the tension zone than in 

the compression zone. We shall regard resi(lu<ll straJn <"lfl given, 

probable: in a particular problem dependent on humidity conditions 

and the loading history. Residual strain cannot develop freely in 

a given section: it is constrained by the compatibility condition. 

To satisfy the compatibIlity conditl6n, additional ela3tlc stra1n 

must develop, which gives rise to self-stress. Se:f-stre3ges meet 

the condition of self-o(llanclng, that is the sum of the stresses in 

a section is zero and the moment is zero. J\~ a result we obtain a 

self-stress distribution as In Fig. 3 . Self - stress is superImposed 

on stresses from external loads. At the prp--cracklng state the 

total stress distribution is as shown in Fig. 4 Stre95es from 

external load are linear; superlmposed on them is self-stress dup

to nonlinear concrete creep. Self-stress decreases tensIle stregges 

In the bottom fibres of the beam. There used to be a vIe.,., that the 

tensile strength of concrete under fl e xu re is greater than the 
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strength of concrete under tension. Ther.e are also other interpre

tations assuming a rectangular stress clist:r.\t-Illtion in the tensIon 

zone of the roncrete, which cannot be assumed in the balancing of 

external load as the self-stress component does not take part in 

the balancing of the external moment. The adoption of the linear 

theory explains the magnitude of the r.racking moment in a consis

tent manner. 

5. Self-stress in a cracked section due to nonlinear conr.rete creep 

For a cracked section we assume a probable residual strain 

distribution as in Fig. 5 Residual straIn appears only in the 

compression zone of the concrete. The compatibility condition gives 

rise to elastic straIn which causes self-stress satisfying the 

condition of self-balancing. In the reinforcement, self-stress 

appears, which was observed experimentally in chapter 3. Residllill 

stresses in the reinforcement can be calculated in accor.d-3nce wl.th 

the aflsumed residual straIn distribution. Residual stresses in 

reinforcement are taken into account in df"!termining th" deslgn 

strength of reinforcemellt. 

6. Self-stress In the prestressed beam 

1\5 a result of the transfer from the nonservice st'3te of () pre -

stressed beam to the service state, residual concrete stri'lin can 

develop for instance lincilrly as in FIg.6 Residua] strain at 

transfer from the nonservice state to the service state does not 

satisfy the compatibillty condItion. I\ddit: ional elastlc strain 

occurs causing self-stress. Self-stress 

as in Fig.6c and 

is 

on 

superimposed 

the nonservice 

on the 

state service state stress 

stress as in Fig. 6d Due to concrete creep in a no-crack desIgn 
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beam, tension in the extreme fibres has to be taken into cOllslder-

atlon. Otherwi~e the prestressed beam may only become a prntially 

pregtre~sed beam. 

7. LInear model for concrete calculations 

Beams and other reinforced concrete structural elemrnt:; ulldergo 

linear strain under load. Due to cracking !n the tension zone "nc'l 

to concrete creep, addItional strain appears, which is superimposed 

on the elastic effects. FoT. the purposes of strain calrlllilt.lon, i1 

model of defective elastic structure is adopted, defects ,'ppear I.ng 

in the eq\lation as generalized load. Generally the dlffpTenljal 

equation of a given element can be presented In the folloHill'J form: 

£ (+> = pM t 25 
where;:; Is a differentia) operator, the f;~me as In tllP. p.IFlsl:lc 

theory 

• -- re~;olvent function 

pw - external load 

:/l - operator describing distortions. 

Cracks are the cause of the discontinuIty of straIn. Solutions ,He 

being sought In the form of generalIzed funrtions. 

Numerous examples point to the adequacy of the calcll.1at: lorw to 

the exper imental resultl=;. The adopted linear model of concrete 

justifies the assumptIon of superpos1tIon of effects; the cil]clJla-

tions are unequivocal . 
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loading and unloading under forced deflection. 
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Rys. 2 Odksztalcsnia zbrojenia w belee swobodnie podparrej pode 
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Fig. ~ Self-st:::ess in a c=ad:ed beam sec:ion: E:~ - assumed residual 

strain, ET. = A + Bz, total strain satisfies the assumed condition 

oE a plane section; E·~). , - residual strain in the reinforcement; 

ab = a e + a - total stress in a loade~ beam is the sum of self

stress and linear stresses balancing external forCES. 
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~esearcn on DU1~a1ng s~ruc~ures and bU1· 1d1·ng physics. 

a) b) 

z 

c) d) 
__ =7 

Fig. 6 Self-stress in a prestressed beam cal1~ed by concrete creep: 

a) ER assumed residu~l str~}n at transfer from nonservice to 

service, h) (J., - self-stress in concrete caused by transfer fr.om 

nonservlce to service, c) total stress nt the service stab~, ell 

total stress at the nOllservice state. 
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rirr. 1 - Lond-deflection rel3tlonship \.Inrl~'" jrll[Hlsr-rI dcflr.ctl~Hl f')r 

a simply supportod beam. 

rig. ~ - Peinforc8mont strnin in a simpl}! :'1If1partr~d IlC<lm dur;_nn 

l,)8dinl] nnd unlonrlirHl undrr impt):.rd cI"flnctiotl. 

r j !J . ~ - f'r c - c r D c 1<1 n D sol f - G t res sin [) h c n rn: t ~ - n:, '~ tr rn C cI r (' ::; d 1 J rJ 1 

s t r ;) tn, E.
T 

==:'\ + LJ;c, tot rJ 1 s t 1- ,11_ 11 ~~ rJ t i_ s r V :11](1 t I H' il:' !, II m I: rJ 

condition of a r18w! scction; (3R - 1'l:::iulln1 stress c:-11.1erl 

self-stress. 

r1a. :; - ~~p.lf-stress i.n a crack"d hC(l1lI Gcctinn: r. P 
- 'l:.sumcrl resi(lu;:)l 

r 
strain, £ == A + O?:, totnl st"8i.n nDtisfyillr) tile assumed 

condit~on of a plano 
(. 

s c c t 1. n n; f. '1 - I'f:::.idu'll !Jtrnin in tile 

reinforcement; G IJ == Ge + (; - t ~t[)l nt rr.ss :i. rl D lo:Jdccl 

lJearn is the sum of solf-stress ond lincnr strcssp.s kJJan

cin~ external foreps. 

riC]. () - Self-stress in a prestressed h'Clm crJlJscd !))' concrotc crcep: 

n/ F.~ - assumod rcsiduel strcdrl nt transfer from rlarlGcrvicc 

to service state, h/ G h - sp.lf-strcss i.n CDncrete caused 

b)' transfer from nonservicc to s~rvicc stntn, c/ totol stress 

at the service stnte, rl/ total stl"CSS CIt tllo nOrlscrvien 

stnte. 
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tfONLINEAR ANALYSIS OF RC CRACKED SLABS AND PANELS WITH 

BOUNDARY ELEMENf METIIOD 
-------_._-----

by 

Maciej Minch 

1. In troduc tion 

The real behaviour of reinforced concrete structure differs widely 
from the results of a linear elastic computation. At the beginning of 
loading RC construction shows nonlinear deformationg because of 
nonlinear concrete stress-strain relation. As an example of such 
behaviour the characteristic load-midpoint deflection curve (P-w) of 
RC rectangular slab is demonstrated in Fig. 1. 

Load -p 
pff ,---, TiDtJ m..mlr.D. ride -

rr I--,~ H 
pH f=:,l 6- ---- G 
~ I-~ f--J P 

Pr IT 

=~ /V'l/ 
....- .D 

- ~~ A-lJnear elul1e th.ery Pu 
f- B ~ 1-: / ~l '- B-lfcrrlrinl loa! I 

V ~ C-.Lule eraek.. I 

J/ ~/ D- Larr d.l1eeiion. If- "1- Lim tea ItTtlna 

PIP A ·1 f'- .Local hihln 
--q G-faJIRre lead (e., . .Yield line lh.ory) 

H -Sbueture fa UllTe 1 I I I I I I I I 

-w e. J w p nefiec1:i on - .,., 
Fig. 1. Characteristic load-midpoint deflection curve of RC slab. 

Even under working loads Pu and obviously up to failure loads p~~J~ 
the curve is extremely nonlinear which is additionally caused by 
non 1 inear 5 tress-s tra in re la tion of reinforcemen t bar sand 
discontinuity of planar structure. The first change of the stiffness 
is caused by the beginning of cracking for cracldng load r'ry.,. 
Construction becomes heterogeneous as a result of cracks and 
bond-slip between concrete and reinforcement. The crack treated as a 
d~fect causes the zoning of the structure region. Each of the zones 
is connected with another one by means of reinforcement bars 
appearing in the cracks. So, the edges of the cracks are not free 
f,"om tension at the points of connections and simultaneously the 
general vector of displacements has a jump equal to the opening of 
the crack. Additionally, the forces of the broken adhesion between 
steel bars and concrete as well as some other transverse forces 
appear in cracks areas. Under greater loading the further propagation 
of cracks is shown up to secondlceduction of the stiffness~ when the 
reinforciement begins to yield Pgr. This finally leads to the failure 

II IV 
load Pgr associated with the crushing of concrete. For load Pgr when 
the slab reaches limiting membrane state. These forces as discussed 
above, can cause a fundamental redistribution of stresses in the 
cracked construction compared with the homogeneous one. This thesis 
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has been proved by a number of e>:per- imental testsfm- RC panels and 
slabs. 

As a r-r.?sul t of sti -ffness reduc tion caused by cY-ac king, the va lueo:; of 
bend ing momen ts are lower compared with those OlliE'S ob ta inedfrom the 
lirlr?ar e las tic theor-y. Thus the roe inforcemen t in CT"C,IC ked zones could 
be divided in the better possible manner. Additionally as a result of 
bending moments which .;:o.re decr-easing in cracked zones RC slab can be 
mDre loaded before ,-eaching limited strains (point E) or local 
failures (point F). 

A typici:ll character-istic: disloading and r-elo.;:o.dillg line has been sho"'T] 
ill Fig.1. The separation of elastic we and P 1.;:0.5 tic deflF'ction wP 

respectively~ has been assumed according to sm.;:o.ll strains theory. 
Such assumption makes computation for this process much easer. 

The purpose o-f this paper- is to present some aspects and main 
rroblems of theory and computat.ions Df plancIY- RC structun:!. This 
pnpPY- presents the application of nonlinF.'ar boundary element methDd 
(FIE~I) to the an.;:o.lysis of cracked RC slabs and panels. It "'AS assumed 
th",t computations are valid -for- working loads because most of the 
constructions M-e loaded "Ii thin th!? limi.ts (i.e. limits between 
point_.:; A and C). In this loading area the linear theor-y of elasticity 
.:\s 1-'11211 <'IS yield line theory appe<'lrs to be not valirl. Thp 
mAthematical theory of defects, i.e. impulse functions i:lnd 
generali.zed -function calculi~tions as ",ell as the theDry of cr-acI:5, RC 
theory and Tlumericc:ll methods, have been used to obtcdn the final 
solution. The results of numerical examples are presented below. 

2. Material properties 

rOI- the computat _ion of planar structure the behaviour of concrete 
shou Id be considered in the bia>:ia I domain. The concrete proper t1.es 
~re inf luenced by many d i fferen t f ClC tors. Therefore the bia >lia 1 
r::;tress-strain relation and the failure criterion of concrete depends 
on the resul t!; of the tests that are performed to obta.i.n these 
relations. The bia>:ial tests of ~:upfer- [9J for short time loading and 
proportionally increc:lsing load proved to be the most reliable. 
Different authors have used these teo:;t result~ to develop analytical 
formulation of the failure and deformation behaviour of the concrete. 
Link (12] developed an incremental formulation for the tangent 
sti.ffness of the concrete on the basis of Kupfer tests. The stresses 
are normalized in terms of the uniaxial cylinder 9trength~ therefore 
the formulation cCln be used for different grades of concrete. The 
failure criterion cannot be used as plasticity condition, because it 
describes a boundary for the maximum stresses and does not allow any 
statements Clbout the plastic deformation!';. The concrete physical 1 al-'I 
of Lin\( [12J ~la5 used in computation of planar structure within 
presented method. 

The stress-strain relation of steel bars was taken as a well 
elClsto-plClstic relation from uniaxial tests. 

3. Bond-slip chClracteristic 

known 

After cracking of concrete, the tensile forces in the cracked area 
are transmitted by bond to the reinforcement consisting of steel 
bars. Along the segments o -f broken adhesion the steel bars 
r:o-operates "lith the concr-ete b - ol.lgh the tangential Str-P5SP.S 

dJstTibuted tm the perimeter- of the bAr. The slip is defined 139 a 
relative displacement between reinforcement bars and surrounding 
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c:ullcr-!?tr. The increment cd tellsilr str' ps!",rs in the st.eel har- IIIPr-p 
"'ppr'o>: iflla tpd by the thir'd-df?grf!(;! CUY- VP.!. H"'HICfI), t.1I,.. tlJllIgfllll U .A 1 
str ' f?SSPS alld bond '--slip rplationshi.ps, as repf'l:~5ellt, FlU,on of the 
5 ti ffness of the bond have bl?E'n found to bE' in the agrep/llen t to tee; ts 
of Dorr [6]~ (i.e. the second-degT-eE' distribution along the segment 
If' where If means distance between cracks). 

~. Constitutive laws for crack width 
------------------------------

Physical 1""", o 'f the cT-ack opening IIIas takE'n 
given by Borcz [3], general assumption of 
equilibrium conditions in the crack. This 
following incremental form: 

f T- om: 
Cl-ac ks 

can be 

;(s) = ~p(s) + :e(s) ~(~ ~ ) 
n ~ n 

thE' beam 
theory 

IIIr" it ten 

analogy 
and t.he 

in the 

( t ) 

IIIIIE'l-e ,7-' means non 1 inearfunc tion of lH)If1\,"I1 tellsi, lc tl alld IlUI lIl il 1 
bpndinq f1\umPllt t-1 t ,n Ulf'? cl",,",ck lill!? s. t,luLe, t.hat till? "/ f?c!.or r- (j .P. 

/JIc,djfirr! [tur · q!?rc~ vrcLrw deIJr?lltJ~llq Flddil'.inll,,,lly Oil innPI ' foY'cp.r:::, ill tIle 
cr""r:k) is divided 011 elastic y::-' and plastic r=P parts r' eo;:-,pect.ivp]y 
(!"',p.e deflp.cttnll analogy Fig.1). Suchfnnnulaterl /lIodel allows to 
i:"\se-,uml? ,"lny arbih'aryform Df plrys.i.r:al 1altl'3 of cracks IIddth. 

~. t'1.=d:,hplIlat.ical mudel of cI"ack 

It Itlas assumed that the steady Cr'1'IC1: s e ::ists :In the regioll of t.lle 
str-uctur-e n. The crack is connected lliith lOCAl coord:l.nat.e 5YStpill 
(o;:-" n). From the theory of defects alldfulldamental solution given by 
Gefland [8], we celn obtain discontinuity of Burger-s' vector- 1I,lIir:1I it; 
m<'lthem""t.:l.cal defined as d.i.fferp.llcP of the limits of gPTleT-""l 
displacement functions on till'" both eY-acl: edges (el-ae\: .is b-eatpd as a 
binary boundary) [f]s = lim·f - lim-f~ ~Iith follmling properties: 

. . 
[u]s == - rl(s~N) (2 ) 

. . 
[8w/i'n]s == -- r2(s~M) ( 3 ) 

. 
- - .... " 

[..l' (LI , ~j) ] := (I 
S 

(it ) 

Itlherel :e = n c "l is the differenj:ial operator ~'lhich means the nmmal 
der' i~ative to the cracl< line s~ n denotes vector of direction cosines 
and c means elastic constants tensor. 

The first and P5econd_property (Eq.2) and (Eq.3) give discontinuity of 
displelcement vector u and derivative of deflection v, on the curve e; 
respect.ively (displacement of the crack 'for panels and opening angle 
for slabs respectively>. Where!s tbe thir~ property (Eq.4) ensures 
con tinui ty of tension vec tor N (N = fO'dh \fIhere h means the 
th i.c kness of the s truc tLwe ). The tens ion COil tinu i ty on the edges of 
thp crac ks is ensured by rr-> .i.nfor-cemen t belrs ~Ihich C\ppear- in the 
cracks. Beceluse of finite number of steel belrs e~istinq in the 
cracks, the fulfillment of the tension cOllditions Eq.4 tell:es place 
only in the discrete way for the points in Itlhich reinforcement 
occurs. Outside the reinforcement points, on the rem.:lining edqe 
segmen ts of the crelc ks ~ the boundary cond i tions should be equi:I I to 
the cond i tions correspond ing to the free edges shou ld be fu I filled. 
Note, the nonlinear condition Eq.~ celuses conJugeltion of plane and 
bending state in anC\logJcell way as for large deflection. 

In order to satis'fy the conditions Eq.2 and Eq.3 the modeling on the 
crack edges by dipole normal forces for panels and dipole normal 
moments for slabs WelS assLlmed respectively~ (see Mincll [13J elnd 
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8 a r- y} a [2]). 

Deformati.on behaviour depends on the history of the 10Hd.ing as well 
Hr:; nonlinearity nf mater-ial propertips. Hence, erl'.tations and 
rlef.initions of the houndary F"lement mF"thod in Y-atE' fm-m i'lcc::ording to 
til!" Bn?bbia [4] ·formulations \<"/eY-e aS5umed. (kcm-dlng to Sill;;\! 1 strains 
t.hF"ov-y. tot"l strain rate for inelastic problem can bF" di.vided intD 
Hn ela~tic i e 

and inelastic i P part of total strain rat.e tensor 
P?sr1E?ctively (see analogical sepi:lri:ltion for dr-dlF"ction on Fig.l). 
HpY-ein, t.hF" ineli:lstic strains mean any Idnd of strain field vlhich eelll 
be con~idered as initial strains, i.e. plastic or viscoplelstic strain 
rate, r.:rF"ep sb-c:lin r· i:lte, thermal stri'lin rate ,"\nd sty-ain Y-F\te due to 
otllpy- celuses. So, we cc:ln vlr·it.e nOvl tile equations of considered 
rrob Iem in terms of non I ineal- BE!'1 for-rntt 10'1 tions forf ie tJ tinus 
tr.=1ctions vector p and body ·foy ·ces h, finally leading ttl initial 
~Ii:resses op: 

• • T • 
JI[ u, w] - Ap ::: floP + Fx + Q (u ) (5 ) 

trlltere mab-ices II and A i:lre the same asfoy- elastic <Hli:llye;is, mab-i>: H 
is due to the inelastic stress int{;>gral. Matri>: F n:?fey-c; to tlte 
fundamental ·function cause byfor·c.ing tri:lction vlith vector- x, i.e. 
modeling density of crack opening for· panel and 91ab respect.ivF"ly. 
t1ab-i): () describes bond, bond ·-slip n.=~lations and other displacements 
dtlP to aggr{;>gatF.! interlock and dovlel action of rF.!inforcRment in the 
crack additionally relat.ed to displacem{;>nt l!. 

7. I ncrernen ta I cornpu ta tions 

TlIP rF'SU 1 ts correc tness depF.!nds Oil the choice o ·f r iqht type boundary 
elements and a careful die;cretization of the structure. The influencF.! 
of thF.! above on the problem to be studied cannot bF.! neglected. The 
appr·opriate simulation of the 10Ad-caYTytnq behaviour of RC structure 
is mor·p important then the i:lccuracy of til!'? numey-ical calcttlatione;. 
Til", qupstion what. kind of numerical methods or bOLmriF\ry elements 
should be preferable c~osen cannot be answered satie;factorily. 

r:::quation 5 must be solved numF"ric.?lly vlith iterativF" and .incremental 
tpchnic-I' .. tes. IterFltion r·esulte; duF" the fact that the yJqllt side of 
Efl.5. depends dir-ectly on function u. In adr.:1itionfunetion I, depends 
imjirectly on Ilhysi.cal lav) (Eq.l) The incremental compltt.=:ltioll is 
cC:\u5p.n by ratp form of Eq.5. For iteT.:>t ior, ;:)rld .i.IlCT!?nlelltal 
compu ta tions the mod if ied Nev) ton-Raphson Ille thod vias app I .led. 

8. Numerical examples 
- - -------.-

Simply supported sq;'Jar e sl",bs OA1 . Df't2 tF.!sted by Absi and Br-alldt [1] 
---------------

The all edges simply suppor·ted slabs OA1 and Df't2 vlith thickness 10 
em ~ tes ted under cons ta:1 t load by Abe; i .?.td By· and t [1 ] , trlen~ 

Tlumerically analyzed in oy-deY- tn chec k th!? per· form8TlCe of tile 
computing procedure. The slab Df'tl W.=:IS reinforced bottom by bars 0 8 
mm every 8 em parallel to the edges. The slab DA2 was reinforced 
bottom with the SFlmE b a rs as slab ~nl; bat parallel to the diagonal 
liTlE'S. In rig.2 th", e>:pel-irnentally received load-midpoint cieflpctton 
relation of the slab is compared to the results of DEM numerical 
calculations. FJg.3 shows F"):per- tmenta lly an d nUfIler·ically obtained 
e ", u~(s o f conc r e t e and r·e in f or·cement s t r· ai n s for DA ~. slab. 
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Fig.P. Comparison of c,,,Ic:ulat.l?ci load -·· nd.dpoint deflf'ct.ioll I e1.:'1 U.UlIS 
I-litfl the test r-esult of slabs D{)l anrl D(\2 [tJ. 
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Fig.~3. Comparison of calculated IOF.lrl-rn.idpoint concletr? alld leillfurcr?-· 
rnf>nt stxains I-elations ltllth the tpst I-PS'lltc::-> of slab DAl [l J. 

Panrd ~JT3 t.ested by Lennhi::1J cit ,;\lld L'Ii::d tllr?)· [101 

Till? result of simply suppmt-ed c::,qU,'H ·P p,"IIIPl I1Jr3~ tested by I.PClldl;:"\rdt: 
c::Illd t'Jalther· [1(l]~ vlPle L,"Ikell tD Cllr?ck BEt-1 solutioll f()\ " pl;dll 
st.n_'ssl:?'? •• Tile panel Wi]!?· IPinfr.:Hced horizulltally in r.lJf·fprrlll: vJayfo!· 
Imttnlll and top par- to The hntt.olll ZDne (Rot) had 2 " 8 nlln 1J,"Ir-s each 6 
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rill fi~:ed in I. roltls~ t.he top ' .. Dne C'llld verticdl bMS <r<,,?) ~)pyp (1 (.-) 5 
Illm "/'11::11 21, em. III FJq./t t.he E'>:pel-imentC'llly r ' eCf'i.'1eC1 IOi',d --lllidspan 
dp 'flection reiat.iDIl of tile pMI P.! is compared to till" Yr?""ldt.',r=-, of [I[t" 

r.:Illd allier C\ut.hms (nuykC.1Zbld: [5]~ Fli:,gl [71 and Lp~·li()r.:-,I~i [11]) rFI" 
nUl1\prical calr.ulat.icns . Fig.5 5ho\'Is p>:pel- imE'IIt:.::Illy Alld Tllllnrrici'llly 
011 t.FIlIlPd y-esu 1 ts of BE,..' dlld rEt'1 by Lewi()~>ld [11. Jfor- )ein fen celllPll t 
strains for- panel. 

'7. Conclusions 

rllp Tlulllf'Y'ic:al ,-esult.s ohtFli.T1pd for' thp problems o 'f o::. li'lh c; ilnd Jlt'lTlPls 
indi.cated that t.he pn:!r,:,eTltpri method is capablp. to predict 
!"",ufficiently and <="F'lt.isf ,"\ctov-ily 1?5ponsp of y-PillfoYcpLl CDlICY'ete 
planar- st.l"I ,lctur·e. t'lo,p nUflIETici'll I-esults ,"'Ild e>:periment.,"ll dC'lti'l is 
5t-,ill npf?dpcL t'ln!'£:' T'pal.isth: descripti01l of aqqy-egat.f? inl,Pylocking 
Mild doltlel i:\ction i,:, also npcP~3L-;cH-y. 

Tllp p):nmples ~:f?!";"llb,-~d jll PA;" ,, ';' S:IU),-) (:fIe C'lri·I"'n(Flq ,~!,,:. of 
JIlPlC'lstic pr-ohleflls i,n f1Y-pjPIPllcpi[) FEI'1. Consldpl-",hlf? 
t-.llp rltltFl~ r'equi!"pd to n,HI FI :.r[)blem~ call be C'lctd.e'lpd 
rk'grep o 'f aCCdl ACy. 
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Janusz P~dziwiatr 

Technical University of Wroclaw 

A NEW MODEL FOR BOND SLIP AND CRACK WIDTH CALCULATIONS 
OF TENSION MEMBERS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The bond between concrete and steel is of fundamental importance 
to many aspects of reinforced concrete behaviour.The spacing and 
width of cracks,internal distributions of stresses along the steel 

after cracking, tension stiffening between primary cracks,relative 
slip between steel and concrete strongly depend on bond. 

The most important factors influencing bond characteristics are: 

the type of steel bars, concrete cover, confining effects,concrete 
strength and the type of load. 

The bond phenomenon has been studied for decades [1J , [2J . 
Now specimens with a very short bond length are used.They allow to 

establish the relationships between the local slip and the bond 
stress for every type of load. Several analitical models have been 
developed on that base but little attention has been given to distri
butions of stresses along a tension member [3J , [4J . Still there 
are some important problems which are not solved or their solution 
is very doubtful: 

a) the length of bond trabsfer, 
b) boundary conditions for slip and strains, 
c) concrete stress distribution across a tension member, 
d) the rise and development of internal and secondary cracks. 
This paper shows a new model for calculations which deals with those 
problems (fig.1). All model parameters are clearly connected with 

experimental results. 
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sQcondQry crack 

x 

bond transfer - a. 
)(1 Xc 

I I 
-J 

Fig.1. Tension member after cracking. 

2. MAIN ASSU~PTIONS AND GOVERNING EQUATIONS. 

When a reinforced concrete member is subjected to a sufficiently 

high tension force. primary cracks from and a relative bar to 

concrete slip occurs.The compatibility and equilibrium equations 
are: 

d.6"o.(><) 
dx = -

( 1 ) 

( 2 ) 

where Ea.. 60.' Ea. and Cb. 0b' Eb - strain. sttess and elastic 
moduli for steel and concrete respectivly, 

6 - slip between steel and concrete, 
1:, - bond stress 
cL - bar diameter 
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There are four unknowns in equations (1) - (3), so another one 

must he establ ish. It can has the following forms: 'L =- '"G (Ll), 

rr, = rc (x) or '(, =- 'L ( £:\ , )C.) . 
In this paper two functions were chosen . The first one is the bond 

stress just after cracking. At that moment"the length of bond tran
sfer and location of secondary cracks are determined. The bond fun

ction has the next form: 
~= k (a-><)l{X (4) 

where a , k constans explained later. 
Substituting (4) to (2) gives 

~ k [2 ",5 2 2,5J 0. ()() = 0: - -- -- 0. X - - X 
a. 0 d 3 5 

( 5 ) 

and substituting (5) to (3) yields to 

4 ku [2 ",5 2. 2,51 
°b(><) = d=- ""3 GX - 5 x J ( 6 ) 

where 6 0 =('17) Rrr ) n=Ea./E b )f=Fa./Fb 

R,.,. - tensi Ie concrete strength 

The compability condition for 0 0 at x =0. gives 

k 2.,5 ~ 5 R 0 rr 
a = 8~ (7) 

From (4) one can obtain 

2 k Q, -1,5 
1: rYlQ.)( = --"-'--'--'3=-1:-:, 5=-- ( 8 ) 

so from (7) and (8) the bond length equals 

5R rr
o rr U = --"---=.:::,.,--'-----

4 . -{3 of' 0 'r; max ( 9 ) 

Substituting (5) and (1) the local slip for 'L"a~is 

a 

fl- ~o. J [£a(Xl - Cb(~dx =[ ~ - 3gJ3'J 0;;0: 
0../3 

( 1 0 ) 

I nth e p u 1 I - 0 u t t est, w hen a for c e e qua 1 s P = 0 0 Fa. = ( ;{ + hfL) R t' F b 
the local slipL1 can be measured, so from (10): 

(L= Ea. °~ l~ ~ - 3--131- 1 

0 0 7 9 ( 11 ) 

Using experimental value Ll and equations (9) and (11) i t is 

possible to calculate "Lmo>(and k 
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3. CRACKING DEVELOPMENT 

3.1. Just after primary cracks occur 

Just after cracking not only internal cracks but also a "potential" 

secondary crack appear. It is coused by uniform tensile stress in 

concrete (Ob) and additional strains in concrete surrounding a steel 

bar which depend on bond forces. 

y 

Fig.2.Additional concrete elongation and strain 

For a model shown in fig.2 the additional concrete elongations and 

strains are given by. 
a 

ll(x,y)=~ J'Gc«X.)r Z(t1-JJb) + cx.2. ldcx. (12) 
LJEb x L(yZ+oe.2)O,$ (y2.+o<:.2)1'J 

d u,(x,y) 
cix 

w her e vb - Poi s son's rat i 0 for con c ret e 

( 1 3 ) 

This model can explain the nonuniform strain distribution in con

crete cross-section much better than arbitrary chosen 'fJ [5J, 
Location of secondary cracks can be find from a condition: 

( 1 4 ) 

The change of steel stress distribution coused by secondary crack 

is shown at fig.3.The values of x1 and OOi are computed from 
equilibrium conditions for bond and se e l stresses respectively. 
Using Tepfers's model [6J , it is possible to check if that crack 

remains inside or reaches concrete face. 

3.2. Cracking development and the influence of loading history 

I nternal and secondary ctacks occur just after primary cracks and 
c han g eat y p e 0 f L) 0 n d. I t s t ron 9 I Y d e pen d son il kin d 0 rill) i1 r . 
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For deformed bars the next function is used: 

f(, (x) = <3 ' )(. Oa. (x) ( 1 5 ) 

where 9 - factor taken from pUll-out test 

Using equations (1) - (3) and (15) one can obtain 

( 1 6 ) 

( 1 7) 

The maximum value of bond stress is given by (from 15): 

~mQ< = ~ V %g ') = OQ i Te ' ( 1 8 ) 

When load increases and 't, max remains constant, a 11 CJ 11 value 
decreases, so a bond peak value moves away from a primary cra r k. 

At the same time thesteel stress distribution becomes more uniform 

(fig.3) 

------
I 

- - -+ -- - -.. 
I .... - .... , -. 

1_ 

Fig.3.Steel and bond stress distribution along the bar 

W hen a bon d pea k val u ere a c h e s "x 1" , par arne t e r I~ g" m u s t rem a i n 

can s tan t, s 0 0 0 and 1: m a x inc rea s e s i m u I tan e 0 u sly. 0 uri n 9 t his 
loading a new secondary crack may appear or ultimate crack pattern 
is already established. The width of crack depends on slip value, 
additional concrete elongation at primary crack cross-section and 
width of internal secondary cracks (fig.1): 

af=2[~(O)-U(OI'T)~~aJ (19) 

where~(O)-[Q~ is simply a slip of steel bar calculated for x 
from 0 to x1 
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In some cases a free shrinkage at the same distance must be taken 

into consideration, so additional width of crack equals O'q;-2.£sl,x" 
The tension member under more complex loading history may be treated 

in a similar way. The main governing parameters of the model -a ,k 

and <3 can be obtainted from experimental load- or sl ir>- control 

tests, which were carried also for cyclic and reversed loads[4] 

4.NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 

Since there is no such an experimental work in which both speci

ments of a very short bond length and for tension cracking 
analyzis are checked simultaneously, the numerical example shows 
only the main ideas. 

Material properties: 

b=h=0,075m, R =2,OMPa, r 
It was assumed that at 

The bond length equals 

E =210 GPa, n=7,O, d=0,012m, [-L=O,02 
cracking level ( 

a=O,1083m. The first secondary crack 

appears at xo=O,OBm It reaches e=O,OOBm from centroid of a bar. 

Up to 0 0 = 149MPa 1: 

away from x=0,036m to 
crack rises at x=0,06Bm 

max is constant but a peak value moves 
x=0,068m. At 0o=lB2MPa another secondary 
and it reaches the concrete surface. 

The ultimate crack spacing is O,068m, but for secondary cracks it 
equals 0,081m (fig.4) 

t14~+---__ 

L-________ ~~---------+--~---------+----x [rrJ 
O,03G o,oc;e 0,08 

Fig.4. Steel stresses along the bar 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

The presented model shows the movement of a peak bond stress, an 

increase of the steel stress between the primary crakcs, rising 

and development of secondary cracks such phenomenons as a nonuniform 
concrete strain distribution in cross-section or the width of 

secondary cracks can be explain much better. Experimental values 

-k,o. and 9 are easy to calculate from pUll-out test.Using this 
method it is possible to evaluate both the width of crack and 
the tension stiffening. 
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by prof. Mieczyslaw Kaminski 

M. Sc. Roman Wroblewski 

Due to complexity of concrete behavior in various stress 

stages the development of rational and sufficiently general 

model of concrete structures is a complicated task. This 

development needs accurate description of materials. 

structures and also well developed computational methods. 

Those requirements could meet computer methods. 

The paper presents a solution of a problem of an analysis 

of structural concrete shells based on finite element method. 

which is applied to the analysis of a silo shell. 

Constitutive relation in an element of a shell are based 

on the theory of thin. layered. elastic. homogeneous and 

ortothropic shells [11. The following assumptions are made : 

- displacements of a structure are small. 

- strain distribution in a section according to Kirhchoff-Love 

hypothesis. 

on the boundary surfaces of each layer the conditions of 

continuity of displacements and stress are fulfilled. 

An Important feature of such a computational model is the 

interface of axial forces and bending moments which is the 

consequence of different mechanical properties of concrete 

layers and non-symmetrical distribution of reinforcement In an 

element of a shell. The model of smeared cracks is applied. 

The composite material-stiffness matrix is formed by 

superposition of component material-stiffness matrices as 

f 0 I lows [2 1 : 

[DJ=[DJc+~[DJI l 1 ) 

where: n is the number of reinforcing directions. 
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[ D ] is the stiffness matrix of concrete l~yers. 
~ 

[ D J, is the stiffness matrix of reinfon-:ement in 

direction i. 

The elements are diVided into a constant number' of layers 

of the same thickness and different properties depending on 

stress (strain) rate and mode of cracking_ The reinforcement 

is also treated as a smeared layers. 

The state of stress (strain) is analyzed separately for p;=tch 

layer of concrete and steel and then the material-stiffness 

matrix is formed . 

Models of materials . . - . . __ .. _ .... - -.--- ---.---,---

The constitutive relations for concrete are based on 

Kupfer. Gerstle [4) and Cedolin et al . [5) ideas. Octahedral 

stress-strain relationships are applied to calculate ser:ant 

shear and bulk modulus . 

The biaxial failure function is applied according to Y.upfer 

and Gerstle [4] tests (fig_1)_ Steel is assumed to be an 

elastic-perfectly plastic material. 

The mechanics of cracked 

reinforced concrete is dpscrlhed 

l---Jb~=t==t=1::=:J2l+---_ q,. by following parameters comrre
flc 

lib 

1110 

-09-

IIIb 

Fig. 1 . 

ssive strength of concrete . she;:ll-

stiffness due to 

interlock and dowel 

tension stiffening. 

agqregate 

act ion. 

The reduction of compressive 

strength of cracked in one 

direction concrete is concerned 

as a function of lateral tensile 

strain according to Collins and 

Vecchio ideas [5) (fig . 2) . The shear stiffness of cracked 

reinforced concrete due to aggregate interlock is also a 

funct ion of lateral strain as shown in fig.3. The shear 

stiffness due to dowei action is concerned as a function of 

crack direction and properties of re1'.-,forcing bars acr.orrltnq 

to Shirai and sato ideas [6) (fig.4). The tension sliffening 

effect Is implemented according to Eurocode 2 [7)_ 
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Fig.2.Reduction of compressive strength of concrete 

to 

Flg.3 . Shear stiffness due 

to aggregate interlock 
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Fig.4 . Shear stiffness due 

to dowel action 

The cracking is the basic feature of the concrete behavior. 

The cracks are assumed to appear in the directions 

perpendicular to the principal tensile strains. in each 

concrete layer separately . 

i\ppllcCltloIIO(' lhe model 

The presented model was applied to the analysis of 

prestressed silo shell. The structure was filed with sugar. 

Three modes of emptying were taken into account the centrlcal 

discharge and the eccentrical discharge with the eccentrics 

of 4.15m and 9.30m. For that modes of emptying the loadings 

were applied to the structure according to the Polish Standard 

[8] PrestreSSing was distributed so as the silo shell behave 

as the partially prestressed. which means in thnt case that 

for static loading no cracking is allowed. The silo diameter 

was 20m. its high 50m and the 1.'1 a 1 I thickness O.23m. 

The calculrttions In the case of the most dangerous loading 
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were conducted In two stages -the elastic and nonelAstic ones . 

Significant differences were observed between the stages hoth 

for stresses and displacements [particularly in the reqion 

where patch load due to eccentric discharge was RJ1pliprl. fig.S 

and fig. 6) In figure 5 dp-formed mpsh and dlstrthlltion of 

radial displacements is presented In the elastic: st.age . The 

f \ g II r e 6 pre sen t s r a d I a I dis P I i'l C e men t s oft he s i los II p 1 I III h P n 

the nonl inear model was appJ teri. 
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Co.~!9. tU .!?.lOI1S 

Computer methods are becoming an advanced tool for design 

of concrete struct~res . Its great potential J i es in the 

ability to work with developing constitutive laws . Obviollsly 

they are an approximation of the reality hut this 

approximation can be controlled . A very important advantage of 

such methods is their application to the caspswhere 

analytical models cannot or can hardly be used. 
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WAVE CONCEPTION OF FLEXING 
OF THE REINFORCED CONCRETE BEAMS 

Mlt.rill~z SZECIlJNSKI 
Eindhoven - October 1992 

Summary. Te~b ~how that in loaded reinforced concrete beam~ take place a wide range 0/ ~ophi.9-
ticaied proce~u~. To nch proceHe~ belong~ for example, changeabiliiy 0/ ihe modu/ru 0/ elasticity 
along ihe beam lengih. Thi~ changeability depend~ mainl on the level 0/ the concrete inner work 
~iaie, on which have influence level 0/ ihe beam load an oiher /ador~ a~ for in~iance crack!. In 
the main part 0/ the theorie~, concerned on the beam~ work, those problem~ are generally omitted 
and the con~iant valaes 0/ ~iifJnes~ are asnmed. Thi~ paper presents a try to build a conception 
taking into consideration all mentioned change~. Thi~ conception is named" The Conception of 
Wave Stiffness Di~tribution". Model considering upper mentioned remark~ was build and tested. 
Results are presented in paper. 

1. Distribution of stiffness on the beam length 

AnA.lysis of the chosen crOBS section of the reinforced concrete beam, flhowB that during the 
load increase, two cases of work of such cross- section may occur. In the first case, choflen crO~B
section may work, during the all time of load application, in the noncracked state. In the second 
case, crack may occur in chosen cross-section, in moment when tensile stresses overtake the tenflile 
strength of concrete. In this case cross section will work up to the moment of dama.ge in cmcked 
state. Work of both crosB-sections is up to the specified load level the same, and differentiates 
after crossing some load level, so ca.lled cracking load. 

It is possible to estimate that cracks, it means cracked cross-sections, occur in some di~t8nce 
on the beam length and that there is the finite quantity of cracks. Cracked cross-sections in that 
situation, are taking only small part of the beam length. Most of cross-sections are first type 
what means that the most part of the beam work in noncracked sta.te. 

Stiffness of the chosen cross-section of the beam depends on following factors: 
- changeability of the modulus of elasticity of concrete Ee, 

- changeability of modulus of inertia of the cross-section Ie. 
Hence we consider that stiffness of the first case sections will decrease due to the changcR of 

the modulus of the elasticity, during all loading process up to damage of the beam. This process 
we dcscribe using continuously decreasing function as shows Fig.1. 

Consider second caBe sections, their stiffness at the beginning will slowly fo.ll down due to 
the load increase, as it was in the first case. Change becomes when the craek develops. Stiffness 
jump down that moment. After the crack stabilize, stiffness still decrease bu little faster tha.Din 
the first case sections. ThiR process shows Fig.2. 

There exist many factors changing deseribed process. One of the most importRnt will be 
time factor. Stiffness of cross-section will decrease caused by creep and shrinkage of concrete. 
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Simultaneously stiffness will increase ca.used by aging of concrete. Those influences will mix 
together giving a. picture as shows Fig. 3. 
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Decrease of stiffness 
of the cross sections 
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Stiffness of the second C8se sections will decrease slowly up to moment when the crack 
develops. Further stiffness jump down a8 it was upper mentioned. Simulta.neously shrinka.ge a.nd 
creep will increase and a.ging will decrease speed of this process. Result is 88 shows Fig.1. 
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Additionally it is important to remember about influence of other factors 88 for example 
about influence of shape and type of embedded reinforcement. 

Described proceRS we may spread on the whole beam. It means that we introduce parameter 
describing pORilion of Rection in element. 

Consider decreasing of stiffness due to the load increase, stiffness of the loaded beam in the 
points where minimum inner force develops differ from points where inner forces are maximal. 
Additionally this effect will mix with the stiffness change which occur due to the crack develop. 

As a conclusion on this stB.ge, we may consider that in heavy loaded reinforced beam in the 
same moment when some sections are close to the damage, most of them sill work in pllflse 1. 
This process is shown in Fig.5 
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Fig.5 Distribution of stiffness on the beam length 
during the loading proceRR: a.) I ph88e, 

b) first crack development, c) II phll8e, d) III phase 
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2. Basic a.ssumptions of the wave conception of stiffness distribution 

AnalYBing processeB described in Bection 1, we mo.y assume that during the beam loading 
period stiffness o{ the beam is changing caused by following reasons: 

- changes of the material (concrete) properties due to the load and time increase, 
- changes of the cross sectlon geometry caused by crack development. 

Generally we assume stiffness as function of the 3 main parameters: 
- loads, 
- position of the cross section, 
- time. 

It may be formally written as follows: 

B = B(p, {, t). (1) 

Expression (1) may be simplified introducing coefficient of the level of the load incre8Be, 
which may be expressed 08 follows: 

M -m Mr - r, 

where M i t.he loading moment and Mr is the cracking moment. 
Values of the mr must change in following interval: 

o ~ m = ~r ~ M:. 

(2) 

(3) 

When mr = 1 first crack develops. Values of :r are from interval 4 - 10, dependent on 
qualit.y of concrete and mRny other factors. 

Hence stiffness may be expressed in following form: 

B = B(m r , t). (4) 

Charts of the function fulfilling upper mentioned conditions are shown in Fig.6. 
Tracing the stiffness function on the upper shown figures, shows that in first phase of beam 

work stiffness decrease continuously and for most part of cross sections those changes are continued 
in the same manner up to the damB.ge of the beam. In those cross sections cracks will not develope. 
Only in several points beam cracks occur and only in those places stiffness will jump down. 

Those lead to the conclusion that the stiffness function may be trated as a sum of two 
functions. One of those functions will exist in the whole period of the beam work and second 
will arise in the moment the first crack develop. Values of second function will exist only in the 
cracks environment. 

Such stiffness (unction for the immediate loads may be assumed iormally 08 follows: 

B = f(mr,t - T = 0) + h{mr,t - T = 0), (5) 

where mr = ffr - that is relation between loading and cracking moments. 
t - T = 0 - load starting time. 
In general ca8e {unction f describe distribution of stiffness along the beam, before and after 

first CTA.ck deVf~lop. Second function arise in the cracki;lg moment in the crackf'l environment. 
Knowledge of the upper functiolls will lead to the seek solution of problem. 
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The function (WaB in present paper aBsumed in the shape (6): 

J{m t T - 0) - Bc(-Bu + B r, - - - l+amrBro-Bn) . Ib, (6) 

where B/o is the stiffness of the nonloaded cross section in the moment of the load application 
and BIb is the stiffness of the cross section just before cracking in the moment of the load 
application. 

a is the coefficient of the stiffness level during the crackin[process and it may be calculated 
(rom the assumption that for mr = 1 (cracking) function J = BIl, where BIb < B11 < BIo . 
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Fig.6 Distribution of stiffness on the beam: 
a) due to the stage of strain, 

b) due to the position of the cross section, 
. c) due to the load stage 
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For upper assumptions coefficient Q' takes following values: 

Q' _ BTa- Bet 
- (BTo-BTB)(BTl-Bn )' (7) 

For phase I f(mr, t - T = 0) = Bo . 
Hence function (6) take a following shape: 

f(m J T - 0) - BTa-Ba + B r,·- - .-1 Bro Bl1m lb· 
+SIl-Bn r 

(8) 

Chart of the upper function shows Fig.7. 

BlcS 

HI l .~.--------------
Bi b 

--'----.. - .1-

7 3 rt1r 

Fig.7 Chart of the (unction f (mr , t - T = 0) 

Function h was assumed in the following shape: 

Um4 

h(mr , t - T = 0) = -(Bib - Bl1)2 . 1+m~ g(mr, t - T = 0). (9) 

where Bl1 is the minimal stiffness of the cracked cfOfl8-flection, 
g( mr , t - T = 0) is function describing influence of cracks on the stifInefls. 

Generally function g take a shape as follows: 

( _ _ 0) - ( co8 2nlr(ffi)- 1)4 
9 mr,t r - - 2 . (10) 

In the special case function g may take constant value {J . {J will describe the aver~ge level of 
stiffness on the crack area considering work of cracked and non cracked cross sections. 

Chart of the function h is shown in Fig.8. 
In general case of beam working under the immediate loads in the full range of load, distri

bution of stiffness considering upper given remarks will be described using formula (5) and will 
look 88 shows Fig.9. . 
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For example, according to Rssumed rules, stiffness function for simply supported beam, work
ing in the I phllBe, will look 8B follows (11): 

Bl(t" t - O} - Bcp-Bn + B \,Pr, - r - - l+(Bro-Ba)(Pr(l-O H, 

a = 1 in this C8Be, 
and (= 'T,Pr = ~, 

Pr 
where Pr is the cracking load. 

h! mr I .' ------.---.. -.-.--.-.-.---.-.------------.-.. --... ---.-.. --- --.. -----------.. -.----.---, 
B - B : . . .J - . - J 1 - -- - - -

./ 

2 3 

Fig.8 Chart of the function g(mr , t - r = 0) 

cra cking &r@8 

'1' _________________ _____ . __________ ______ ._ .. 

Fig.9 Distribution of stiffness on the beam length 
in the full range of work 

(11 ) 
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Stiffness function described in formula (11) is shown in Fig.10 

p 

I ~ 

.,--------------- ------_._- -- --- --------_. 

Fig.lO Function (11) of sttiffness distribution 
for simple supported reinforced concrete beam 

For the phll8e II function of stiffness distribution, Il8sumed 9.ccording to the proposed rules, 
for the simple supported r.c. beam, will look 118 follows: 

B( I t - 0\ - BI(1 ) [B (I ) B (, )l[Co8(2n~O-ll4Br&..=D .."Pr, - T - J - ... ,Pr - n .."Pr - II .."Pr 2 2,lt(Pr(1-() ' (12) 

Value n in formula (12) decribe quantity of cracks on the beam length and may be calculated 
from shear conditions. 

n = -/' , where lr = 0. 4.4 . 
r J.I 

This function (12) shows Fig.n . 

. ~------ . . - - .-- - --- - ..... - .. -

Fig.11 Function (12) of stiffness dist.riblliton 
for simple supported reinforced concrete beam 
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3. Deflections 

Description oC the Cunction oC the stiffness distribution, made in previous section allows us to 
determine deflections oC the reinforced concrete beam. Those deflections calculation will consider 
all previous ae8umptions what means changes of stiffness on the beam length. 

Using the curvature equation in shape (13): 

p = ~ = ~ = - ~t:r (13) 

Stiffness B{u} is given through expression (S). Inserting (S) to equation (13) we receive: 

g~ 
P = du = - j(u)+h(u} ' (14) 

IIence Curther 

(15 ) 

Equation (IS) describe the beam curvature in both phaees of work. 
Through integration eq (15) and foundation constants from the boundary conditions, we 

receive expressions for displacements (deflections) of the beam. Formally they mfty be written 8R 

follows: 

~---- -

(IG) 

(17) 

---- ..... 1'1::,111.::111 1--' t· 

l
----.. --. .. --:: l1li"- ' (13 ;;(:':) 1.......niI113~iOU --I I). Y::~:II) 
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l.II[L __________ III~[J 
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Fig.l2 Construction of the example beam 

Integration of the equation (17) may be made using finite differences method in the case when 
the boundary conditions are given on the both ends of the beam. For other caees Runge-Cutta 
method should be applied . 
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4 Example 

As for example deflections of the single supported beam shown in Fig.12 were calculated. 
All example calculations were made using written computer program which scheme Ahows Fig.l3. 
For the comparison FEM model of upper shown beam were build and tested considering crack 
inlluence. 

All FEM ca\cuiations were done using DIANA FEM system. 
Results of the FEM calculations are shown in Fig.l4. 

-- - - - - - --' ---._-- -- -- -- - -- _._---_._---.- . ... _-.. _- .. ... . _-_ .. _ .. 
- .---- -_. -_. ------ --- - -- --_ .. . - ._---- - - -

Fig.l3 Calculating program sche!lle 
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",C'nt ' _ ...... 
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Fig.14 Calculated deflections of the beam using FEM method 
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5 Conclusions 
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Fig.l5 Comparison of the proposed and FEM results 

In paper the process of flexing of the reinforced concrete element.s was analysed. The con
ception of wave stiffnes distribution based on results received by Szechinski in pB.per [1] was 
proposed. 

This conception assume, that the stiffness of the reinforced concrete cross section is changing 
due to the load and position change. Results of calculations of the example beam, using proposed 
model, are shown in Fig.15. 

Those results were compared with results of calculations of The FEM model build using the 
DIANA system [2] . 

Two FEM models were considered. 
First analysed model was linear in full range of load. In second model influence of cracks 

was considered. 
Charts in Fig.15 show tha.t results received from calculations of the linear model B,re much 

lower then proposed in this paper. Results received from calculations of the second model show 
that influence of cracks is valuable. 

Still proposed results are higher than calculated using FEM nonlinear models. It is possible 
that results of FEM calculations will inncrease to the level of received in paper results, when 
other phenomena, as for example plasticity of concrete in compressed zone, will be considered. 

From the other side paarameters of the proposed model should be checked using the labora
tory results. 

As a conclusion it possible to estate that the proposed conception is suitable, to the very 
detailed analysis of work of the reinforced concrete flexed elements. Especially in cases when 
knowledge of di8placemclIts may dccide about usefulllless of the working struct.ure. 

• 
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H.J. FijnelIBn 
B.S. Rutten 

EXPERlMENrl\L lNVESTIGATION OF TIlE DYNl\MICl\LLY LOl\DED FlJ.XJH - SlAB 
SYSfEM 

1. INl"RODOCTlON 

The phenomenon of large relative displacements between prestres sed
concrete floor slabs and steel supporting girders was observed in August 
1991 during the asseroling phase of c~lex building - Nieuwoollw 
Laboratory DRS. After putting floor-slabs over ground floor a who] f! 
flection of them lTDVed up to O.OBm. ltrt extensive experiITPntal progrnm, 
{liming at the explanation of the above JTP.ntion phenOJJ)<'!{)OIl, bAS heen 
perfortred at BRO TV Eindhoven. In the assembling phase, when uHcontro] 1(>(1 
displacenents took place, the Iffiin loading acting on a structure was dF:'''ld 
lo.qd of concrete slabs supported by relatively feeble steel skel~ton. 
As the phenonena entailing displacetrents of a structure slu·inkagf> nnel 
creep of concrete, and strainn due to thenral expansion are oftpn 
reported. After detailed examination they were excl uded as a ['Osfd h 10. 
reasons for slabs displacelTP.nts. Ap, an eventual ocmrce (or llf1pr~] i <:1:('(1 
loadings, the dynamic [actors have been {lf1RIJ~. TIleY ,In" rrninl y 
cormected with wiud, ground vibrations general:ed by trFlf( i.e: rllld 
vibrations generated by miscellaneous sources (cr,me, COTT1I'l"p.SflOr, p.I,; .) . 
TIle efforts connected with the explanation of possible rC<1Sr)[lfl for s1;lh~; 
displaceJrent have been concentrated on three inl:enelate<l problem: 
- experiJreIltal analysis of the kinelIBtic conditions at the suppor ts \)[ 

prestressed - concrete Blabs, 
- rreasureJrent of vibraticms coming from different source8 located in Ii"¥" 

vicinity of construction, 
- ntlrrerical analysis of the structure with special interest p<,ic1 t.o dFlta 

from experi.Irents. 

2. RINEMATIC CONDITIONS AT THE SUPPORT OF PRF..sTRESSED-CONCRETF. SUR 

nte rmin goal of the investigations waR the fr icti(ID pheU<:"lTTl'::lncm elt u~ 
supports. Taking into account the existence of rubber pads ~twec1\ 
concrete slab and steel beam, it wag cOlli.li.dered. necesRary to evaluate tJl0 
friction conditions anung three different materialn adhering to e;o)dl 
other. 'The real conditions were sj JTI1l1atpd in Ute L]oora tory. ConCJ:Cl· (> 

slab was supported on steel beams through rubber pad or steel rollf'r 10 
tmI in diane tel' . Lateral force was put to concr:ete slab by TTW"iHiS of 
hyur<lulic actuator with prograrrrmble displacerrent. M:lx:il111lm displFlcf'fllF't1t 
range in hydraulic actuator was 90 rmt ilJ1d it was also t.he JmXl !111m Rh i. fI-
of the slab at the supports. Rea<.tions at the supports were calculClte<l 
for initial conditions fot:" displacerrent ~::: O. Lateral force F' was 
transferred. on slab through steel frontal pli'lte. Load cell. WilS incllJclr.j 
in testing arrangerrent. Values of F and A were m.)nitored on X - Y plottP[ 
and simultaneously were Jreasured auto1TBtically at the rnte of 50 
rrcasureuent / minute. Landing was tr.ansferred to conclete slob in terrrn 
of controlled displacerrent activated by the hydraul ic actUi1tor. TIlrp.e 
different d..isplacelJEnt histories were applied in reseFlrch program (two 
constant rate and one pulsating displaceIrent) . Experinent<ll [csul ts wpre 
the basis for evaluation of the dyn<lmic and static friction coefficients 
for various loading conditions anddiffeff~nt materials. 
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1. MECW\NISM OF FRrcrrON Kr TIlE SUPPORTS OF TIlE REAL SI'RlL'TURE 

The characteristic decrease of friction just at HlP- bf>ginp..ing of f11 AI! 
displacelTEnt was observed in experiIrents. That phellOTTEnoIl is inrlppenrlent: 
of displacement rate (Fig.!). 
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Fig.l. Decrease of friction due to the presence of a glue layer for the 
ITDDotonic (a), and pulsating (b) loading condi tion 
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The range of the dynamic friction depression depends on thP. width of 
rubber band. For narrower band the range of 'friction depression' is 
6IIBller than for broader one (Fig. 2) . 
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Fig.2. 'Friction depression' for the rubber band of 20 and 40 nm in width 

It SeenE, that when the lJDVeJrent between steel and rubber comrences, glue 
on the rubber acts as a 'greasing agent' between the planes of friction. 
Glue is forlred into thin 'rollers' , which facilitate friction. Making lise 
of that ent>irical observation, the Irech.:mism of friction was divided into 
three phases presented Bchermtically in Fig. 3 . 

v, I 1 VI 

~"~!e!~.Y.t ULLL~("6({1 
7 777).1 V;'1))) / / / / / , 

1 1 

F 
(01 

F ( bl F ( cl 

Fig. 3. l-Echanism of friction at the support of concrete slab 

TIle global value of static friction coeHicient for real - strllcture 
conditions, at the support of concrete slab rmy be ctsAtllfe{1 a8 O.S!:) -
0.60. 'Mlen tile pheIlOlJEnon of ' glue rollers' fOrJMtion ocenrs. th~ v;~ 1 UP-R 

of dynamic friction coefficient IffiY be even three tilT"F!s lowe," CIllO Flt:t ; lill 
the range 0.19 - 0.36. This last finding is particuhlrly j'fTll)()rl.qnt: rOt 

dynamic analysis of the structure. 
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4. EXPERIMENrAL ANALYSIS OF THE TRAFFIC INDOCED VIBRl\TION 

'fhp instant values of acceleration were recorded in fOllr !TY';-)[\11rem:nl 
points at the vicinity of DSM lab. Signal from acceler()Tmt~r8 Wrlf1 

continuously recorded on digital recorder. At the satre tire sigrml WClfl 

ITunitored on oscilloscope with the printer. Detailed Fouder an31ysin of 
recorded signals was per forred thereafter on digital analyzer. 111e 
overall t:i..Jre of data recording at four pojnts was about five hC)II[s. Thf' 
vilJrations were generated by heavy trucks passing by at the diRtF!ncp. 50 m 
from the lab building (SlJ"OOth asfalt rood) and by highwilY traffic" A 
highway was located on embaI1kIrent 5 m in height, 130 m from thP. l"b" 
The lTBxinal values of acceleration arrplituden were in rtCC()Tl];'lO/:I~ wi t h U)(! 
d'.rection of Rayleigh waves propagntion and reClcllPd O. 00552 mlf~ f()f' 

frequency span 19 - 20 Hz. Regarding frequency Sp.."'ITlfl mxe clonely. nil'" 
nay deduce, that alItDst all naxina are the JrlIl tiples of S("lTTe bank 
frequency 3.1 Hz. The basic value 3.1 Hz equals apprm:im'llely the dllllhlp 
va lue of eigenfrequency for the structure f = 1. 55 Hz. 

5" EXPERlMENI'AL ANALYSIS OF lHE CRANE INDOCED VIBRATIONS 

Site lTEasure-rrents of the crane induced vibrations were p'~rf()nIP(l 

during different phases of crane operatiO"!1H. The crilne was <l8APmblf'fl ill 
the neighborhood of one - storey building wi th sti ff grouncl floor ilml 
continuous foundation on ground piles. 'lbe total ITHRS of the CI<l)lP. w .• s 
about 130 tons. ~ distance from the laboratory building WilR 30 m. 11l1~ 

accelerometer was glued to a concrete block (0.10 x 0.7.0 x 0.30 m) 
errbedded 0.10 m into the ground, and fixed to the uncoven~] cre8t of H 

pile foundation. 'lbe ground and foundation crest accelerati (Ins wen" 
lTUD.itored during different pbases of crane operation. nIB record!1 of 
<lcceleration are this tiTre IlDre regular than for traffic jn(ll)c('(i 
vibrations. For they nay be often considered as periodic vibrf'ltiems, j l. 
W; IS reasonable to acquire values of ampli tuues and frequAnci PR from t h~ 
direct ne<lsurerrents. Sone records of accelArations, which may be 
consjdcred as a representative, are stxJwn in Fig.4. 

CABEL-GOES'OOWN 
STATIONARY RUlmlllG 

aJ b) 

CRANE IS TURNING 

cJ 
Fig. 4. Representative recorciings of accelerations for VuriOllR phases of 

cr"ane op: .. ~ration 
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TIle value~ of anplituoe oscillate in very wjoe range, from 0.0370 tn 
0.27.5 miff. 1llcy are 10 - 10000 times higher than the viblilttOTlS coming 
from road traffic. The frequencies of about 1 Hz, which m p clo!1e to flip 

eigenfrequencies of the structure ITBY be spotted in mny record j ng8, 
t"xJwever the IIBjority of vibrations spectrum is located in the frequency 
span 70 - 110 Hz. SOlIe additional informations were provided by Fourier 
analysis of accelerations. TIlere were SCIre very strong peaks of 
acceleration aJIl'litudes for frequencies of about 70 - 100 Hz. TIleY reFtch 
values of 0.15 - 0.4 m/s , which were extreJIP.ly high in comparison with 
the previously recorded ffiIlJlitudes. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

N1..t!rE!rical calculations were perfonred for loading histories cre~ted 0n 
the basis of experiJrenta lly recorded accelerations. TIlfl strur.tllre wal3 
m:xleled according to S'l,'RUDL c01ll'Utational system recOlTlren(~atim\Il. 
TIle lIBXimal values of accelerations for each of the dynamic loading8 
differ between one another of two order of rmgnitude. TIle least abfjOlut.e 
values of accelerations and displacemPnt were obtained f~r traffi~ 
induced vibrations. TIleir nagnitude is thereabouts 0.019 mls and 0.0087 
m, while for crane induced vibrations they are 2.13 miff and 0.031 Tn 

respectively. TIlese values pertains to the lateral accelerations Rncl 
displaceJrent of Ule supports of prestressed - concrete sla.hs. 
From kineJIBtic point of view, the IIDvelOOnt of slab can comrence only in 
the IIDlOOllt, when lateral force (or acceleration) exceeds the value of 
friction force at the support. 
ExperilOOnts perfonred on kineTl'Btic conditions at the support, n~veal N1 
the existence of characteristic 'depression' of friction c~Hicipnt:. 
TIus pheIlOlrellOO is cOllIlected with the glue roller fonmtion in contact: 
layer between steel girder and rubher· band. It corrtrences after 0.002 -
0.005 m displacenent of concrete slab. In the ri'nrrent of placing a 
concrete slab on supports, smllnuverent of rubber band can be forr.e<"l by 
crane or slab-sling. It leads directly to the situation, when rf:'<Jl 
friction coefficient is very low (about 0.2), flO the minim'll accelp.ry'ion 
necessary for the initiation of slab UDvmrent is thereahout.R 1.9 m/s . 
According to the site-Ireasurerent and nU1rerical calculationf->, the t:r"lffir: 
induced vibrations cannot be considered as a BOurce of ncceler<ltionl"l 
strong enough to UDve on slabf'. 
The only ElOurce of vibrations, having eltergy to incrense the w\lIlPs of 
accelerations up to the limit of 2.0 miff, are crane-indur.ed vibratioT1R. 
Dynamic calculations dern:mstrated, that even 30 seconr} impuls~R "Ire nble 
to develop the lateral accelerations of supports with arrt>litude nbove 1.0 
mlrf. 
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THE LONGWAVE RADIATION AROUND BUILDINGS 

Henryk Nowak 

Department of Building and Environmental Physics, Institute of Building Science 1-2, 
Technical University of Wroclaw, Wyb. Wyspianskiego 27, 50-370 Wroclaw, Poland 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Until approximately twenty five years ago, the net longwave radiation exchRng~ 

between a building and its thermal environment were considered minimal in comparison 
wi th the solar radiation absorbed by the building surfaces. More recent st.udies 
comparing the predicted heat flow through elements with measured values illustrate 
that. significant errors may he introduced into the calculation of Ileat flow through 
building elements if the longwave radiation exchange at the outside surface is 
neglected. Recently, interest has also grown in the use of radiative heat losses of 
the buildings at night and is focused on the atmospheres's behavior as heat sink 
during the night for producing thermal radiative cooling. It is indicated that about 
20% of the heat losses during the heating period originate in the radiative energy 
exchange between the building envelope and the thermal environment. 
Of course, the longwave atmospheric radiation flux at the earth's surface is a very 
important factor for the energy balance and its quantitative knowledge is of 
fundamental importance for any meteorological, agrometeorological, hydrological and 
agricultural problems. 

Several different procedures have been developed over the years for calculating 
intensi ty of the longwave radiation from the atmosphere at the ground. Since no 
network of the observation stations exists for this flux, estimates must he made 
from routinely collected meteorological data, like the air temperature, the water 
pressure, the dewpoint of air, cloud cover factor etc. 
Various empirical models describing intensity of the longwave radiation have been 
developed only for horizontal surfaces (at the ground) and this limitation excludes 
pitched roofs and walls. The most frequently ci ted models (Berdahl and Fromberg, 
1982; Idso and Jackson, 1969; Swinbank, 1963; Unsworth and Monteith, 1971) were 
empirically verified only for clear sky conditions. Cole (1976) proposed a simple 
empirical model for calculation intensity of the longwave radiation incident upon 
surfaces inclined at any angle, from horizontal to vertical. This model was modified 
numericall~ and adopted to meteorological conditions in the South-West region in 
Poland (51 N). 

When considering the longwave radiative interaction between building envelopes and 
the thermal environment two main problems may be distinguished. The former is how we 
can calculate intensity of the incoming longwave radiation from the sky at different 
angles. And the latter is what is the influence of the the thermal radiation of the 
environment on the radiation balance and subsequently on heat balance of the 
building envelopes. 
This paper presents the comparison of the measurements obtained for surfaces 
inclined at any angle to the horizontal with the modified Cole's model and 
indicates possibilities of it's applications. 
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2. METHODS AND RESULTS 

The accepted in this paper model of the longwave radiation incident upon the 
building envelopes is essentially based on the one submitted by Cole (1976) and was 
adopted to weather conditions in the South-West region in Poland. In this model the 
intensity of the thermal radiation coming from the outside environment depends on 
the value of the air temperature, cloud cover factor, the inclination angle 
displayed by the elevated plane, from 0° (horizontal plane) to 90° (vertical plane), 
and on values of the measurement-determined empirical coefficients. 

The longwave radiation R(a) incident upon a surface inclined Ilt nn Rngle 
the horizontal is a combination of atmospheric R (a) and ground rad illtion 
( Co Ie, 1976): A 

R(a) = R (a) + R (a) 
A G 

(1) 

(l to 
R (a), 

G 

Where: -2 R (a) - the atmospheric radiation upon a surface inclined at an a angle, Wm 
A 

-2 R (a) - the ground radiation upon a surface inclined at an a angle, Wm , 
G 

The atmospheric component is given by: 

R (a) = R k + b k 0 T 4 
A A 1 2 B 

(2 ) 

Where: R 
A 

-2 - the atmospheric radiation incident upon horizontal surface, Wm , 

k , 
1 

b 

o 

k - the coefficients of slope angle between 0° and 90°, 
2 

- the coefficient representing weather conditions, 

- Stefan-Boltzmann's constant (5.67 * 10-8 W m- 2 K- 4
), 

T - the air temperature, K. 
B 

The radiation received from the ground is given by: 

R (a) = R sin2(a/2) 
G G 

where R is the ground radiation in Wm- 2
• 

G 

(3 ) 

Cole (1976) published values of all coefficients for different angles of 
inclination. For the purpose of this study values of Rand R 
was numerically modified. Using equations (2) and (3) with the A modified G 

coeff icients the values of longwave radiation were compllted for four angles of 
inclination and for two seasons. These were compared and correlated with 
measurements that were carried out on a real bui lding in Wroclaw (51°), in a few 
days cycles in winter and summer. Exemplary results are shown in Figure 1 and 2. 
Figure 1 presents obtained data for winter conditions whpn the range of vlllues of 
longwave radiation WIlS from 180 to 340 Wm- 2 at the air temperature varied from -12.0 
to 0.5 °C. Figure 2 presents the comparison for summer conditions; the rllnge of 
values was from 200 to 450 Wm- 2 at the air temperatures varied from 10.0 to 24.5 °C. 

Ii , ,, 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the observed and simulated downward longwave r~diation, based 
on the modified 'Cole's model, incident upon ~urfRces inclined at 0° 
(horizontal), 30°, 60° and 90° (vertical), in winter in Wroclnw (51 0 N). 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the observed and simulated downward longwave radiation, based 
on the modified Cole's model, incident upon surfaces inclined at 0° 
(horizontal), 30°, 60° and 90° (vertical), in Bummer in Wroclaw (51°N). 

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The longwave radiative heat exchange between the outside surface of the building 
envelopes and the thermal environment may have a significant effect on the heat 
gains and losses froll! buildings. From the point of view of radiative heat losse~, 
low-sloped roofs are exposed to much more unfavourable atmospheric radiation than 
walls. In the conditions of a clear sky at night the level or low-sloped roof, not 
overshadowed by other buildings or natural features, receives the smnllest part of 
the 10ngwRve sky-line lrradiance whereby its heat emission is compensated in t.he 
least degree. At this time, the radiative heat losses from this roof are the 
greatest, particularly that the atmosphere in the wavelength region from B to 14 11m 
is almost totally perviolls to the longwave radiation (atmospheric window) and the 
maximum of t,he low-slopen roof outside surface radiation occur in the wavelen!(Ih 
from 10 to 12 pm. As a result of these radiative heat losses the temperature of the 

--.71 :1 , /}('I.>(; I 
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oll~.sid(> surface of the roof ',nay drop below t.he Ilmbient air tempernture (rRdintive 
c()o)in~). In the case of external walls, the effect of the radiative hellt exchnn~e 
b",twE'p.n them and the thp.rmal environment Is much more Rmllller since t.hp. hf'nt losRe~ 

hy rndilltion are compensated by compu;able gains of rndiant energy origlnnLillg from 
th", atmosphere, the ground and any surrounding buildings. 

TIlp. mp.Rsured and calculated valJes of the longwave radiation agreed for all angles 
of inclinlltion and wellther conditions. The best statistical correlntion wns fOllllri 
f or mensurements obtnined under a clouded sky (Figure 1). The mpaflurement.s showp.d 
thnt. the longwave radiation incident upon inclined building envelopes is almost 
indepemlent of the inclination angle for overcast sky. lIowevf'r, as could be 
expect.ed, for clear sky conditions the thermal rndiation from the ntmogphere is 
smnller for the vertical direction than for t.he horizontal dirf'ctioll. AR a 
com~eqllence the outside temperature of a hori7.onbd roof drops below t.he t.emperature 
of walls of building in a clear night. Thi s relationship cnn be important for 
vllriolls designs of radiat lve cooling systems . Predictnbly, the highest radiation 
intensitie8 for clear skies were measured for vertical surfaces. 

Figure 3 compares the modified Cole's model and the present dnlll, wHh models by 
Idso and JRckson (1963), Roach (1955), Swinbank (1963), and Unsworth and Monteith 
(1971) calculated for horizontal surfaces at a range of air temperatures. For clenr 
sky conditions the highest correlation wns found for the model by Idso and Jackson 
(1969). For winter, the agreement is not so good, particularly in reference to the 
mOR t frequently cited Sw i nbank' s mode 1. The dif ferences between tire two mode Is were 
discussed in detail by Nowak (19B9). 

olr l~r"pE'rolur E' 

, 
,~ 

( 'C) 
}u 1--

75 

Fig. 3. Comparison of the longwave rlldiRtion incident on horizontal Rurfnces in 
winter and summer cond it ions, for clear and overcast skies, calcllJated from 
the modified Cole's model (circles) and other models (lines). 

For an overcast sky, the modif i ed Cole's '71odei predicts values in much closer 
agreement to the models by Unsworth nnd HO'1Leith (1971), Roach (1955) and the 
theoreticnl relatIonship for t he black body model. The set of avnilable meoRuremenls 
for all overcast sky was, however, limited to Ii ;Inrrow rnnge 0:: air temperatures, 
around 0 °c, and further measurements would be ~elpful. 

The modified Cole's model will permit, among others things, a description of full 
particulars of the radi Rtive heat trallsfe ,- bet.lieen the outRide flurfnce or i-lllJJR Rnd 
roofs and t.heir thermal envi r ollmp.n t aad clln be used for mo!I,,] ing of various 
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components of the heat balance of building envelopes (Nowak, 1991). This model could 
also be used for preparation of the distribution maps of the atmospheric radiation 
at the ground for given area including the atmospheric pollution influence for large 
cities areas. The model could be very helpful to proper shape of the spectrally 
selective surfaces for heating and cooling applications (including building 
envelopes), particularly surfaces with infrared-selective emission for radiative 
cooling to low temperatures (Eriksson et al., 1984). Moreover, this model could also 
be used for much more accurate calculation of the heat exchange in non-typical 
buildings, for example in greenhouses (Silva and Rosa, 1987). 

In conclusion, an encouraging agreement was found between the Cole's model adopted 
to the meteorological conditions in the South-West region in Poland and a set of 
measurements of the longwave radiation incident on a surface, for different angles 
of inclination. It will be important to extend this validation to a much wider range 
of geographical regions and different levels of air pollutions in particular. 
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PROTECTION CLEANING AND IMPREGNATION 

OF BUILDING FACADES 

Jozef Adamowski, Ph.D. 

Institute of Building Science, Wroclaw Technical University 

1. Introduction 

Air pollution with water causes enormous damage to existing 

building facades, whether of brick, natural stone, render or 

reinforced concrete. Winds also carry pollutants into and of the 

country that local industry and automobiles do not produce. Air 

pollution r at ings are based on 9 factors; 3 of which are the most 

important: 

- sulfur dioxide emission, 

- the degree of rain acidity, 

- the amount of acid rains. 

The causes of damage on facade building materials are of a complex 

nature and experience shows that in practically all cases, 

different mr.chanisms interact. The most important causes of damage 

are produced by the weathering vehicle "water". 

2. Buildj " q damage caused by dampness in masonry 

Water penetrat.es mineral wall materials by different 

1 
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absorption mechanisms and along with aggressive noxious substances 

from the air, causes the greater part of all facade damages. Damage 

causes are complex and interdependent: 

analysis 1.S the most important step 

restoration project. 

an object specific damage 

to be taken before each 

The following simplified descriptions outline the causes of damage: 

1. Rising moisture through horizontally and vertically 

penetrating water. 

Rising moisture from ground levels is absorbed by capillary action 

and vises, along with dissolved salts, into the dry masonry zones. 

Here the water evaporates and the salt remains. This process takes 

place in the majority of buildings constructed in WrocJ aw up to 

1945, beccluse of the lack of horizontal and vertical 

\ '1 ,aterproof ing. 

2. Hygrosc opic moisture 

Hygroscopicity denotes the property of salts to absorb and bind 

water from the surrounding air. The higher humidity and degree of 

salting the more moisture is absorbed by building material. 

3. Conden s ation 

This is the conversion of air water vapour into liquid on or in the 

masonry. This case is very general in buildings constructed up to 

1980 because the thermal insulation of external walls is very low 

(k > 1, 16 W / m2 \('). 

4. Driving rain and splash water. 

5. Laterally penetrating moisture from drain, slope and pressure 

water. 

6. Water-:cunning technical installations and building 

construction faults. 

2 
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3. Facade cleaning 

The cleaning methods may be subdivided into the following 

groups: 

- methods using water without chemical additives, 

- methods using water with chemical cleaners, 

- wet and dry chemical. 

The methods using water without chemical additives may be 

differentiated on 3 main groups: 

pressureless sprinkling with cold and warm water, cleaning with 

jets of warm water at various pressures and temperatures 

(60 bar/60°C, 90 bar/60°C, 150 bar/60°C, 60 bar/90°C, 90 bar/90°C) 

and cleaning with steam jets (30 bar/lS00C). 

Obviously, in the individual cases a pressure and temperature and 

time o f cle,ming of various facade is evaluated. 

Obviously, the pressure, temperature and time of cleaning of 

individual facade should be evaluated separately, Adamowski (1989). 

The evaluat Lon of the effects of different cleaning methods is 

based on the interpretation of physical and chemical investigations 

as well as on a sUbjective description of the microscopic and 

macroscopic change of state. This includes: 

- water ahsorption capacity, 

- capillary water absorption, 

- water pe netration according to Karsten, 

- water-soluble and acid-soluble components, 

- the ion concentration of salts, 

- the surface colour, 

3 
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- the roughness. 

'rhe respect.ive success of cleaning may be described relatively 

well, quickly and cheaply by three characteristics: 

the capillary water absorption as a measure of the opening of 

the pores, 

the colour as directly visible feature, and 

change of roug~ness as an indicator of the loss substance. 

4. Facade impregnation 

According to the laws of capillarity of hydrophobic water 

repelling treatment of a mineral material is understood to mean a 

modification on the wetting angle in relation to the building 

material surface. The wetting angle takes on values that are> 90 0 . 

This result~ in a so-called negative capillary rise and means that 

under atmospheric pressure, water will not be absorbed by the 

capillaries, but repelled. The hydrophobic water repelling 

treatment is achieved by an impregnation, i.e. a saturation of the 

building material with a water repelling agent. 

Since almo s t 35 years silicon-organic compounds are used as 

hydrophobing and consolidating agents for facade impregnation. 

There is evidence that on buildings the durability of hydrophobic 

treatments is limited to 10-15 years. But, in several cases the 

treatment of natural stone facades with silicon-organic agents 

reveals prol,lems li~e limited durability or even subsequent damage 

some years after application. Silicon-organic chemicals do not 

prevent the swelling and shrinking due to changes in humidity, so 

that the stone material 1S still affected by stress-strain 

4 
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processes. In the case of insufficient penetration depth of the 

agent, two zones of highly different mechanical and hygric 

behaviour are joined by a sharp borderline. Periodically changing 

external conditions may lead to a contour scalling of the~ 

hydrophobic layer. The swelling due to humidity may be reduced by 

pre-treatment with amino-functional surfacants. They show strong 

interactions with mineral surfaces and therefore they can be used 

to improve particular properties of silicon conservation products. 

Aminoalkyl silanes work as primers for polysiloxanes and for Si02-

gel on clay mineral basal planes as well as on quartz surfaces. 

Si02-gels, lIlodified by elastomeric dialkyl siloxane, show i) low 

modulus of elasticity and remarkably reduce formation of shrinking 

fissures. 

5. Drying of building walls bv microwave energy 

Group of scientists formerly of the Technical University of 

Wroclaw has established a company named "Plazmatronika". This group 

worked out quite original and safe technology of drying humidified 

walls by using high power microwave energy. The microwave method 

has the advantage in shortening the period of drying humidified 

walls - from months to days. Additionally, fungies, moss and alga 

etc. which are usually in humidified walls are completely destroyed 

in the mlcrowave field (2.45 GHz). Services in the drying of 

building walls are followed by durable protection against water by 

the hydrophobic horizontal barrier injection which is made inside 

the wall. This method is specially recommended for cellarless rooms 

against rising masonry moisture. 
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MODELLING OF WIND WADS ON BUILDINGS 

Parameters which determine the respome of structures to wind loads. 
A sensitivity study. 

ir. C.P.W. Geurts 

ABSTRACT: The fluetlUlling wind loads on buildings can be expressed in time 
domain and in frequency domain. The description in frequency domain as a 
spectrum is used in this project. A sensitivity study is executed to the windve
locity, the damping ratio, the coherence, the natural frequencies of the 
strncture and the roughness length of the terrain. 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1992 the new Dutch code on structural loads, NEN 6702, the "TGB 1990, bel as
tingen en vervormingen" , was presented. The working group wind loads of the 
Royal Society of Engineers in the Netherlands, KlvI, wrote a comment on the parts 
that covers wind loads, containing the request for the limits of the field of applicati
on. In order to determine these limits, the project, reported here, was started. The 
first findings were presented in a graduation report (ref. 3). In this paper the 
sensitivity study which was carried out using a finite element computerprogram is 
presented. A short introduction into the subject is given first. Thereafter the 
procedure of the program is explained, and finally the results are presented. A 
discussion of these results concludes this paper. 

WIND WADS 

In calculating the windloads on buildings, the wind velocity , the turbulence, the 
aerodynamic and dynamic admittance and the dragcoefficient have to be determined. 
This means that several errors are introduced. The schedule of calculation is 
provided after a short description of the parameters. 

iT. C.P.W. Geurts 
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average wind speed 
For the determination of the wind loads on buildings, estimations of the wind 
velocity at meteorological stations are used . The velocities are hourly mean wind 
speeds, that occur once in the reference period. These are estimated in standard 
circumstances, according to the definition of the World Meteorological Organisation: 
"measurements of wind for synoptic purposes should refer to a height of to m in an 
unobstructed area"(ref. 7). This means a roughness length of 0.03 m. This windve
locity is called potential. For the description of wind velocities at other heights than 
to m the loglaw is used, formula 1. 

(I) 

U(h) mean windspeed at height h (m/s) 
u* friction velocity (m/s) 
" von Karman constant, it has the value 0,4 
1.0 roughness length (m) 
d displacement height (m) 

1.0 and d describe the roughness of the terrain. More information on these parameters 
can be found in ref. 7. The mean wind speed over other terrain roughnesses will be 
desribed later. 

fluctuations of wind speed, wind loads and response 

The fluctuations of the windvelocity can be described in time domain or in frequency 
domain, see fig . 1. The description in time domain can not be used to predict the 
loads in future, because of the stochastic properties of the wind. In this project the 
representation in frequency-domain in the form of a spectral analysis is used. 

Several descriptions of the spectrum (S....) of the longitudional windvelocity fluctuati
ons, as shown on the right in fig. 1, are known. These are compared during the 
project. 

The wind is not fully correlated in time and space. In order to account for the 
gustiness of the wind, the coherence is introduced. Davenport (ref. 2) suggested a 
non-dimensional exponential function for the discription of the coherence. This 
function describes the spatial correlation between the windvelocity in two points. It 
is a function of height, width, depth or a function of the absolute distance between 
the two points. 

in which: 

-c ..... 
coh(n)=r(n)=e " .. 

2 

(2) 

ir. C.P.W. Geurts 
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C XY exponent-factor, in width or in height direction, depending on the definition 
n frequency of wind velocity fluctuations 
h height or length parameter 
u mean wind velocity 

time-domain 

time 

average + fluctuations 
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fig. 1: examples of the discription of windvelocities in time-domain and in 
frequency-domain 

Various ways in describing the coherence are available in literature. In every de
scription the definitions of u, H, C. and/or Cy are different. More information and a 
comparison between different descriptions can be found in ref. 3. 

The fluctuating wind velocity leads to fluctuating wind loads in a point, according to 
formula 3. 

(3) 

in which: 

SI'(n) autospectrum of wind loads, as a function of frequency 
p density of the air 
Um<an mean windvelocity 
A loaded area, for which the point is representative 
Cn dragcoefficient 
Su(n) spectrum of wind velocity fluctuations, as function of frequency 
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The relation between the loads in two points, 1 and 2, is given in formula 4. 

(4) 

in which: 

SFlP2(n) cross-correlation function 
'/(h,n) coherence function, a function of frequency and height 
SPl(n), SF2(n) auto-correlation function in point 1 and 2 

The fluctuating response, in this study displacements are calculated, is found by 
integrating formula 4 over the total loaded area and by multiplying the result with 
the dynamic admittance function W(n). An example of this function is given in 
formula 5. 

W (n) 1 

16r4n:Mil[l -(~)lF+4f<-~!Y] 
(5) 

nl ll; 

nj natural frequency of the building in the jib natural mode (Hz) 
M j mass jn the jill natural mode (kg) 
.\ damping ratio (%) 

The schedule of the procedure, described above, is given in textframe 1 . 

.... Upd .(+~)0 > U~ if~i S~ (*p}i~ S~ (4-Cl+A±~j~ >·S; · (+ W(n» .. ~ > .. Sx ·. . 
· b~url~ :~~~t~t~~~hd ~~l~if; i .... .....:>: (in/s) . 

1iii~1~~r~f~:~~~;;R~li:s ~i', (~~l 
1,;t!r~ii;~~~:~~I~i~~~le'i;,t"~~::i~ 

.. iH . ~Y#amic :admittahceNn~tion ;:<.:\.\i .••.•••• • .•.•. · •.•... : .•...•.•.•...•.•.. : ...•. : .. <;i· ".' .: ....... '::::; : :~;< :\~·~::<:::;:/<)~?~:;;i;~~L?:·; (:.;';." ... " . . 

textframe 1 
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION PROCEDURE 

The procedure of textframe 1 is implemented in a computer program, called 
DYNRES, which was developed by TNO, Department of Buildings (ref. I). This 
program is an annex to the finite element program DIANA. The purpose of DYN
RES is to account for the incomplete spatial correlation of windvelocities and 
pressures between the loadingpoints. Until now, it is not possible to do this directly 
in a finite element program. 

DYNRES, which was developed for calculating the response of traffic-light portals, 
has been extended for calculating the response of 3-D structures, such as buildings. 

The program calculates the response of a structure, using the formulas of coherence 
and spectra. The structure has to be modelled with DIANA. The element-matrices 
and the eigenfrequencies and eigenmodes are calculated with DIANA. These results 
are used as input for DYNRES. The program also needs the following input: 

-terrain roughness 
-form of the spectrum and form of the coherence function 
-dragcoefficient and loaded area for every loadingpoint 
-density of air 
-orientation of the building, absolute. 
-winddirection, absolute 

INITIAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Before proceeding to the sensitivity study, we must know what portion the dynamic 
part of the response has in the total response. For several case-studies calculations of 
the response are made. The average displacements of the top of the buildings and the 
maximum f1ucutating displacement were estimated. In table I the results of these 
calculations are presented. In the two columns at the right, the relative parts of the 
static and fluctuating response as a percentage of the total displacement are listed. 

It is seen from table I that about half of the maximum displacement of the top of the 
buildings, loaded by wind with high velocities, is due to the dynamic part. 
In ref. 4 a sensitivity study is carried out by Littler for the parameters eigenfrequen
cy, mass, damping ratio and windvelocity. A comparison is made between full-scale 
measurements, windtunneltests and calculations for a building in London. The 
results of this research are in good agreement with the results of the calculations in 
ref. 3. The measurements made by Littler concentrate on the determination of the 
acceleration. In ref. 3 only displacements were calculated. 
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Table I: examples of calculations of the static and fluctuating pan of the displace
ments on top of some buildings 

u'(m/e) X ... x.. .. x. .. % ... "'-.... 
flal Simiu 2 2.98 0.288 0.184 0 .452 59.3 40.7 
(fig. 2) 

flal Delfl zuid 2.82 0. 189.10·' 0 .153.10' 0.342.10' 55.3 44.7 
(fig. 3 & 4) 

Wa."da Univer.l· 2.2 5.48.10.3 5.104.10.3 1.058 .10' 51.8 48 .2 
IV 

Commerce Court 2 .4 3.008.10·' 2 .852.10' 5 .858 .10·' 53 .1 48 .9 

190 meIer To- 2.8 3 .339 .1 0 .2 3.38 1 .10.2 8.72 .10' 49.7 SO.3 
wor 

Yokohama KN 2.03 8.040.10.3 5 .372.10 3 1.141.10' 52 .9 47 .1 

Simiu I 2 .8 1 8 .181.1 0 ·' 1.031 1.847 44 .2 55 .8 

Simiu 3 2 .81 1.385. 10·' 1.444.10·' 2.829.10' 49 51.0 

Simiu 4 2 .81 3 .585 .10.3 3 .65.10 3 7.215.10 3 49 .4 50.6 

SENSITIVITY STUDY 

In order to determine the accuracy of the Dutch code on wind loads a sensitivity 
study was carried out, varying the following parameters: 
-expressio!1 for the spectra of wind velocity fluctuations (Suu) 
-expression for the coherence (Coh(n» 
-the exponential parameter in the expression for the coherence (Cy or CJ 
-friction velocity (u"') 
-damping ratio (C;) 

damping, friction velocity, coherence 
It is shown in fig. 2 that the influence of damping ratio and friction velocity is 
important. It is also important to determine Cx and Cy accurate. 

From these results it can be concluded that the relation between u'" and (1/ can be 
expressed in the form of a power law (formula 6). 

(6) 
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~ :: 
1= q:: ..-

-1"-.. -.... --- . 
} o.M4 

"Q 

., •• AaB@l · 
> --

weighted sensitivity 

u*/ damping! Cy 

weighted value (standard - '00) 

• Cy 0 damping A. U fr1c 1!3 standard 

fig. 2: weighted sensitivity of parameters which detennine the response of a 
strncture to wind/oads 

It is found, that a = 5.45 suits the calculated results best. In ref. 4 a power-law 
constant 112 a between 2.7 and 3.3, is found. This is of the same order of magnitu
de. 

The relation between rand u/ can also be expressed in the form of a power-law, 
formula 7. 

(7) 

A value a = -1 suits the results best. This is in accordance to the definition of the 
dynamic admittance function (formula 4). 

The exponential coefficients Cx and Cy in the coherence function are determined out 
of tests, in which a wide range of coefficients is found. For the formulas a mean 
value is chosen. In fig. 2 only the sensitivity to Cy is given. If the real coefficient is 
50% of the assumption, then underestimations of the fluctuating displacement of 
20% can be found, using the assumed value. 
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Eigenfrequency 
For an existing building, see tabel I, "Delft zuid" , the structure was analysed and a 
calculation of the eigenfrequencies was made. Results of further calculations with 
DYNRES, using these design-state eigenfrequencies are compared with calculations 
with DYNRES, using the measured, ready-state, eigenfrequencies. The results for 
the spectrum S. of displacements is given in fig. 3. The variance of the displace
ments can be calculated out of this figure. It it found that the variance in design-state 
is 40 % higher than the variance in ready-state. 

difference between design state and ready state 
II.OOOM .. ~ 

a.QOOS 

0. ....... 

luooa 
Il_ 

Il_ n 1 - 0.575 Hz 

~ 
GllGIW 

0.1IOIt1. (design) 
Ul 0.1IOIt1. 

1l1lOlt14 

1l1lOO1' n 1 - 0.7 Hz 
O.l!OOl 

0.0000II 
/ (ready) 

0.0000II 

IlOOOOC 

CI.OOOOII 

~ 
,~ ./ ~,\ 

u u 1,4 

frequency (Hz) 

fig. 3: comparison of calculated response, using design-state and ready-state 
values 

Roughness length 
The sensitivity to the roughness length on the variance of the displacement in the 
calculation of the response, due to the determination of u*(rough terrain) out of the 
potential velocity, using formula 8, is given in fig. 4. 

u· =0.4 u(60) 
r In( 60 ) (8) 

lor 

It is seen that for low values of roughness length the response is rather sensitive to 
changes in roughness. For 1.0 > O.S m the sensitivity is small. 
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C\I 

o 

Influence of roughness-length on response 

O~~~-------------------------------------------, 

O.DS 

om -

o CU 0.4 0.1 11.1 1 1.1 1.4 U 1.1 2 

roughness length z 0 
o Upot-I7".,. 

fig. 4: sensitivity of roughness length, using formula 7 

In the Dutch code on wind loads, NEN 6702, values for the roughness length are 
awarded to three different areas in the Netherlands. In ref. 7 a review of measured 
values of roughness lengths is given. Comparing ref. 7 with NEN 6702 shows diffe
rences between code and measurements. The values of the code and the upper and 
lower limits from ref. 7 are given in table II, below. 
Table II: values of roughness lenghls (m) according to NEN 6702 and according 

to Wieringa (ref 7) 

I description I assumption upper limit 'I lower limit 'I 

NEN 6702. area 1. 0.1 0.29 0.06 
no buildings 

NEN 6702. area 2. 0.2 0.29 0.06 
no buildings 

NEN 6702, area 3. 0.3 0.49 0.16 
no buildings 

coast of Holland (1 0.1 or 0.2 not of interest < 0.05 
or 2, NEN 67021 '1 0.0002 (seal 

'I from reI. 7 
.) the coast,,1 area is not taken into consideration within the three classes of NEN 6702, but only in the 
fourth lina of the table. 
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In ref. 6 a classification table for the roughness length is given. The assumption is 
made that in determining the roughness length a maximum error of one classifica
tion-range is made. This means, that instead of the upper limit of 0.29 m also a 
value of 0.5 m can occur in area 2 and instead of 1.0 = 0.49 meter a value of 1.0 
meter can be realistic in area 3. In the following the values of tabel II are used. 

Effed of roughness length on both static and dynamic part of the displacements. 
The effect on the static part of the response of changes in roughness length is 
contrary to that on the dynamic part. When the roughness length increases, the wind 
experience more friction. This means, that the mean velocity will decrease and 
therefore the static part of the displacement will decrease. On the contrary, more 
turbulence is generated and therefore more fluctuations occur. This means that the 
dynamic part of the displacements will become more important. The maximum fluc
tuating displacement is proportional to the square-root of the variance of the 
displacements. 

In table III the errors are listed following calculations with the upper and lower 
limits of table II, relative to the response calculated with the 'NEN-vaJue'. 

Table ill: influence of assumptions of roughness length for non-built-up area's 
for NEN 6702 on displacements 

IIrell Influlincli on the displacement 

static dynamic total 

upper limit lower limit upper limit lower limit uppar limit lower limit 

1 -14% +7.5% +10% -8.5% ·2% +0 .5% 

2 -5% +25% +4% -11 % -0.5% +7% 

3 -7% +9% +8% -8.5% -0.5% + 1.3 

C08St -xx + > 100% xx -40-80 % xx + 10·30% 

It is seen, that in the areas 1, 2, and 3 the errors, assuming that the limits in tabel II 
are correct, are very small. In the coastal area it is possible, that errors of the 
windpressure, and so of the displacements, occur of about 10 % and more. In the 
Dutch code on wind loads of 1974, NEN 3850, a coastal area was defined in which 
this effect was counted for. In NEN 6702 the coast is no longer a seperate area. 
This means, that close ~o the sea special attention should be given to the determinati
on of the wind loads, especially for high buildings. 
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REMARKS 

It is known that the determination of the maximum hourly-mean windvelocity at a 
certain place in the Netherlands includes errors, because of the interpretation of 
findings at weather stations at other places. These errors can be in the order of 20%. 
An underestimation of 20% in the windvelocity leads to an underestimation of the 
response of about 40%. 

The effect on the response of the calculated eigenfrequency is tested by comparison 
with the measured response of an existing building. This is done for only one 
building, so the results may not be representative for other buildings. Further 
research on this aspect should be done. 

Table II and III give results for non-built-up areas. The analysis can also be carried 
out for built-up areas. NEN 6702 gives a roughness length of 0.7 m. This means 
that, especially in the coastal area, for cities near the sea, the influence on the 
response is even greater. More details are provided in ref. 3. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This study makes clear that for the determination of the fluctuating displacement 
several parameters are of importance. The most important of them are the wind 
velocity, the damping ratio, and those parameters, which determine the spatial 
coherence. A further study into the influence of the eigenfrequency has to be 
undertaken. Other research shows that the estimation of the first eigenfrequency is 
also of great interest. 

It is seen in ref. 3 that the formulas describing the spectra and coherence are 
different in accuracy. This leads to uncertainties in the calculations. Further research 
of spectra and correlation of windpressure on an object is necessary to understand 
this subject. 

The dependence of the reponse on the roughness length is taken into consideration. 
A longer roughness length means a smaller average wind-velocity, but larger 
fluctuations. This means, that the effects on the maximum displacements are 
opposite. 

The Dutch code on wind loads does not define a coastal area. It is seen, that for 
high buildings in this region this can lead to underestimations of the wind loads of 
about 10 to 30 %. 

A selection of buildings in the design-stadium has to be made. The natural frequen
cies can be calculated from the structural properties. This has to be compared with 
an estimation of the natural frequencies. The calculated response has to be compared 
with the measured response. 
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Abstract 

Physical Model 
to predict Surface Condensation 

on Naturally Ventilated 
Church Windows 

In order to protect old leaded windows of historical churches against corrosion hy acid 
rain, air pollution and vandalism, protective glazing is placed at the outer side of the 
original windows. An extra advantage is the smaller heat loss by transmission. 
Situating the protecting window at the outer side of the original window induces an 
extra possihility for surface condensation. Depending on whether the cavity is naturally 
ventilated with warm indoor church air, or cold outdoor air, surface condensation may 
occur on the outside protecting glazing or on the inside original glazing. 
This contribution describes a developed computer model to predict the prohability of 
surface condensation on the original or protecting glazing. The mode I was validated hy 
lll easurements at an experimental mouel in a so called hot-hox amI by in situ measure 
mellts in a church in Gennany. 
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Introduction 

From the beginning of this century a decline of the condition of the glass in lead 
windows has been ascertained. While most of the historical windows were not altered 
by centuries, the last decades most of the windows have been affected by corrosion 
(fig. 1). No intervenience therefore leads to degradation and loss of valuable glass 
paintings. The cause of the degradation must be explained by the increasing pollution of 
the air, heating of the church and natural age. 

Fig. 1: Corrosion at the inside surface of nn original glass 
(14 th century) 

Processes of corrosion are accelerated by the presence of water. Rain and condensa tion 
lead to chemical detoriation at the surface of the glazing. Therefore water, especially 
when polluted, is the natural enemy of valuable glass paintings. One of the most 
effective ways to protect the glazing is to place a transparent glazing at the outside or 
the original glazing: the original glazing is moved to the inside and tile protecting 
glazing is located at its original place (fig. 2). In this way acid rain no longer is in 
contact with the original glazing. The additional advantage is protection against 
vandalism. Besides the heat loss by transmission decreases. 
That is why this way of protecting valuable old glazing is practised all over the world. 
However, a lot of mistakes have heeri made by doing so: especially closed cavities 
he tween the glazing hEve lead to serious problems of condensation. 
Therefore it is a well known practice to ventilate the cavity with air. However there arc 
two opposite opinions of ways to do so: In some European countries (England e.g.) 
measurements of surface temperatures, relative humidities and condensation quantities 
lead to the preference of outside ventilation IGihR4J, while elsewhere in Europe 
(Holland and Germany e.g.) !nside ventilation was chosen to be a safe, well known 
practice [Jut84]. 
This is the reason v.hy we chose for a more physical , modelling approach in this 
research. 
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Storm bar -=:£.-: .. ·.-._Le. ,d,d 'i"~,::m b" -U 1~ _ITLeaded winduw in hrass 

protective glazin~ · -1 
Condens~tion guller 

Natural stune Natural stone 

a) Original position h) Situation with protective glazing 

Fig. 2: Vertical section 

The window system 

The physical operation of a naturally ventilated cavity with oulc;;ide openings can he 
described in the following way: relative cold outdoor air enters the cavity at the hottom 
openings of the outside glazing; it warms up, decreases in weight and rises inside the 
cavity. While the air temperature inside the cavity increases, relative humidity 
decreases: thererore the chance on surface condensation inside the cavity deL:reases. 
Ilowever, the entering of cold outside air cools down the original valuable glazing and 
increases the chance on surface condensation at the inside bottom of it (fig. 3a). 
Ventilation or the cavity with warm indoor air seems to be more unfavourahle: lhe 
(ahsolute) moist air enters the cavity at the top opening of the inside glazing and w(lls 
down at the cold outside glazing: it's increasing density sinks it down and the relative 
humidity increases. Surface condensation on the outside glazing may be the result. Tile 
vailiahle inside glazing however remains warm and no surrace condensation arrears Oil 

it (fig. 3b). 

outside inside 

a) outside ventilation 

Fig.3 Ventilation systems 

page 2 

fig . 4 

outside inside 

h) inside ventilation 
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If the two glazings were equal (and non valuable) the choice was simple: inside 
ventilation more rapidly leads to surface condensation than outside ventilation. The 
prevention of surface condensatIOn however on the more valuable inside gla7.ing makes 
it to a more difficult problem: when and how often docs surface condensation on the 
inside glass occur and what is the effect of a moist climate in the cavity on the original 
glass? 

Physical models 

The problem to he solved wa.'. divided into two parls: tlescription of a physical model to 
describe the micro-climate near the window system and in its cavity as a function of the 
in- and outdoor climate and description of a physical mooel to describe the climate in 
the whole church as a function of the oUlside climate and .. he use of the church. 
Coupling of the two models describes the interaction of window system amI indoor 
church climate and therefore the response of both to the outdoor climate. 

Physical model of the window system 

The physical model to describe the naturally ventilated window system was tnken from 
lReiR31. Whilc surface temperatures and cavity air temperature change along the height 
of the cavity the window was divided into small segments along the hcight of Lhe 
window. For each segment a heat and mass balance was described . 
In rigure 4 one segment is represented. 

Protective gl az ing Leadcd gJazi ng 

T, 

Fh,.4: Segm cnt 
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We recognise the following symhols: 

'Ii 
4c 
(Ii 

heat nux at thc inside glazing 
heat flux at the outside glazing 
heat llux connected with heating or cooling the air 

heat llux hy radiation hetween the glazing 
convective heat transfer in the cavity 
at the ouL<;ide glazing 
the same at the inside glazing 
ahsorbed irradiance of the sun 
at the ouL<;ide glazing 
the same at the inside glazing 
longwave heat exchange at night 
inside air temperature 
outside air temperature 
surface temperature of the outside glazing 
the same of the original inside glazing 
air temperature at the middle of the cavity 
the same at the bottom of the segment 
the same at the top of the segment 
temperature of the sky 
height of the segment 
depth of the cavity 

For each segment the foHowing heat balances can he described : 

the heat halance for the whole segment: 

the heat halance for the inside glazing: 

the heat halance for the ouL<;ide glazing: 

4el + q, + 4.1 = 4e + qh 

I Wli1l7 I 
IW/m~ 1 
I W/I\1 7

1 

IW/m~1 
IW/m71 

I W/Ill 2 I 
IW/Ill~1 
I W/Ill~1 

I"CI 
I"CI 
IT I 
I"el 
l"CI 
I"el 
I"el 
I"CI 
I III I 
I III 1 

The heat exchange hy radiation he tween the glass platcs was linearized and till' 
convective heat transfcr in the cavity was descrihcd hy an empirical relation, taken frolll 
fHocS7 J. 

To calculate the (mean) air velocity another equation was needed: the pressure drop in 
the cavity has to equal the pressure difference due to the density differences at the ill 
and outlet. 
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The calculation process was iterative: an initial guess of the mean air velocity was 
followed by the calculation of air- and surface temperatures, pressure drop in the cavity 
and pressure difference at in- and outlet, and the velocity was changed until equilibrium 
was reached. 

Experimental validation of the window model 

The computer model was validated by stationary measurements at a laboratory model of 
the window system in a so called hot-box/cold-box and in situ in a real church in 
Keyenberg Germany. 

The hot box-cold box 

The hot-hoxlcold-box is a laboratory instrument, consisting of a relative warm- and cold 
climate chamber (figure 5). A model consisting of three window systems was placed 
hetween the chambers: inside, outside and mix ventilation. In the warm climate chamher 
the stationary indoor climate of a heated church was simulated (air temperature I (if'C, 

relative humidity nO %). In the cold climate chamber the air temperature was lowered 
until surface condensation was reached in the window systems. 

Cold chamher Warm chamher 

Fig. 5: lIot-hox/colu -hox in front view 

The following physical quantities were measured: 
Air temperatures and relative humidities inside the climate chamhers; 
surface and cavity air temperatures of the three systems; 
air velocities and relative air humidities inside the cavities; 
heal fluxes at the surfaces of the glass plates. 
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Results 

Figure lOa gives the outside ventilation results of the surface temperatures as a functioll 
of the outdoor air temperature as they were measured and calculated in and for the hot
hox/cold-hox. At an outdoor temperature of below -I "C surface condensation at the 
inside glazing was detected. 
Figure I Ob gives the results of the inside ventilation model. Already at outdoor 
tcmreratures of below 6 °C condensation was detected at the cavity side of the ouL<;ide 
glazing. The temperature of the original inside glazing however remainet.! ahove the 
dewroint. Figures 10c and 10d give the corresponding temreratllfes of the cavity air. 
Figures tOe and lOr show the measured and calculated air velocities. 

In situ measurement in a church 

In a church in Keyenberg Germany measurements were carried out at two wint.!ow 
systems (in- and ouL"ide ventilation) at two different orientations: north and south. 
Besides the measuremenL<; which were done in the laboratory model the outdoor climate 
ant.! the irradiance of the sun were measured (fig. 8 and 9). 

Inside ventilation 

ft~~ 
~=~ - -
~ 

I 

------Original situation 

- -Outside ventilation 

Fig. 9: View from inside on experimental set-lip in church 

~ ISS9 _ _ t 

t=
il~Side ~ 

:0- - -~~ 
outside 

Fig. 8: Experimental set-up in church 
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Results 

Figure 11 a shows the measured and calculated surface temperatures of an outside 
ventilated outside glazing. Figure II h shows the corresponding surface temperatures of 
the original inside glazing. As was expected a large measurement errm occurred 
measuring the surface temperature of the glazing which was shined hy the sun. Due to 
practical reasons the PTlOO's could not he masked for SUll irradiance. As the goal of 
this research was surface condensation due to low surface temperatures, the measuring 
error at higher surface temperatures was accepted. 
Comparison of the measured and calculated surface temperatures showed differences lip 
to 2 K; the standard deviation of the mean 15 minutes taken measurements was anout I 
K. 
Wind effects on the outside ventilation system were not modelled yet; dynamical 
pressure dilTerences at in- and oUllet may have a significant effect on air velocities in 
the cavity. 

Outside ventilation (south orientation) Outside ventilation (south orientation) 
40 

c Calculated - Measured 
E a Caiclilated 

1 Measured 

80 
c 

" u 

'" 't: 
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Fig. 11: "in situ" results 

a) Surface temper,ltures protective glazing at a height 
of 0.2 m (outside ventilation) 
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b) Surface temperatures leaded glazing at a height 
of 0.2 m (outside ventilation) 
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()ut ~ ide ventilation: height = 0.24 m 
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Conclusion 

The presented calculation modcl gives a reasonable prediction of the expected surface 
temperatures of the glazing and air velocities in the cavity of naturally ventilated 
window systems. It therefore can be used as an instrument to detemline the choice of a 
naturally ventilated window system to protect valuable church windows. 
Placing the outside glazing however could introduce an effect 011 the inside climate of 
the church: air infiltration at the original leak glass-in-lead window could change 
significantly by inside ventilated systems. 

At this moment a thermal and hygrical model of the church as a whole system has becn 
finished. A comparison with measured data of several churches over the period of 
several years takes place at the moment. Comparison with measured data of other 
researchers already showed promising results. 

At the next meeting I hope to show you more of it! 
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Abstract 

Energy Simulation in Building Design 

Dr ir Jan L M Hensen 

Eindhoven Univcrsity of Tcchnology 

Group FAGO HG 11 .77 

P.O. Box S13 
NL - 5600 MB EINDHOVEN. Nethcrlands 

Design decision support related to building energy consumption and / or indoor climate. 
should be based on an integral arproach cf environment, building. heating, ventilating ami air
conditioning (HVAC) system and occupants. 
The tools to achieve this arc now available in the form of computer simulation systems which 
treat the building and plant as an integrated, dynamic system. Although its potentials reach 
beyond the area of Computer Aided Building Design, the paper describes building and pI ant 
energy simulation simulation within the context of CABO, design decision support and design 
evaluation. 
Currcn:Jy, computer simulation is only used indirectly as a design decision support mecha
nism; ie its power is not delivered very efficiently to the design profession. 
Future research directions are indicated, aimed at providi ng a mechanism to overcome this 
problem by developing an "intelligent front end" which bridges the gap between soohisticated 
computer simulation tools and the design profession. 

INTHODUCTION 

The dynamic thermal interaction, under the influence of occupant behaviour and outdoor climate. bClweell 
the building and its heating. ventilating and air conditioning (I-IVAC) system is still difficult to predict. III 
practice, Illis often results in non-optimal. mal functioning. or even "wrong" building / system combina
tions . Other topics belonging to the same problem domain are (in no particular order): Sick I3uilding SYIl
drome. Building Energy Management Systems. application of passive solar energy. HVAC system and 
control development and testing, integrated systems (eg noor heating. icc rinks. swimming pools). and 
unusual building / system combinations which may occu r for instance when a historical huilding finds a 
Hew usc (eg a church being converted into a multi-purpose centre) or in case of relatively new develop
ments like atria. 
The alx)ve mentioned problems and the need for an integral design approach of building. HVAC syslem 
amI occupants. are becoming more and more important. Therefor a research project was initiated on 
development / enhancement of bui Iding performance evaluation tools which treat the building alld pl ;lIlt as 
an integrated, dynamic system (Hensen 199 1). 

Olle of the techniques available, is modelling and simulation. t Currently the most powerrullooi availahle 

t ~l odellin g is tile art of developing a m odel which fHilhrull y represents a complex system. Simul alio ll is 

U1C I'roces~ of u~i ng the model to analyze and predict the behaviour of the real system. 

- I -
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for the analysis and design of complex systems, is computer simulation. 
Modelling and simulation have become indispensable engineering techniques in the fields of design (eg of 
buildings, plant configurations, and on the component level) and operation (system control, understand
ing, and interaetion). The main reasons for this are that these techniques offer vasl advantages - over for 
example experimentation - with respect 10: 

- economy; in an increasing nwnber of cases, simulaLion is faster, better and cheaper than experimenta
tion, 

- prediction; allows analysis of a (model of a) system which docs not yet exist, and 
- education; models are easily adapted, inexpensive to operate, able to simulate adverse conditions alld 

may also serve as an aid in communicaLion. 
Of course simulation and experimentation are effectively complementary: experimentation to discover 
new unknown phenomena or for validaLion purposes, and simulation to understand interactions of the 
known components of a system. 

In the eurrent context, modelling and simulation is thus used for predictions in order to support design 
decisions on real world problems regarding buildings and the HYAC systems which service them. The 
huilding in question may be an existing structure, a proposed modification of an existing structure, or a 
llew design. 
Although the potentials of building and plant energy simulation reach beyond the area of Computer Aided 
Auilding Design, here we will describe simulation within the context of CABO, decision support and 
design evaluation. 

TilE CABO CONTEXT 

Since the early 1960's, the use of computers in the field of building design - ie CAD (Computer Aided 
Design) which was only later speeified to CABO (Computer Aided Building Design) - has heen increas
ing steadily (Rooney and Steadman 1987). Although, according to Gero (1983), its potential has and is 
taking longer to realise than was first thought. This statement is still true, judging from comparisoll of 
Gcro's predictions for the then immediate future of 1983 with the actual situation at present (sec eg Rat
lord 1991). 
Ilaving mentioned this, CAD in the field of building design has received more and more attention, hoth 
from research and commercial communities. Due to economic factors, the draughting function has 
received the most - commercial - allention and is now becoming well established in building design prac
tices. 

11le design process iL<;elf is very complicated, as may be concluded from 1Jle vast amount of work aimed 
at establishing models of the process of design. As Butera (1990) points out, the architectural design pro
cess may even be approached using principles from the so-called "deterministic chaos" Uleory. The com
plexity and the diversity of parameters to be taken into account leave large opportunities to chance in 
identifying the design optimum. The optimum may be regarded as a "strange allraclor" in this context. 
Due to iL<; complexity, general software to aid in the design process, is much less developed ancl received 
much less attention than draughting and design process management lools. 1n recent years promising 
research activities have been - or are about to be - initiated aimed at relieving this deficiency. These stud
ies often involve piuri-disciplinary research teams and employ very sophisticated research techniques (cg 
Dubois 1990, and Clarice and Duffy et al. 1991). 

There is however one activity throughout the design process which has received much attention: building 
performance appraisal. Powerful, computer-based models were created 10 assess cost, perfonnance and 
visual impact issues in design: from life-cycle cost estimates at the design proposal stage, through realistic 
visualisations of the design, to comprehensive evaluations of building energy and environmental perfor
mance. A demand for systems which possess both draughting and appraisal functions is however steadily 
growing. In response, appraisal programs were appended to draughling packages, thus creating what we 
may call early CABO systems. 

- 2 -
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As elaborated by Clarke (1989), CABO, and the sub-systems which it comprises, are affected by continu
ous changes in: power and cost of hardware, quality of software, elegance and effectiveness of human
computer interfaces (HCI), and user interface management systems (UIMS), and in (computer aided) soft
ware engineering (CASE) methods with which a greater degree of sub-system integration is possible . 
Table I (Clarke 1989), which is self-explanatory, summarizes several of the important issues in ths 
respect. 

Table I Issues underlying CABO evolution (Clarke 1989) 

Time Scale 
Issue Immediate Short-term Mid-term Long-term 

(now) (now-5 years) (5-10 years) (10+ years) 

• Micros • Supermicrm • Networi< ing • Com puter uhiqllit y 

• Drafting • Partial CAD (worldwide) • A rtificial Intelligence 

Technology • Ea rly integration • E. pert ,ystem !: • Natllrall Rng"Rgc 

performance • Early e.pert • Full C AD • FulllKBS 

prediction system s integrat ion 

• Drafting • • Accredited ' • Pcrfonnance • Participation 

• Informatim performance specification • C lient-orientated 

Applications technology predict ion • Solids m odelline CAllI) 

• Performance · 3-0 Visll.l isation • Int egrated • Post occupancy 

prediction • Regulation. func t ion ~ appli cations 

Education • Application ' • In -dept h • Advanccd • filII com puter 

and e.ploration postgraduate un dergraduate as!ii~lcd design 

training • liard ware training & m id-career ,ystems 

fami l i a ri ~a t..i()n training 

• Applicat ion • Human -orien ta ted • Systems for • Non -trad it ion") 

knowledge CAD com pu ter-naive communication 

Research • Validati on • UIMS. Sh el l., dc ~ i gncrs • Design 

• System evaluation Envirooments & • Im pl ementa tion optimi saliun 

environments 

• E.pcnsivc & • Sk ills • Dc-sk illing • Dc-profcssioflalis(!'lion 

Impact 
lime consuming shortage • BreakJown of 

• lob shifl' prorcssi(lnal 

boundaries 

Net result 
• Im proved product 

performance 

When this table is projected on the actual situation at present, it seems that we are already in the short
tenn or perhaps even mid-term columns as far as the technology is concerned. This is due to recent tech
nological and econom ical developments: ie relatively inexpensive, high perform ance. graphics worksta
tions. strong reduction of data storage costs, and emergence of early expert systems (sec eg Mac Randal 
1988)_ To further iIlustrate this: at the start of the prcsent work (late 1986) a high- resolution. bit-marred. 
graphics workstation, offering a performance of 1.5 Mips (million instructions per second) and 70 Mbyte 
data storage, was purchased for approximately 20 kECU (::: n 5(000). Now, 5 years later, two new work
stations have been ordered one of which is only half the price and offers a 15 Mips performance, and 
another which still costs 20 kECU but offers 28 Mips performance and I Gbyte of disk storage capacity. 
instead, 
As another ex.emplification of fast developing technology consider the following quote from Hartman 
(1988), which in addition illustrates usage of worldwide networking as may be deducted from the 
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reference: 

Technology which seems unearthly and ethereal today will be reality and commonplace tomorrow. Fiheroptics and 

electronic imaging will allow us instanJ access to networks and inj'ormaJion systems throughout the world. CD· 

ROM, WORM, and huge optical disks will provide mass storage capabilities with speedy searching and retrieval . 

Animation. simulaJion, video and voice inpuJ and outpuJ, and supercompuJer power will be focused on the desk/op . 

And while computer processing will become deceroralized as workstations conJinue to proliferate, networks and 

shared systems will weave strength iroo our inJerdependence. Not technology for technology's sau, but more peo

ple performing more compuJing and incorporaJing computers in new and innovaJive ways in the pursuit of exce/· 

lence in teaching and research . 

With respect to applications .in 1992. we still seem to be in the "immediate" column. except perhaps for 
3-0 visualisation which appears to be the next commercial goal (ie following draughting). The same is 
true for education and training. where as yet. only few educational institutions offer in-depth postgraduate 
training. 
Regardless of technological developments. CABO will not become commonplace unless there is a high 
standard of user training. Although. as pointed out by Oarke (1989). it could be that ultimately uscr train
ing becomes less important due to high level assistance by the computer. This does not imply however, 
that setting-up of education and training schemes is not of the utmost importance now. 

With respect to research. up to now the majority of activity is directed towards proving the system and 
towards the acquisition of application knowledge. In the lIeld of building energy simulation for example, a 
number of projects concerned with model validation have been or are being carried out. 
Currently there are indications that the building energy simulation research activity is broadening in its 
scope (see eg Augenbroe and Laret1989. and Clarke and Maver 1991). More errort is being expended on 
human-orientated CABD. through expert systems. HCI research and the like (eg Clarke and Rutherford et 
aI. 1989). There is also a greater tendency to approach the problems underlying CABO in a multi
disciplinary, inter-institutional manner (e.g. Clarke and Hirsch et at. 1986, Oarke and Irving et al. I9RS, 
and Augenbroe and Winkelmann 1990). This is also reflected in the recent formation of building anal ysis 
clubs: International Building Performance Simulation Association (IBPSA) based in the United States, 
Building Environmental Performance Analysis Club (BEPAC) in the United Kingdom and Building Anal
ysis Groups (BAG) in the Benelux. 

CABO is not a remedy for all difficulties. At worst it is an automation of much of the mechanics of 
design . At best it allows an evaluation of the relationships inherent in a given design hypothesis. At pre
sent, the application of CABD is expensive. in terms of required human resource, and time consuming. In 
the near future the profession will probably experience a skills shortage. In the longer tenn however. with 
further advances in technology, application knowledge and education and training. CABD might bring 
important changes in the design process. involving dc-skilling and the breakdown of professional bound
aries . CABO could well become the common denominator of all parties involved in the design process, 
through some future IIBOS (Integrated Intelligent Building Design System). This will lower or evell 
remove inter-professional barriers and improve :.he quality of the end product, the building. 

As indicated, CABO is an evolutionary process which is characterised by several strong interrelations 
between quite different issues. For example, the level of application of energy simulation is as much a 
function of education and training as it is of hardware and HC'- Of course. CABO must also be regarded 
in tile light of other technological and other developments which arc taking place around us. That is, 
CABO will certainly become integrated in the "office of the future" which might orrer multi-media per
sonal work environments. incorporating integrated CAD/CAE (Computer Aided Engineering) features. 
One important issue not yet mentioned yet is that of politics. There arc trends towards requiring that 
speci lied conditions must be achicved during tile operation of buildings as well as in the design of build
ings (as in ASHRAE's 1989 standard on vcntilation and air quality, and towards setting up "responsibility 
chains", ultimately makir.g a design team liable for the performance of the end product (as implied in for 
instance ASH RAE 's (1989) guideline for commissioning of HVAC systems). It could well be that if these 
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trends are followed and accepted by the building industry, such issues will become major catalysL~ in the 
evolution of CABD. 
Building energy simulation must be placed within this evolutionary context. Contemporary energy models 
are an important improvement compared with the traditional methods they replace_ However, there are 
still several important developments which must be undertaken berore valid. easy to use models can he 
delivered to the design profession_ 

BUILDING ENERGY SIMULATION 

As indicated in the introduction, modelling and simulation have become popular engineering tools since 
they permit us to predict the behaviour of a system bdore the conditions we are interested in occur, and 
indeed even wilhoutlhe system actually existing. In fact., modelling and simulation arc the only tech
niques available that allow us to analyze arbitrarily non-linear systems accurately and under varying 
experimental conditions. 

Simulation is used in many areas or science and engineering. It is used in different senses to study a vari 
ety or systems which may be classified as: continuous vs discrete, deterministic vs stochastic, or dynamic 
vs steady-state. IL may be clear that building energy simulation addresses very complicated, highly inter
acting. continuous, deterministic, dynamic systems. 

Table 2 The evolution of building energy models (Clarke 1988) 

I.t gener.tim 

2nd generation 

3nl generation 

(eUfTCT11 generation) 

Next generation 

Handbook orientaled 

Analytical in fonnlliali on 

A. simplified as po"ible 

Piecemeal in approach 

Dynamic, imponanl 

Slill analytical 

Sli II pieccmeal 

Suilahle for low-order prohlem' 

with time invariance 

ricld prohlem approach 

reqlliring numerical method, 

Inlegraled view of energy 

suh -syslem 

Suilahle for high-<>rder problem. 

wilh lime variation 

Ileal and ma" Iransfer considered 

Beller mer inlerface and partial CABO 

intcgrati(m 

rull CAllI) integration 

More advanced numerical methods 

[ntelligent knowledgc-ha<ed 

Ohjccl -oricnLatcd software 

archilccture 

<----

reedhack loop 

I 

>-- --

>- -- -

Indiciltivc 

Appl icalion Iimiled 

Difficult 10 u'e 

Incrca.ing inlegrily 

vi, - ~-vis the real 

world 

Leading to 

I 

v 

Predictive 

reedback loop Gencrali7.cd 

>----- Easy 10 use 

Building energy modelling and simulation is part of an evolutionary process in the field or building design 
tools. Table 2 (rrom Clarke 1988) summarizes one view of the evolution of these design tools, from the 
traditional via the present day simulation approach to the 4th generation tools by the late 90s. 
More inrormation on the state of the art in building energy simulation can be fOWld in reviews by Winkel
mann (1988), and Wiltshire and Wright (1988). 

Early work in current generation approaches, focussed on the relation between building design and energy 
consumption (eg Oarke 1977, Bruggen 1978), or between building design and thermal comrort (eg Lam
mers 1978). In this and in later work (eg Hoen 1987), the auxiliary system was stili more or less regarLled 
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as a given boundary condition instead of as a variable. These workers emphasized the building side of the 
overall problem domain, while others (eg Mclean 1982, Murray 1984, Tang 1985, Lebrun 1988) focussed 
more on the plant side. 
[n the former approach the influence of the plant system is more or less neglected by over-simplification; 
estimation of energy consumption is based on some presumed, imposed indoor air temperature profile. In 
the latter approach the complell building energy now paths are usualIy grossly simplified, and the building 
(or each building zone) is commonly regarded as just another plant component which in this case imposes 
a thermal load on the system. 
Although justifiable at that time, it is now felt that neither approach is preferable for the majority of prob
lems which are affected by the thennal interaction of building structure and aUlliliary system. We started 
from the principle that both building and plant have to be approachcd on equal levels of complellity and 
detail while taking into account ail major nuid now and heat transfer couplings. 

For the prescnt work, we started from an established building energy simulation environment and 
enhanced this on the plant simulation side of the overall problem domain: the ESpR (Environmental Sys
tems Performance, Research version) energy simulation environment (Clarke et a1. 1991), a system which 
is currently under development at various research centres throughout Europe among which the Universi
ties of Strathclyde and Eindhoven. 
Reporting this work, Hensen (1991) describes a "modular-simultaneous" technique for the simulation of 
combined heat and fluid now in a building / plant conted. The present performance of the system indi
cates that it is practical to solve the building / plant heat and mass now network in detail. Moreover, the 
solution of complex building / plant / nuid now networks in the transient state is now feasible on inellpen
sive computers. This enables an integral approach of the thennal interaction of building structure and 
heating and ventilating systems, and also provides the basis / power for design decision support in this 
area. 

DESIGN SUPPORT VIA SIMULATION 

In the field of building energy related issues, there is a certain tradition of using computer simulation for 
design support, involving the generation of knowledge which is subsequenUy transferred to the design 
profession. This kind of design support is thus based on knowledge transfer from "specialists" in a certain 
part of the overall problem domain, towards the design profession. With respect to the transfer process 
il<;elf, there are may difTerent approaches. At one end of the spectrum of possibilities one linds the so
called design-aids, while consultancy work for a specific design could be located at the other end of the 
spectrum. To demonstrate both these approaches by an ellample: 

Design-Aids 
This is a form of knowledge transfer in which the "specialists" try to generate generic knowledge 
which is supposed to be suitable for a range of buildings and which is usualJy aimed at being used 
by the designers. This kind of knowledge is commonly based on regression techniqucs applied to 
the results of multiple parametric runs of more powerful modelling systems. The results to emerge 
can often be reduced to simple relaLionships or presented in tahular or graphical form. Figure I is a 
typical ellample (from CEC 1986) showing summer overheating assessment graphs for medium
weight houses. 
It is obvious however, that there are a number of drawbacks from such an approach, Ule most impor
tant ones being: (I) a particular aspect is regarded in an isolated manner, (2) this approach is only 
possible for a limited number of variables, and (3) the results are only valid for a certain combina
tion of environment, building, installation, and occupancy pattern which is quite similar to the one 
used to generate the results. 

Consultancy Work 
In the current context this involves the generation of specific knowledge for a particular design by a 
specialist. Work we did on predicting air now through proposed shopping arcades; ie the 
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Figure I Summer overheating assessment graphs for medium-weight houses (from 
CEC 1986) 

Heuvelgalerie in Eindhoven (Figure 2), is a typical example of such approach. 

Figure 2 Shopping arcade in the Heuvc1galcrie in Eindhoven 

The Heuvelgalerie involves an extensive shopping mall. This 4-lcvel complex incorporates a 220 
metre long shopping arcade, interspersed with atria and dome-shaped roofs, approximately 20,000 
m 2 shops, a 8,600 m2 concert hall, 3,000 m 2 restaurants, a 1,200 units car park, offices, and arart
ments. 
It should be apparent that such a building is a highly complicated system. For instance, the manner 
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in which air will flow depends on the external pressures on entrances and domes. temperature differ
ences inside and with respect to outdoors. and impulses by the ventilation system. For this building 
ESr was used to make various predictions with respect to the indoor environment (Pernot and 
Hensen 1990). 

4.5 .----.----,----.----,----r----,----r----,----,-

--- origin<ll design proposal 

.3.5 -
with proposed "wind sluices" 
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Figure 3 Predicted effect of proposed "wind sluice" to decrease the air velocities in 
the pedestrian entrance area; ie the passage connecting to the main square. 

As an example. consider Figure 3 which shows results with respect to the air velocitics which may 
be expected in the pedestrian entrance area. For commercial reasons, the architects and the develop
ers want the entrance areas to be as open as possible. From the first results it was clear however that 
the original design proposal (incorporating air curtains for the main entrance) would \cad to unac
ceptably high air velocities. One of the main conclusions was that additional air flow restrictions 
were necessary. For this it was suggested to apply double sets of sliding doors (wind sluices) at the 
"cafe" and "west" entrances. and to incorporate extra sliding doors + side hung doors at tile main 
entrance. In case of severe wind. it should be possible to further restrict the (open) cross-section of 
the main entrance. 

111ese are merely two examples, more or less demonstrating both ends of the spectrum of knowledge 
transfer / design decision support possibilities in the area of building energy use. Obviously there are vari
ous intennediate approaches; these oftcn take the fonn of some simplified calculation method. The ellvis
aged user profile usually shifts from more designer-like towards more specialist-like as the method shi fts 
from design-aids towards the full simulation model. . 

Since buildings are complex mechanisms. involving phenomcna such as transient conduction and air 
movement, thcre is a growing realisation that traditional design iools cannot cope with this complexity. 

- 8 -
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Particularly at the earlier stages of the design process, there is a need for rapid feed hack on the cost and 
pcrfonnance consequences of alternative design scellarios. The present system of specialist consultallts, 
while adequate for the detailed design and final specification phases, fails to provide this immediate 'ad 
hoc' advice. 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

It may be apparent that while development of sophisticated building perfonnance evaluation tools as indi
cated above will comprise a valuable addition to the building engineer's toolkit, they also create new 
problems deriving from the connict between the necessity for the tools to be powerful, comprehensive and 
according to first thennodynamic law principles to adequately represent the real world complexity while 
also being simple, straightforward and intuitive to facilitate user interaction. Such problems are not 
restricted to novice users but they apply to experienced users as well (Van Nes 1991). 
As Clarke (1991) points out, the conflict between power and ease of use is further exaggerated by the 
divergence of the conceptual outlook of the design orientated program users and the technically orientated 
program developers. And to complete the confusion, there is the subtly different tenninology of the vari
ous engineering professions. One - very promising - way to tackle these problems, is by utilisation of 
Knowledge Based System (KBS) and Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) techniques to create an Inlelli
genl Front End (lFE). 
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Figure -1 Current and future route of knowledge transfer / design decision support starting 
from simulatioll lools which treat the building and plant as an integrated, dynamic sys
tem. 

Using Ihese techniques it is possible to construct a user interface which incorporates a signiticantlcvcl or 
knowledge in relation to building description - in the face of real world uncertainly and realistic perfor
mance assessment methodologies. Such a system would direct a user's line of enquiry, aIlowing 'What do 
you suggest?' and 'Why do you ask ?' type responses. It would also be expert enough to devise an 
appropriate perfonnance assessment methodology and to coordinate model operation against this. 
Using an IrE, the powerful simulation core may be invoked much earlier in the design process, because il 
is readily available to the designer. Obviously specialist consultancy will still be necessary, but this can 
he limited to the more common questions / problems. 

- 9 -
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This shift from the more traditional approach using design-aids and via specialist consultancy, towards 
future direct application of powerful simulation tools by the design profession, is indicated in figure 4. 
Thi.~ future kind of design decision support in the area of building energy lind indoor climllte thus derives 
il.~ power from its simulation core and iL~ ease of use from some intelligent interface. It is in this direction 
that we are currently orienting our research activities. 
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APPLICATION OF ELECTHOHESISTANCE METHOD TO MOISTURE TESTING 

IN BRICK WALLS 

1. Introduction 

Moisture content in capillary-porous building materials influences 

significantly mechanical and thermal properties of the structure as well 

as its life.Being aware of moisture content in different elements of a 

Btructure is necessary both when building new structures /eg.dampness of 

base during floor-Iaying/ and when repairing houses devoid of vertical 

and horizontal damp courses.The application of non-destructive methods 

renders it possible to measure moisture content in various parts of a 

structure relatively quickly and to observe changes in moisture content 

in time.One of major problems here is humidity evaluation in structures 

built-up of elements of different porosity .eg.,in brick-and-mortar 

walls.Dielectric.microwave and neutron methods.successfully applied to 

moisture content evaluation in concrete 11.21,have much more limited 

application to measurements of humidity in walls because they indicate 

only mean humidity values inside or at the surface of the structure. 

Separating the brick humidity values from mortar humidity values is 

in such a case very difficult,or even impossible.Therefore.due to its 

suitability for measurements in relatively small,limited spaces.it seems 

reasonable to apply electroresistance method to moisture content 

evaluation in brick structures. 

2.Testing 

The electroresistance method of moieture content evaluation is based 

on the dependence between electric conductivity in capillary-porous 
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materia I and the water content in the materia 1. The dependence between 

electric resistance R and dampness U may generally be expressed by the 

function (3): 

R - ( 1 ) 

where: 

A. n -constants dependent on the electrodes shape,chemical constituton. 

structure and mechanical condition of the examined medium. 

The measuring technique consists in determining the electric 

resistance between electrodes placed directly in the examined material 

or between electrodes surrounded by a material absorbing moisture from 

the medium under examination. 

A sensor [fig.l] was constructed for moisture testing in brick 

structures. Its small dimensions /10 mm long.10 mm wide. 2mm thick! make 

it possible to place it in a joint or in a ¢-16 mm hole drilled in 

brick (1) .After filling the hole with mortar (2) and establishing sorp

tive balance between the mortar and the surrounding brick,it is possible 

to determine the amount of water in the brick. The electric resistance 

i8 measured in the space between the sensor electrodes (3) placed in PVC 

frame (4) .Cu-Ko thermocouple connected to one of the electrodes (5) 

makes it possible to correct the electric resistance with regard to the 

real temperature of the examined medium.The electric resistance of 

mortar is dependent on its dampness which. in turn, is depende:1t on 

moisture content in the surrounding brick. 

Fig.1 The structure of the electro-resistace eensor. 
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n orqer to determine the dependencies between the electric 

resf r tance of sensors and mortar humidity, the sensors were placed in 

6 q. ft p4rf~al samples (4 cm diameter,8 cm high). 

Tn e indirect dependencies between the brick dampness and sensors' 

electrlc resistance were determined on the basis of examining 3 brick 

halves, where 3 sensors were placed in drilled and filled with mortar 

holes. 

Two types of mortar, i.e.,1:6 cement mortar,1:1:6 cement-lime mortar 

and common brick of different bulk densities y- 1.73 G/cm
3 and 1.84 G/cm

3 

were used for testing. Humidity by mass for mortar and brick was 

determined by the traditional gravimetric method. 

The resistance was measured at the temperature 18-2oC by RLC bridge 

type U 902 where variable current of 1000 Hz and 9V was applied. 

3.Testing results 

The obtained correlations between humidity by mass Urn for cement and 

cement-l ime mortars and the e I ectr i c res i stance of sensors p I aced in 

mortars are shown in fig.2. 

The results obtained during sensor scaling show that there exists a 

dependence between electric resistance and humidity in virtually the 

whole humidity values range for cement and cement-lime mortars ie .. from 

the state of full saturation to the moisture in air-dry state. The 

difference in the course of the dependence Um-f(IOg R), slight at the 

low humidity level,rises together with the rise of the saturation level 

of mortars, exceeding at the full saturation 4 % of absolute humidity 

values. The reasons for this are to be found in chemical constitution as 

well as in different porosity structures of mortars.Hence.in order 

to apply electroresistance method to the evaluation of mortar humidity. 

ego in wall joints,a scaling curve established in accordance with a mortar 

type must be adopted. The scaling curves shown in fig.3 concern the 

dependence between humidity by mass for brick and electric resistance of 

sensors placed in holes drilled in bricks and surrounded by cement or 

cement-lime mortar. 
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Fig.2 Correlation between humidity by mass for mortars U and electric m 
resistance log R 
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Fig.3 Correlation between humidity by mass for bricks Um and electric 

resistance log R of the sensor placed in mortar 
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Tpe curves tracking depends both on bulk density values for briCKS unde r 

examination as well as on the type of mortar surrounding the sensor.At l ow 

hum'qity the influence of mortar type is alight, which the dependence in 

fig.~ proves. At high moisture content values,greater differences are 

mainly caused by different chemical constitution of mortars which is 

responsible for the type and cocentration of ions in the liquid. As ion 

conductivity influences dominantly electric resistance at high 

saturation level, the differences in the chemical constitution of 

mortars are responsible for different electric resistance values when 

brick humidity remains the same. Disregarding this fact may result in an 

additional error in establishing the moisture content in brick of up to 

2.5 % absolute humidity value. 

When bricks have different bulk densities and the same moisture 

content, higher electric resistance values of sensors placed in bricks 

of lower bulk density are observed. 

For br i cks of y-1 .73 G/cm3 and y-1 .84 G/cm3 bu lk dena it i es the 

difference in humidity by mass at the same electric resistance value of 

mortar is 1-2 % depending on the moisture content . 

When evaluating moisture content in bricka by the electroresistance 

method it is necessary to determine scaling curves taking into 

consideration the type of bricks and mortar in which the sensor are placed . 

4 . Recapitulation 

On the basis of electroresistance tasting results,uependencies between 

the electric resistance of sensors placed in mortar and humidity by mass 

for mortar and brick were established. The high values of the 

correlation coefficient n> 0.97 and values of mean relative equre 

deviation v k < 12 % allow practical application of the obtained relations 

to moisture content evaluation in mortare and bricks in brick walls . 

When examining humidity in mortar directly by the electric resistance 

measurement,the mean absolute error in moisture content evaluation is 

+0.4%. whi 1 e when determining indirectly moisture content in br i ck the 

mean error is +O.5%.Those error values will not be exceeded if 

appropriate scaling curves for sensors are applied,determined strictly 

for a particular type of mortar and brick. 
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The shape and dimensions of the constructed sensors render it 

possible to place them in joints.and the presented here methodology of 

m~asurements allows determining moisture content separately in brick or 

mortar at any place of a building structure. 
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MESSUNG DER SCHALLEMISSION 
" WAHREND DER WARMBEHANDLUNG DES BETONS 

1. Einleitung 

Die Warmbehandlung des Betons, insbesondere Niederdruckdampfver

fahren wird in industrie-mM~iger Technik bei Herstellung von 

Fertigteilen allgemein verwendet. Das Verfahren ist sehr vorteil

haft, weil die im Beton stattfindenden physikalischemischen 
" Reaktionen wesentlich beschleunigt werden konnen. Negative J\us-

wirkungen dieses Verfahrens bringen war allem thermische Span-
" nungen im erharteten Beton mit, die durch grope Temperaturgradien-

" te hervorgerufen sind, sowie Spannungen, die durch ungleichmapige 
" Anderungen des Valumens einzelner Betonbestandteile werursacht 

" werden • Diese Spannungen bewirken, da~ im Gefuge des warmbe-

handel ten Betons diverse strukturbezogene Fehler entstehen. Es 
II " 

handelt sich vor allem urn Mikrorisse und erhohte Porositat, 
" welche Druck - und Ermudungsfestigkeit sowie andere wichtige 

" Eigenschaften des Betons weitgehend beeintrachtigen [1,2,3]. In 

vielen Artikeln, die sich auf diesen Themenkreis beziehen, wird 
" behauptet, da~ das Gefuge des warmbehandelten Batons, der unter 

"II II 

diesen Umstanden erhartet, viel starker mit Mikrorissen und 
" " " anderen Fehlern ubersat ist, als das des normalerharteten Oetons 

[1,2,4]. 
Diese Behauptung mag schon richtig sein, aber es fehlen diesbe-

" zuglich Oaten - ausgenommen Untersuchungen zur Festigkeit oder 
" " Porositat - unterstutzt durch unmittelbare Beobachtungen, welche 

" die Ripbildung wah rend dar Warmbehanlung eindeutig beweisan 
" konnten. 

Die vorliegende Arbeit stellt sich zur Aufgabe, die Ergebnisse 

solcher Oeobachtungen unter Anwendung der Schallemission zu 
" prasentieren. Die notwendigen Untersuchungen wurden im Labor 
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II U 

auf dem extra zu diesem Zweck errichteten Prufstand durchgefuhrt. 

" 2. Der Prufstand und die Untersuchungen 

" Schema des Prufstandes mit Bauelementen, wie im Bild 1 gezeigt. 

5 
1 

7 

" Bi1d 1. Schema des Prufstandes 

1. Niederdruckdampfkammer mit automatischer Einstellung 
des Wasserdampfzulaufs, 2. Niederdruckdampferzeuqeer, 

II If 

3. Stahlbehalter fur Betonmischung, 4. Temperaturmesser 
II It 

mit Temperaturfuhlern zur Uberwachung der Lufttemperatur 
im 1nnern der Kammer und der Temperatur des Betons im 

II " 

Behalter, 5. Tonleiter (Stahlstab), 6. Prozessor fur 
It " 

Signal der Schallemission, 7. Vorverstarker, 8. Fuhler 

der Schallemission, (mit Dauercharakteristik bis 130oC), 
" 9. Zweikanal - Registriergerat X, Y1' Y2 , 10. Analogos-

zilloskop, Tektronix 2230, 11. Plotter. 

Untersucht wurde der dickplastische Beton mit der Wasser - Zement 

- Kennziffer 0,55 und einer Zusammensetzung, welche die Druck
festigkeit Klasse B 25 siecherstel1en konnte. Die Warmbehandlung 

" werde nach drei verschiedenen thermischen Zyklen ausgefuhrt, die 
" normalerweise in der Praxis ublich sind. 

1m Laufe der Untersuchungen wurden stets die Temperatur und akus

tische Signale, die aus dem warmbehandelten Beton herkamen als 

1mpulssumme aufgenommen. Es wurde auch eine graphische Aufzeich
nung der Impulse der Schallemission mittels Analogoszilloskop 

" und eines Plotters ausgefuhrt. 
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Tabelle 1 

Zussammenstellun~ der die realisierten Zyklen der Aetonwarmbe

hand lung kennzeichnenden Parameter 

Zyklus- Zeitdauer der Phase [ h J 
Zeitdauer Temperatu[ 

bezeich- des T T Tk nung Vor- An- Izot. KUh- Zyklus ° max 

erhlJrten wlJrmen Erw1:lr- lung 1 c [h] [ °c] men 
11 12 13 14 

Zyklus 1 2,0 2,0 4,0 2,5 10,5 20 60 3U 

Zyklus 2 2,0 2,0 3,0 1 ,5 8,5 20 UO 30 

Zyklus 3 2,0 1 , 5 3,0 1 ,5 8,0 20 95 30 

3. Ergebnisse der Untersuchungen und Analyse 

Die erzielten ergebnisse im Bereich der Messun~ der Impulse ciner 
If 

Schallemission wah rend der Warmbehandiung des Getons werden im 

Oild 2 gezeigt. 

0,5 
Zyklus 3 (tmo)(=95°C) 

~04 
--t ' o 

)( 
1, 

Zyklus 1 (tmax =60°C) 

0,1 r-___ ~ __ ~~r-~~~ _______ 13 __ ~ ____ ~-1-4------~ 
o ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

o 1 2 5 6 7 8 9 10 
ZEIT [ h) 

" Bild 2. lmpulssumme einer Schallemission, aufgenommen wahrend der 

Warmbehandiung des Betons, ausgefUhrt im Zyklus 1,2 und 3. 
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" Aus dem Bild 2 geht hervor, da~ der Verlauf der Variabilitat der 
" lmpulssume einer Schallemission, die wahrend der Warmbehandlung 

If II II 

aufgenommen wurde, ahnlich fur ausgefuhrte thermische Zyklen ist. 

" " Diese ahnlichkeit druckt sich durch folgende Tatsachen aus: 

" - in der Phase der Vorerhartung gibt es keine Schallemission, 
" - in der Phase der Anwarmung tritt eine deutliche Schallemission 

ein, 
" - in der Phase der isothermischen Erwarmung beobachtet man eine 

Stabilisierung der Zunahme der registrierten lmpulssumme der 

Schallemission, 
" in der Kuhlungsphase tritt erneut die Schallemission ein, 

tr " 
jodoch viel schwacher als in der Anwarmunqsphase. 

" Trotz dieser Ahnlichkeiten gibt es auch deutliche Unterschiede: 

" - erste Signalzahl der Schallemission tritt in der Anwarmungs-

phase ein; mit der Temperaturzunahme eilt das Vorkommen der 

Signale, 
" " die Impulssume einer Schallemission, die wahrend der Anwarmurqs-

II II 

phase oder wahrend der Kuhlungsphase aufgezeichnet wird, wird 
" um so groper, je schneller die Zunahme der Temperatur des 

Betons oder aber auch die Senkung der Temperatur zustandekommt, 
" - die Gesamtsumme der Impulse einer Schallemission, die watlrend 

" der Warmbehandlung aufgezeichnet wird, wird um so groper die 
" Temperatur der isothermischen Erwarmung ist. 

" Bemerkenswert war die Tatsache, dap schon in der Anwarmungsphase, 

besonders an deren Anfang eine gro~e Anzahl von Impulsen der 

Schallemission zum Vorschein kam, d.h. zum Zeitpunkt, wo der 

Beton noch nicht ganz erstarrt war. Es gilt ais unwahrschein-
" Iich da~ Signaiquelle fur die Schallemission auf dieser Etappe 

Mikrorisse waren. Hier kann man vermuten, dap die Signalquelle 

vor allem durch Reiberscheinungen hervorgerufen werden, z.O. 
" durch gegenseitige erlagerung der Zuschlagkorner und Luftblasen-

II It 

bewegung. Ortliche Veriagerungen der ZuschIagkorner und Luft-
" blasenbewegung sind in der Phase der Anwarmung des Betons 

" II 

moglich. Die Ursache hierfur sind vor allem Spannungen, die auf 

ungleichm~Sige Anderungen des Volumens des erw~rmten Wassers und 

der erw~rmten Luft im Vergleich zu Anderungen des Volumens des 
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Zuschlages. Es ist anzunehmen, dap in dem letzten stadium der 
" .. 

Anwarmungsphase und der Kuhlung des Betons vor allem die Mikro-
" risse eben Quelle fur registrierte Signale der Schallemission sind. 

" Sie entstehen an den Stellen des Gefuges, wo die thermischen Span-
" nungen die Zugfestigkeit des jungen Betons ubertreffen. 

Schon beim ersten Augenblick, wenn man die aufgezeichneten Impul

se betrachtet, sieht man, da~ die Vermutungen richtig sind. Es 
ft " 

wurde beobachtet, da~ in der Anwarmungsphase Impulse uberwiegen, 
II II 

die als Reiberscheinungen erklart werden konne~, weil ihre Zeit-

dauer ziemlich lang ist, wie auch ihre Zunahmezeit und die kleine 

Amplitude. 
" In dem abschliependen Stadium der Anwarmungsphase und in der 

" .f 
Kuhlungsphase uberw1egen Impulse, die man als Folge der Mikrori-

" sse betrachten sollte. Ihre Zeitdauer 1st wesentlich kurzer, wie 
" auch ihre Zunahmezeit, die Amplitude aber gro~er. Bilder 3,4, und 

5 zeigen beispielsweise einige aufgezeichnete Impulse von Schalle-

mission. 

Es ist anzunehmen, dap die qualitative statistische Bewertung der 

aufgezeichneten Signala der Schallemission eine viel breitere 

auslegung der erzielten Ergebnisse erlaubt. 

u [V] 

~ 
> 
U1 
c5 -r 

T[.lJs] 

Sild 3. De r charakteristische Impuls einer Schallemission, 

betrachtet als Reiberscheinung (Anfangsstadium der 
" Anwarmungsphase des Betons). 
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Oild 4. Oeispielsweise Aufzeichnung der Impulse in dem 
" abschliessenden Stadium der Anwarmungsphase. 
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BiId 5. Charakteristischer Impuls einer SchaIIemission, betrach-
" tet als Folge der Mikrorissenbildung (KuhIungsphase). 
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4. Schlupfolgerungen 

" 1. Die durchgefuhrten Untersuchungen haben gezeigt, dap die Mes-
" sung einer Schallemission wahrend der Warmbehandlung des 

" Betons moglich ist. 

2. Es wurde bewiesen, da~ die Summe der akustischen Impulse, die 
" wahrend der Warmbehandlung auf-gezeichnet wurde, strikt von 

" den Parametern dieser Behandlung abhangig ist. Diese Summe ist 
" .. 

desto groper, je groper die Temperatur der isothermischen 
" Erwarmung ist und je schneller die Temperatur des Oetons in 

" der Kuhlungsphase sinkt. 

" 3. Weitere Fortsetzung der Untersuchungen lapt Ergebnisse erzie-

len, die auper Kennenlernen der Erscheinung auch praktische 
" Oedeutung haben konnen. Es geht hier von allen darum, dap 

" aIle Parameter fur Warmbehandlung verschiedener Betonarten so 
II " 

gewahlt werden, dap bei Berucksichtigung der Ausmape der IU 
" fertigenden Elemente die dabei entstehenden Fehler im Gefuge 

" auf ein Minimum reduziert werden konnen. 
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" " WARMRBERECHNUNG DER ll0HLKAMMEHS'l'EINEWANDE 

Edward Due 

1. Einleitung 

" Die bisherigen Projektierungsrnethoden berucksichtigell nul' 

die Berechnung des Temperaturflachfeldes zur Auswahl del' ent-
" spreehenden Losungsyariante [1J, [2]. Wie es naehgewiesen wurde, 

ist das mit groBem Fehler belastet, weil del' EinfluB des Tem

peraturraumfeldes als wesentlich betrachtet werden mu~, was auch 

in del' Anwendung del' lIohlkarnmersteine in den Einzelschichten den 
" Au~enmauerwerks bestatigt wird. 

Gleichzeitig werden die arbeitsaufwendigen Untersuchungen 

" realisiert, die offensiehtlich beabsichtigen, die Warmedammpara-
" " meter del' Bloeksteinwande fur versehiedene Materialvarianten und 

untersehiedliche Hohlkammersteinsysteme zu bestimmen. 

Die Aufgabe des vorliegenden Aufsatzes ist die Methode 

der Berechnung des Ternperaturraumfeldes in dem aus Bloeksteinen 

" errich teten Mauerwerk als Ins trument der mogl.ichs t richtigen 
" " Modellierung des Blocksteins mit raumlicher Fullung noeh vor 

del' Erarbeitung des Prototyps zur Untersuehung in der Klimakammcr 

darzustellen. 

2. Berechnwlg del' Temperaturraumfelder 

" " Es gibt grundsatzlich umfangreiche Informationen uber die 
" " " Losungsweise del' Temperaturraumfelder, wobei stationare Warme-

" stromung vorausgesetzt wird. Dieoe Methoden sind von Walter 

Heindl [J] dargestellto 

Die den Temperaturwert beotimmende Gleichung, bei del' 

" man veranderliche Materialeigenschaften voraussetzt, hat im 

" " " allgemeinen fur raumlich inhomoganen Bereich folgende Form: 
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( 1 ) 

+ ~y2[Vi,j+~tk oK. - V:i . k .(K. + K. )I-~. k. K
J
._ A ]+ 

J+A ,J, J+6 J-a 'l"J-~, u 

+ ~ [~i j 0 K - ~i . 6zc: "k+~ k+~ ,J,k • (K k + K k ) ... V.. k 0 K k ] = 0 0 +0 -A 1,J, -6. -e:. 

" Legt man auf .dem betrachteten raumlichen Bereich ein re-
" " gulares Gitter ~x = 6y = l),z auf, wodurch auch die Losunv,s-

genauigkei t beeinfluJH wird, und nimmt man die gegerlflei tige 
" " Abhangigkeit der Temperatur und des Warmedurchgangokoeffizien-

" ten K zwischen den Raumgitterplatzen aUB der Gleichung (1) 

" an, 80 erhalt man: 

<l. K. A + ,}. 1\' k • K. + J: j 1\ k • KJ. + 1\ l\Ii . k • l+u 1-u ,J, 1-6 1, +Ll, u 
+~,J, 

~ . . k = 1,J, ------------------------------------------------------ + 

+ 
• 

Die in der Literatur vorhandenen Informationen, die sich 

" auf die numerische Losung des Gleichungstyps (2) beziehen, 

" lassen sieh Buf die Losung der auch die nandbedinv,ungen be-

" rucksichtigenden linearen GleichungssystememruckfUhren. 

" 

( 2 ) 

Bei den numerischen Berechnungen kOllnen Berechnungsprozesse 

wesentlich vereinfacht werden, indem man die Angaben in Form 
" einer Matrix der Warmedurchgangskoeffizienten K zwischen dell 

" " Raumgitterplatzen vorbereitet o Der Warmedurchgongskoeffizient 
" " " K zwischen den Gitterplatzen wird manehrnal Warmeuberleitungs-

" " oder Warmeubertragungskoeffizient genannto Anders gesagt ist 
" es reziproker Wert des Warmedurchgangswiderstandes zwischen 

" Gitterplatzeno Die erste Matrix A besteht aus den Koeffizienten 

K, die im Bereich der Fll:::che von nacheinander i'olgenden 
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" Abb. 1. Aufbauschema der 2-Kennziffer-Leitfahigkeitsmatrizen 
und das Matrixausdruckssystem auf dem flaumgitterplatz 

II 

FUr den Gitterplatz (i,j,k) des im Bereich mit den Di-
" mensionen X, Y, Z aufgelegten Gitters bedeuten die Ausdrucke 

der Matrix [At;jl mit der Dimension (X+2).[(2Y + 1)(Z + 1)]: 

Ai 2j-2 - Warmedurchgangskoeffizient K ZWischen den Gi t tar-
, +p " 

platzen (i,j,k) und (i,j-1,k); 
" Ai ,2j-1+P - wa~medurcl~angskoeffizient K zwischen 

p~atzen (i,j,k) WId ~i-1,j,k); 

den Oi t ter-

Ai ,2j+p - wa~medurchgangAkoeffizient K zwischen uen Gi t tel'-

platzen f,i,j,k) und (i,j+1,k); 
" Ai +1,2j-1+p - warmedur~hgang8koeffizient K zwischen den 

Gitterplatzen (i,j,k ) unO. ( i+1, j,k). 

" Der Index p hat fur den eegebenen Gitterpl(l~z den kOllotan-

ten Wert (k-1) 0 (2Y+1) 0 

II " Auch fur den Gitterplatz (i,j,k ) bedeuten die Ausdrucke 

der Matrix [Bi ,jl mit der Dimension (X+1) • [Y(Z+1D : 

B. k 1, +r 
" - Warmedurchgangskoeffizient K zwischen den Gittel'-

" platzen (i,j,k) und (i,j,k+1 ) . 
" - Warmedurchgangskoeffizient K zwischen den Gitt er-

" platz en (l,j,k) uno. (i,j,k-1); 
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Flachquerschnitten in Gitterschrittabst~nden bestimmt werden. 
" Uie andere Matrix B enthalt hintereinander folgende 

" " Koeffizienten, die die Platze der benachbarten Flache verbinden. 

3ie sind senkrecht zu denen, die zum Aufbau der Matrix A 

verwendet wurdeno Die Matrizen A und B sind Leitwertmatrizen, 

die 2- oder 3-Kennziffer-AufbauschemaB habeno 

J. Aufbau der Gleichungen und Leitwertmatrizen mit zwei Kenn

ziffern 

" Die 2-Kennziffer-Matrizen konnen bei der Eingebung der 

Matrizen A und B verwendet werden. Uie Matrix A hat dann Z+l 

'l'eilmatrizen, die Rplll tenweise aufeinander geochrieben werden. 

Jede Teilmatrix ist eine Leitwertmatrix in den Querschnitten 

in der Hichtung ko Die Matrix B ist auch eine erweiterte 

Leitwertmatrix und besteht aus Y Teilmatrizen in der Richtung j. 

Vie Aufbauschemas von 2-Kennziffer-Matrizen A und B silld in 

der Abb. 1 dargestellt. Auf diese Weise stellen die zwei Ma-
" trizen A und B die 2-Kennziffer-Datentafeln fur das Programm, 

das das Gleichungssystem Typ (2) fUr den ganzen Raumbereich 

baut und ordnet. Schreibt man die Gleichung (2) als Matrix 

" " der Warmedurchgangskoeffizienten fur Raumbereich auf, so er-

" halt sie die Form (J) auf beliebigem Gitterplatz mit Kenn-

ziffern i,j,k (siehe Abb. 1)0 

r&i,j,k = (A i ,2j-2+p 0 ~i,j-l,k + Ai ,2j_1+p ·~i-l,j,k + 

+ Ai ,2j+P 0 ~i,j+l,k + Ai +1 ,2j-l+p 0 i+l,j,k + 

+ Hi k 0 r},i j k 1 + Bl.' , k-l +r • 'I1l.', J" ,k-l ) / 
f +r " + 

( J) 
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" Der Index r hat fur den gegebcnen Gitterplatz den Wert 
(j-1) 0 (7.+1), 

" 4. Beispiel fur Au,Denmauerwerk aus Schlackenbetollsteinen 

" " Den WarmeduI'chgangskoeffizientwert fur 801ch ein Mauer-
" werk mit dem Verfahren von der "zustatzlichen Wand" experimen-

tell zu bestimmen, ist nich richtig, weil die Voraussetzungen 
" " des Verfahrens nicht erfullt werden. Die isothermischen Flachen 

" sind in diesem Fall nicht parallel zu del' Wandoberflache. 

" Wenig geeignet is t Buch das "Warmekastenverfahren", derm es 

" " laJ3t nur die Bestimmung der Warmemenge ZU, die durch die 
II 

Wand durchfliel3t, ohne Punkte mit infolge del' vorhandenen Vlar-
" meraumbrucken niedriger gewordener Temperatur zu ergeben. 

Zur Beurteilung der Leichtbetonsteinwand (ohne Putz) 

" wurde ein komplexes Verfahren gewahlt. In der ersten Etappe 
" wurde die raumliche 'I.'emperaturverteilung zur Auswahl del' 

" " reprasentativen Punkte fUr experimentelle UnterAuc!1ungen 
" berechnet. Del' ausgewahlte und sich wiederholende Wandaus-

schni tt (Abb. 2) wurde durch den Haumgi tter mit (lem Schri t t 

0,05 x 0,05 x 0,05 m und 0,05 x 0,05 x 0,0'15 m geteilt. 
" Zur Bestimmung des Warmedurchagngskoeffizientcn zwischen 

" " den Gitterplatzen wurde der im Labor ermittelte Wnrmeleit-
" fahigkeitokoeffizierlt ~ , der durch die Mes8ung nnch del' 

II 
Bock'schen Methode mit dem Cerat der Firma IIPeutron ll erhaltcn 
wiI'd, eingesetzt. 

II 
Die Matrix B wurde aUB Warmedurchgangnkoeffizienten 

" aufgebaut, die im Bereich del' die Gitterplatze del' inneren 
" Wand auf der warmen Sei te verbiwlellden Flache uml wei terllill 

" in den Wuerschnit;ten C-C, B-B, A-A und in del' AUJ3enfl8.che 

" auf del' kaltenseite bestimmt wurden. Dic Matrix A cnthallt aIle 

" " Wnrmedurchgangskoeffizienten K del' Gitterplatze, die 

" benachbarten Flachen nacheinander mit einzelnen ~u den 
obengenannten orthogonal en Wuerschnitten verbinden o 
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Auf diese Weise stellen die zwei Matrizen A und 13 die An
I! 

e;abentafeln fur das auf deren Basis die linearen GleichullE',en 
I! " von Typ (J) fur aIle Gitterplatze 1m flaumbereich bildemle 

" Programm dar. Die vorgeschlagene Losungsform des Gleichungssy-
" " stems ermoglichte, die Temperaturwerte in den Gitterplatzen 

deB Ilaumgitters in den nocheinander folE',enden horizontalen 

Querschnitten zu erreichen. 

:0 ~ 

A-A ( (C 

I 
'D - - ~ , I 

. 19 (;rn 

Abb. 2. AusBctmi tt einer 1I0hlkammers teinwand' mi t dem flufgeleE',

ten Haumgitter un der berechneten Temperatul'verteilung 
" auf del' warmen Oberflache 

" Die Abb. 2 stellt die in der warmen Flache der untersuch-
" ten Wand berechneten Temperaturverteilungen fur Temperatur-

werte t e = - 180 C und t. = 180 C dar. Die DerechnungBstufe 
1 " des Verfahrens erlaubte also die kaltesten Bereiche auf der 

" Wandoberflache, d.h. in den Fugen zwischen den lIohlkammerstei-

nen, zu ermitteln. 

Bei den Untersuchungen in der Klimnkammer wUl'den weiter

hin die ermittelten kHltesten Bereiche dUrch die Messung mit 

" dem Widerstandsthermorneter zusatzlich testiert. 

5. Schl~folgerungen 

1. Bei der Entwicklung der HohlkammeI'steine fUr die Au,Benwllnde 
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"" " oder der mit dem Warmedammstoff gefullten Leichtbetonsteine 

ist es erforderlich, das Temperaturraumfeld vorzumodellieren, 

" urn in weiteren Untersuchungen effektivere Losungen einzusetzen. 

2. Die bisherige Modellierung der lIohlkammersteine mit einer 

Vereinfachung, die nur auf das Temperaturflachfeld begrenzt 

" wurde, ist mit dem Fehler belastet, dap dessen raumlicher 
" Charak tel' nich beruc ksichtigt wird (siehe 'rempera turdiagramme 

Abb. 2 ) und kann nur dann zugelassen werden, vlenn VOll aU,Een 
II "" eille zusatzliche Warmedammschicht vorgesehen wird, die das 

'l'empera turfeld in· del' llauptwand ulld besonders auf deren warmer 
" "" Flache Busgleicht. Ein Beispiel fur schlechte Losung, das dar-

" " gcstcllte ~3chlu)3folgerung bestatigt, ist die fruher angewende-
" " " te J,osullF; eines lIohlkammers teinmauerwerks mit ublichem Mor LeI, 

" wobci das llrlgleichma13ige Tempera turfeld auf del' warmen W8nd-
" " oberflache bei der Losung mit dem einzelnen Hohlkammerstein 

" die Ursache der haufigen Unterfrierungen vor allem in den 

stofl- und Wuerfugen war. 1m Mauerwerk aus HohlkammerAteinen 
" II 

sollen uberall, wo 8S moglich iat, die sogenannten "warmen" 
" " Mortel (Sanierungsmortel) verwende t werden. 

). Wei tere Au toma tisierung des Gleichungs8ufbaus vom 'ryp (1) 
" <lurch Gcnerierung der Leitfahigkeitsmatrizen A und B auf del' 

" Basis del' Koordinaten von Materinlanderullgsgrenze in del' in-

tegrierten AU)3enwnnd in dem OperBtionsspeicher einer Recben-
" anlage erlaubt es, einigo zehn Losungen gleichzeitig zu ana-

" lysieren und die beoten therminchen Strukturen fur verschie-
dene HohlkammersYAteme und unterAchiedliches Material ZLl den 

" Labor-untersuchungen auszuwahleno 

Li tera tur: 
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INFLUEt~CE OF CEMENT CHEMICAL COMPOS I TI Ot~ ON ITS RESPOt1SE TO 

SUPERPLASTICIZER ADDITION IN LIGHT OF RHEOLOGICAL RESEARCHES 

L. Kucharska and M. Moczko 

Wroclaw Technical University, Institute of Building. Wroclaw. Poland 

1 . ItHRODUCTION 

Reaction of cement pastes, mortars and concrete mixes. on 

superplasticizers" admixtures indicates that water requil'ements of 

cement and cement pastes rheology are connected with their colloidal 

and chemical properties /1-3/. 

The adsorption of superplasticizing admixtures upon the cement 

particles surface brings about fluidifying effect, generates high 

negative potential, and results in rheological behaviour which varies, 

depending on the chemical nature of admixture, its concentration . the 

cement composition and temperature of the fresh m..ix , mixing procedure 

and the time after water has been added / 2 - 7/. 

The important factors which effect the compatability beet\.'Jen a given 

cement and a water-reducing admixture with respect to cement are the 

C
3

A content, alkali content / optimum, form of CaS0
4 

/' free lime 

content and extent of areation / 2,4,7./ . 

It is resonable to assume that the principal products of early 

hydration of portland cement are formed by reaction of aluminate phase 

which is manifested by a change in the rheological properties of fresh 

cement pastes / 1, 8-11/ . 

It is generally accepted that in the first hydration stage /1-2 

minutes/ only a small quantity of C
3

A reacts and the product kind is 

affected by the liquid phase composition / S04 2-, OH-/. / 8 . 12.13/ . 

From among several hydration products which can be formed and their 

mixtures, the most important for rheological properties of cement are 

fine grained crys t als of ettryngite /8,9,14/. Variations in contents 

and reactivity o f industrial cements , even w!thin the same part coming 

from the same cement ;:>lant. resul t in the fact that the condi t ions to 

form only crystalline ettryngite deViate more or less from optimal 

ones. which are manifested also by their rheological behaviour /15-17/ . 
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The addition of ionic s u lphonates / commercial superplasti c ize r s type 

melamine -formalde h yde condensa t e S MF . naphthalene - f o rm a ld e hyde 

condensates -SNF a nd mo d i fi ed l i g n o sul pho na te MLSI c a n upse t the 

balance beetwen soluble s u l p h ates and alum i nate contents and affe c t the 

morfology and o r der f o rmat io n of hydrat i o n produc t by direct 

incorporation of organic co nst it ue n t i nto the bulk of am o I'p h o LlS qel, 

and surface sorp t io n int o the mo r e cr yst l l i ne p h ases / 2. 3.5 . i2 . 19/. 

The semicol l o i dal gel p a r t i cles /stabil i zed by i ncorpor a ti o n o f organic 

molecules , wh i c h t e nd t o i n c r ease the volume o f amo r p hou s material / 

have a h ighe r solubility t han t he s tab l e . c rystall ine h y dc a t e ph a se , 

hence the init ial p rol onged supe r s at ur at ion . i nfluence the h yd rat i o n 

kinetics, de l ay the nuc leati o n and inhibit crys t al g ro wth of early 

hydrates / 18 ,1 9/. 

This can e x plain wh y , fo r r e l at i vely small s urf ace of cement grains in 

compariso n to typical co l l o ids , a n d fo r t he fluidy f yi n g . the cequired 

amounts o f a d d i t iv es are big, why the ir e ff ec t di mi n i shes a nd why the 

ma x imum wo r k a bil it y i s o b t ained, whe n t h e ti me of sup erplas!:icizers 

add it i on /o p t imum addit i o n time / corres po n d s t o the beginning of 

do rmant p e ri o d o f cement h ydra t ion w it h out admix tur e. 

If , as i t s e e ms I ik e I y t 0 b e , the e ar I y h Y d rat i on 0 r c e men t i s 

l a rgel y c ontro l l e d by di ffu s i on th ro ug h prot e cti ve co atings a rol lnd 

cemen t g rains, then i t f o ll o ws that the cements ki n d s , o f which initial 

co ndit i ons c r e at e a denser, le ss p ermeable and mo r e a dh e sive hydrate 

wit h ou t admi x t ure , w ill fluidif y i n a simiiar way !. ndependently of 

adm i x t ures in troduc t io n ti me. 

This pape r i l l us trat es how commerciai ceme n t c an vary in its 

response to SNF sup e r plast i cer. Thi s s e ns~tivit y is relate d t o the 

composi ti o n o f ceme nts. 

2 . EXP ERI MENTAL 

2 .1 . Ma t eria ls 

- Industria l p o rtlan d ceme n t clinker s , / pa rtia l c h e mical comoosition as 
+ 2 

gi v e n in Table I I were ground t o SS B = 3 0 0 or 350 10 m / kg . 

I rrespectiv e o f c linke r's chemical a nd miner a logica l composition , the 

ceme n ts f rom c li nk e rs Kl and K7 were p re pa r ed with a ddit i on of n atural 

CS : ce men ts from c linker Ka , using addition o f n a tural di h ydrate or 
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mixture CS with CS HO . 5 / 60 40 /. and from the remaininq clinkpls / 

Tab. I / natural CSH
2

, 

- superplasticizer type t~SF, powder. 

- deionised water , 

- high grade purity boric acid / as hydration retarder /20.21/. 

Table I. Composition of clinkers /percent by weigllt/ 

._-- -- ----- ---
clin C

3
S C

2
S C

3
A C

4
AF Na

2
(t K

2
0 Na

2
0

e 
SO FCaO DS 

ker 3 

K1 67.0 8.0 3.5 15.0 0.28 0.22 0.42 0.26 1. 28 48 

K2 36.0 37.0 4.7 16.7 0.10 0.85 0.65 1. 00 0.8 117 

K3 57.0 23.0 8.5 8.0 0.10 1. 00 0.75 0.9((') 1.0 92 

-- - -- ----
K4 58.G 14.9 9.3 13.4 0.10 0.70 0.55 0.70 1.0 97 

K5 51. 8 25.5 11. 0 7.9 0.10 1. 20 0.89 0.50 1.7 43 

._-

KG 51. 0 22.0 12.0 9.7 0.20 0.70 0.55 0.40 1.2 47 

K7 60.0 12.0 13.5 7.0 0.11 1. 06 0.81 0.38 2.23 36 

K8 57.4 18.0 14.0 8.2 0.20 1.1 0.92 0.40 1.2 32 

K9 64.7 8.5 14.9 7.9 0.20 0.70 0.55 0.50 2.5 59 

K10 53.0 20.0 15.4 7.5 0.20 1. 20 0.99 0.70 2.1 55 

<---. 

The pastes were made by mi x ing cement with ~/aU'I - . or boric acid 

solution / 2. 5 wt ~ for ~I/C =0 . 4 ' 3 . 3 % for w/c = 0 . 3 : VI t -; I n 

relation to cementl with and without ~lSF. Superplasticizer vias add ed 

into the mi x water or 3 minutes after water or acid soluti on ~"o/ere 

added . The water ceme nt ratio w/c was of 0.4 without and of 0.3 With 

of t--fSF addition . 
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The condition for pastes preparation / mode of mixing. intensity. 

time. temperature about 20°C / were the same for all samples e x amin~d. 
110 special steps were taken to remove air from the mix. 

Z.Z.Testing procedure 

The rheological tests were performed with a rotating co~xial 

cylinder viscometer Rheotest RV-2. using device H. In ordel' to reduce 

sliding. the surfaces of both cylinders have been corrugated. The shear 

cycle started 10 minutes after the first addition of I'later or l'later 

~o,Jith admixtures The time for complete increase - decreasp cycle was 

1Z-15 minutes. Influence of time on apparent viscosity of pastes vias 

measured for 60 minutes. 

3. RESULTS MlD 0 I SCUS I Ot~ 

The CJA content for the tested cements varied from 3.5 to 15.4 wtz. 

free CaO from 0.8 to Z.6 wt%, alkalies as NaZo e from 0.42 to 0.99wtZ, 

and sulphatization degree IDS/ of alkalies in clinkers flom JJ to 117 % 

ITable 1./. 

The f low curves for cement wi thout addi t ion S~~F / F iq. la./ shovi a 

great differences in not only position of curves but also 

width of antiloops . Taking into consideration the position of 

curves. they come from the following sequences 

C7-;>:C10~C8 ) C5 > C1~C6~CJ ) C{,C 9';:'::tC 2 
- .. > 
decrease of consistency 

and for the width of antiloop , the sequence is 

Cl0~C7~C8,;:::::C5 > C3 » C6~Cl > C 4 > C9~CZ 

decrease of width of antiloop > 

i II the 

l he f 10\11 

The rheological tests revealed that among the cement pastes without 

addi t ion of StlF, the highest consistency and the widest anti loop 

demonstrate pastes prepared from cements containing larger quantities 

of alkalies, with lower degree of their sulphatisation I C10 C8 C5 C7 / 

and a greater content of free lime I the IR analyses show. that a 
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considerable part of free CaD contained in cement C
9 

had been bound 

into carbonates/. 

As the earlier researches indicate / 11 / the optimal conditions for 

control of aluminate phase hydration by addition of CSH
2

, appear only 

in pastes prepared from cement C
4

. In the case of other investigated 

cements, as it results from Fig. 1, the availability of sulphates 

deviates less or more from the optimal ones. 

T {Po}>t V oj 
20 

I wlc = 0,' I 
C-7 

18 C-10 

16 C-8 

11. C-5 

12 C-1 
C-6 

10 C-3 

T (Pa}>t10 

20 

18 w/c =0. I. + H3 803 

16 

11. 

12 

10 

b) 

C-7 

C-1 

C-8 

C-9 8 
8 C-1. ~~~~C-5 

_

~~~~~C-1O C-g 6 
6 C-2 C-1. 

'C-3 

I. 
I. 

2 2 
~~~===-_ C-2 

20 1.0 60 80 W 120 1t.O 1r{s-1] 20 1.0 60 80 W 1aJ 11,0 t 
Fig. 1. Flow curves of cement pastes : a - without additives. b ' y-Jill, 

retarder addition 

Addition of 1 wt% of retarder I boric acid /, by the same w/c ratio 

reduces antytixotropy /antiloop/ in all cement pastes except in cements 

and / containing anhydryte as hydration regulator/ . 

substantially decreases yield value and plastic viscosity . The smaller 

retarding influence of boric acid on cement C
8 

C
5 

C
9 

and a negative o ne 

on cement containing anhydryte may be explained by loo small quant i ly 

retarder for this cement . It influences on the rheological propert ies 

oft he c e men t pas t e s asp l' e s e Tl ted i n Fig . 2. Pre par a t ion 0 f C 8 w it 11 a 
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mixture of CSH O. 5 and CS / 40 : 60/ considerably decreases consistency of 

the pastes without retarder and eliminates retader ' s influence on 

rheological behaviour /Fig . 3./ . 

7app {Pa.s-
l
, 

1. H2 0 } 'jI 
-

2. H
2

0 .,. H 3 B0
3 

W C = 0,1, 

480 

1,1, 

1,. SNF- to the cement paste 
WIC= 0.3 

5 H3 B03 "'H2 0"'SNF to the 
cement paste 

1.0 

36 
---

3. SNF-to H20 - - - - -- - } 

Joo 
280 

240 
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" / , 
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~ 
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I t I 
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1111 t 
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Il ill II ~ 
1.2.3,3.1.. ,2, • , 
r-C1-+-C2-+-C3-+-C4--+-CS-+-C6-t-C7-t-C8-t-C9-+-CIO-1 r-3S-+-I,,7--+-8,S-+-9,3-t-11.-i-12.-I-13,S--i-II,;-t-14,9-+-1S,I.----i 
, V / 

C3 A-wf.{% , 

Fiq . 2 . Comparison of apparent viscosity of cement pastes with a nd without 

addit i ves with consideration of on flow curves hysteresis 

12 

10 

8 

6 

4 

2 
1+4 .. cS H2 
1'+4' .. CS'" CSHO,S 

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 Us-' 

Fig. 3 . Effect of the sulphate kinds 

and the addition of retardes 

on flow curves 
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Response of cement pastes to the superplasticizer addition 

As it can be seen from data presented in Fig. 4 investigated cements 

show great differences in their response to addition of I wt% of StlF 

and the i n flu e n ceo fad d e d sup e r pIa s tic i z e ron s eve 1- a 1 c: '? m p 11 t s de p P n d s 

on composition of cements uncomparabely more if StlF is being added to 

water . 

L (Po/x 10 b) 

76 1 wjc = 0.31 SNF fo the cement paste 

11, C-5 

12 

C-TO 
10 C-7 

C-9 
8 0... C-3 C-6 

6 
C-2 

'c-8 

I, 

C-1 
2 

20 1,0 60 80 100 120 11.0 ~{s-1/ 

L {Fbj,<tO 
oj 

26 

21, 

22 

20 

18 

16 

II, 

12 

10· 

8 

6 

I, 

2 

f 
Ic-tO/ 

l = 300+ 1,80 {Po / 

the wafer 

C-1 

C-5 

C-9 

C-8 
C-I, 
C-] 
C-6 
C-2 

20 1,0 (JJ 80 100 120 140 t{s-1, 

Fig.4. Flow curves with addition of SI~F a-to mix Vlater. blo cern",llt 

pastes 

Obtained results reveale that the cements. of which the consistency 

and antiloope are the least ones without addition of superplasticizer. 

/Fig.l/ liquify similarly indepedently of the SI~F addition mode Ie.., 
t... 

C4/. The similar behaviour of the cements C
3 

C
6 

and C
8 

I Fig.2 and 

Fig.4./ results from the fact that. in the presence of 

superplasticizer. the solubility of gypsum increases. The cements 
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/ Cia C7 C9 and C5 / containing more free lime and C
1

. C
9 

with a great 

content of C3S / Table 1./ revealed that for the same quantity of SI'IF a 

fluidifying is similar to remainig cements only by addition of SI·IF to 

the paste with a delay / Fig.2 and Fig . 4b /. 

Addition of 1 wt% of St~F to all cements 3 minutes after water was 

added drastically improved liquifying of pastes. independently of the 

quantity and kind of sulphates added. The addition of retarder to the 

pastes mentioned above. reveals its influence on these cements. for 

v/h i ch the action effect of additive 

introduction mode / Fig.5 /. 

1%SNF-info water 

11, 

12 

I c-71 
w/c: 0,3 

'6= 13,5 {s·T} 

2%SNF 

/ inlo wale, 

10 

8 

6 

I, 

2 

/" 
/ Fig.5. 

/ 
T%SNF-info 

~ . ___ --. cemenf {XJsfe 

,.......~ _._ . ..--
TO 20 30 !,o 50 60 70 TlME{min} 

depends strongly all its 

Comparison of influences 

of SNF addi t ion moues on 

the apparen t vi scos it 'i as 

a function of time 

From technological point of view it is difficult to mi x the 

constituents of concrete with small quantity of vlater arId 

superplasticizers to be added with delay. Usually the additive ~'dll bl? 

introduced to mix water and in order to obtain a better result. th!? 

quantity of additive will be increased as shown in Fig . 5. Increasing of 

additive to a cement with higher content of CaO f 
improves its 

rheological parameters with preservation of their great val'jability ill 

time. Addition St--lF with delay, besides a good liquifying, dra s tically 

decreases the i nf luence of time. and moreover. requi res two times 

smaller quantity of the additive. 
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4. Cot~C LUS I otIS 

Thls study was carried out to elucidate influence of cornrostiion 

commercial portland cements on their r'esponse to St~F superplaslicizl?rs 

In the light of rheological studies the influence of Stir additlnn to 

cements depends on the contents of free lime. alite. and alkali -"lllci til!:;> 

kind of sulphates. For the cements of greater content of lTI-=f1tiunl?d 

constituents / besides sulphates/ the effect of St·W action Jepe n cis on 

its introduction mode . 

The addition of SNF with delay practically eliminates infillen<.;f:;> of 

cement composition on liquifying effect. 

The research results do not reveal. however. the inflllew::e o f C IA 

can t e r I tan d its rea c t i v it yon the e f f e c t 0 f S t w sup ':> r p I a ~.; tic i ;: ( , I 

addition irrespectively of the introduction mode. 
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BOND STRENGTH OF MASONRY 

Rob van der Pluijm1 

ABSTRACT 

Bond strength is not a well defined property of masonry. Nonnally three types of bond 
strength can be distinguished: 
- tensile bond strength, 
- shear (and torsional) bond strength, 
- flexural bond strength. 
In this contribution the behaviour and strength of masonry in deformation controlled 
uniaxial tests will be summarized (Van der Pluijm, 1992). The flexural bond strength will 
be related to the tensile bond strength by means of a FEM calculation. 
A shear test-setup to study the behaviour and strength of bed joints will be introduced. In a 
test rig based on the proposed test-setup 54 defonnation controlled tests were carried out. 
The results of the tests will be discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

To achieve a more fundamental insight in the behaviour of masonry, a combined analyti
cal, experimental and numerical research program has been started in the Netherlands . The 
final goal of the research program is the provision of a fundamental basis for design niles 
and so making possible a modification and extrapolation of existing rules. 
In the numerical models, constitutive relations before and after peak load are needed. 
Therefore deformation-controlled test are carried out in the experimental part of the 
program. In these deformation controlled test, the tests are controlled by defonnations 
measured on the specimen. 

Bond strength of masonry plays an important role in different kinds of structural parts. In 
cavity walls with no or small vertical loads, the bond strength is the main parameter to 
resist lateral loads and in shear walls it plays an important role for strength and stability. 
Nonnally three types of bond strength can be distinguished: 
- tensile bond strength, 
- shear (and torsional) bond strength, 
- flexural bond strength. 
There is made a distinction between the tensile and flexural bond strength although both 
properties are directly governed by tensile stresses. But the flexural strength is also 
influenced by geometrical properties. Therefore it must be considered as a structural 
parameler and not as a material parameter. 

1 Research engineer, Eindhoven University of Technology and TNO Building and Constnlction 
Research, Rijswijk, The Netherlands 

Van cler Pluijm 
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USED MATERIALS 

Three types of units have been used. Every type of unit was applied in combination with 
two types of mortar. In table 1 some specific figures concerning the used materials and the 
used combinations of units and mortar in the test-program are presented. 

Table 1 Used Material 

Units Compressive strength (dry) Bulk Density Dimensions 
(NEN 2489, N 3836 (at preparation) (mm3) 

(MPa) (kg/m3) 

Joosten (JO) 66 1994 204x98)(50 
(yellow wire cut brick) 

Vijf Eiken (VE) 33 1880 208x98x50 
(red soft mud brick) 

Sand Lime (CS) 35 1810 212x102)(54 

Mortar Compressive strength Cement: lime:sand 
(NEN 3835, 28 days) 

«MPa) volume ratio weight ratio 

A 8.2 1:1:6 1:0.48:6.72 

B 3.0 1:2:9 1:0.96:10.0 

C 17.6 2:1 :9 1:0.24:5.04 

Combination of Units and Mortar 

Unit Mortar: A 1:1:6 B 1:2:9 C 2:1:9 

JG X X in tensile and shear tests 

VE X X in tensile and shear tests 

CS X X in tensile tests 

CS X X in shear tests 

The Joosten brick is a wire cut brick with a low suction rate. The Vijf Eiken brick is a 
soft mud brick with a high suction rate. The values for the compressive strengths, 
mentioned in table I, were detennined according to the Dutch codes of practice NEN 
2489, 3835, 3836. For the masonry units this is done by applying a compressive load on 
the units in the direction of the smallest dimension. The mortar compressive strength in the 
code is established on half prisms which are left over from flexural bending tests. 
In this paper series of specimen will be referred by their code, e.g. a specimen consisting 
of Joosten bricks and mortar B will be referred as JG.B. 

TENSILE TESTS 

The defonnation-controlled tensile tests were perfonned in a test rig at the Stevin Labora
tory of the Delft University of Technology (Hordijk, 1991). 
The way the specimens were manufactured and the measurements were perfonned, is 
described in (Van der Pluijm and Venneltfoort, 1991). Five types of specimen were used: 

2 Van der Pluijm 
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two kinds of masonry s~ecimen (1 OOx 1 OOx 177 mm3 and 1 OOx 11 Ox 11 0 mm3), mortar 
prisms (40x40x160 mm ) and two kinds of unit specimen (prisms 60x52x150 mm3 and 
cylinders 074x45 mm3) (see Fig. 1). The dimensions of unit and mortar specimens were 
reduced with saw cuts in the middle cross-sectional area. The reduction was necessary to 
enforce the location of the crack where the deformation is measured. The magnitude of the 
reduction differed from specimen to specimen. Tests were carried out in multiple of three 
for most of the combinations. 

tF 

9B+O~§:170 
+_-.L01L+ 

~.9_ ---+ 

t F 

~B 160 iB, 
+-1Q.... I '66 I 

_··t F ·: 

(a) (b) prism 

t F 
'··· ··8[···: : -- 45 : 

150:" -_ .. ~_~ . .. .. . . : 

(c) 

cylinder 

original 
unit 

Fig. 1 Test Specimen: (a) masonry specimen; (b) mortar specimen; (c) masonry unit spec imen. 

Tests on mortar prisms will not be discussed , because the mortar prisms were not 
representative for the mortar in the joint. One of the reasons for this is the influence of the 
suction rate of units on the mortar in joints. 

Tensile StrengTh 
The tensile strength of the units is determined by dividing the maximum measured force by 
the cross-sectional area at the saw cuts. The CS unit was only tested in the long direction 
of the unit because it is supposed that this unit-type has an isotropic behaviour. The mean 
test results are given in table 2. Also the coefficient of variation (c.o.v.) is given but it is 
emphasized that its reliability based on a few individual test results is very small. 

Table 2 Mean Tensile (Bond) Strength 

Unit tensile strength Masonry tensile bond strengtb 

Test Specimen flU c.o.v. Number of Test Specimen fIb C.o. v. Number 
(MPa) (%) Tests (MPa) (%) of Tests 

lG-prism 2.36 21 2 lG.B 0.30 24 3 

lG-cylinder 3 .51 3 3 lG.C 0.50 29 6 

VE-prism 2.47 14 3 VE .B 0.22 45 3 

VE-cyJinder 1.50 4 3 VE.C 0.13 100 3 

CS-prism 2.34 10 3 CS .B 0.29 34 4 

CS .A 0.33 51 5 

In most of the masonry specimens a crack formed at the bond surface between mortar and 
unit. Only one masonry specimen within the lG.C-series broke in the mortar joint. In the 
masonry specimens with two joints, 4 time's the upper joint and 5 time's the lower joint 
broke. The bond surface after fracture of masonry with CS-units was remarkable smooth. 
From the results in table 6, it can be observed that: 
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- The Joosten brick is strongest in the direction perpendicular to the bed joint (JG
cylinder), while the Vijf Eiken brick is the strongest in the direction parallel with the 
bed joint (VE-prism). This result can be explained by the difference In direction of the 
layered structure of the bricks due to the fabrication process. 

- The tensile bond strength of VE.B (0 .22 MPa) is significant higher compared with that 
of VE. C (0.13 Mpa). This is remarkable because mortar C (2: 1 :9) is stronger than 
mortar B (l :2:9). 

- An increasing mortar strength (B - A - C) has only a positive influence on the masonry 
bond strength for the Joosten brick (low suction rate). This is one of the reasons that it 
was concluded that a mortar prism cannot be used to determine the quality of the mortar 
in the joint. 

- There is a great scatter in test results . Among other reasons this is caused by the 
influence of the effective bond surface. From close observation of the crack surface of 
the specimens, it became clear that the area where the mortar and unit were bonded 
together in the specimens differed from each other and was considerable smaller then 
the cross-sectional area. This phenomenon will be discussed later as the 'net bond area'. 

Fracl/Ire Energy and Post-Peak Behaviour 
The fracture energy Gf of a crack is defined as the amount of work that is needed to create 
a stress free crack and is equal to the area under a u-o diagrams established in a deforma
tion controlled test. In table 4 the calculated Gf values for units and joints are presented. 
All masonry specimens with CS-units failed uncontrolled after the ultimate load was 
reached . Therefore no values for the fracture energy are given. The uncontrolled failure 
does not mean that the fracture energy is zero. It can be expected that the fracture energy 
of the bond surface for the CS-units is smaller than for the brick units , because in the first 
case the interlock will be less important during the formation of the very smooth crack 
plane. 

Table 4 Fracture Energy 

Masonry unit Mortar joint 

Unit type G f c.o.v. Number est G f c.o.v. Number 
(J/m2) (%) of Tests specimen (J/m2) (%) of Tests 

~G·prismll 11 I G.B 1 64 3 

~G-cylinder 128 3 3 G.C 
..., 53 6 

VE-prism 61 24 3 

VE-cylinder 73 3 3 VE.B 8 66 4 

CS-prism 6 14 3 VE.C 4 43 3 

The fracture energy of the units is approximately ten time's higher than that of the bond 
surface. As expected for the joints, the fracture energy is very low, which corresponds 
with a very brittle behaviour. The shape of the descending branch under mode I loading in 
plain concrete can be described with (Hordijk en Reinhardt, 1990): 
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[I] 

in which c, =3, c2 =6.93 and 

[2J 

From a comparison between test results and Eq.[I] it is concluded that these formulae can 
be used well for units and joints. 

Influence of Nel BOlld Surface 
By close observation of the cracked specimen, it became clear that the area where the joint 
and unit were bonded together, was smaller than the cross-sectional area of the specimen. 
For each of the masonry specimens the 'net bond surface' was determined. by visual 
inspection of the crack-surface. An example is shown in Fig. 2. 

,r 

~J. 
ifl ~- ·. -" I:!I , ±L , -} 

-

H J *1 
I-t . - t iT \-

f i +~-

Fig. 2 Net bond surface of VE.B specimens 

When the net bond surface is taken into account, the scatter of the tensile bond strengtll 
and the fracture energy becomes smaller. In table 5 the influence is shown. Although the 
coefficient of variation is not reliable, it gives a fairly good impression of the influence of 
the net bond surface. 

Table 5 Fracture energy and tensile bond strength based on 
cross-sectional area (csa) and net bond surface (nbs) 

Test Specimen tensile strength fracture energy 

f'h.c,."" (MPa) f'h.nh.·· (MPa) Gr.cu (J/m2) Gr.nh. (J/m2) 

VE.B 0.26 (45)" 0.56 (26) 8 (66) 17 (54) 

VE.C 0.13 (43) 0.51 (51) 4 (83) 22 (40) 

JG .B 0.30 (24) 0.86 (16) 12 (64) 30 (38) 

JG.C 0.50 (29) 1.47 (20) 7 (53) 10 (48) 

"> coefficient of variation between brackets 

Earlier in this paper the high tensile strength of the VE.B compared with the VE.C was 
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mentioned. There is no longer a significant difference between the two, when the strength 
values based on the net bond surface for these two are compared. 

In Fig. 3 the fracture energy of the joint is plotted against the tensile strength. From the 
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Fig. 3 Fracture energy of joints versus tensile bond strength: 
(a) arranged by mortar (b) arranged by unit-type. 
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figure it can be observed that is not possible to define a meaningful relation between the 
tensile strength and the fracture energy. The average bond surface of the specimen was 
35 % of the cross-sectional area. If the net bond surface is supposed to be square, it 
follows that the net bond surface of a wall will be 57% of the cross-sectional area. So the 
bond surface of the wall is approximately 1.7 time's greater than that of the specimens. 
The same holds true for the fracture energy and the tensile strength of the wall; both based 
on the gross cross-sectional area. It is noted that a possible influence of perpends is 
lotally neglected in this way. If it is assumed that the fracture ene~y is independent of the 
units, then the average fracture energy of the specimen is 7.4 Jim and amount to 12.5 
J/m2 for the wall. 

Concluding Remarks 
With the performed tests, the fracture energy and post-peak behaviour of the units and 
mortar joints could be determined. It appeared that fracture energy of the bond surface is 
approximately ten times less than the fracture energy of the units. 
11le tensile bond strength depends highly the unit. A stronger mortar did not result in a 
higher tensile strength when it was applied with VE and CS units. 111erefore it is con
cluded that mortar prisms are only applicable for the determination of the mortar quality 
and that it is in principle not correct to use the mortar strength in fommlae for masonry 
strength. 
A disadvantage of the small masonry prism is the influence of the edges on the net bond 
surface. 

RATIO BETWEEN TENSILE STRENGTH AND FLEXURAL STRENGTH 

11le tensile bond strength and flexural strength (defined as Mj(l/6.bh2) are not equal. The 
difference is a well known phenomenon. Anderson (Anderson, 1981) already proposed a 
difference in stiffness under compressive and tension in order to explain this phenomenon, 
because the position of the neutral axes was shifted out of the mid-plane towards the 
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compressive zone in his flexural bending tests on masonry specimens. In (Venneltfoort and 
Van der Pluijm; 1991) it is shown that the Young's-modulus of the mortar joints under 
compression (measured on specimens manufactured at the same time with the same 
materials and by the same mason as described here) can be two to three times higher than 
the value under tension. This difference can be explained by the existence of contact areas 
in the bond surface that are only able to transfer compression stresses. From fracture 
mechanics it is known, that the post-peak behaviour (softening) plays a very important 
role. Due to the softening is still possible to reach an equilibrium and a higher internal 
moment after the tensile strength is reached in the extreme fibre. For this behaviour, the 
shape of the descending branch is the most important parameter. In Eq.[l] and [2] the 
shape is determined by the fracture energy and tensile strength. 
In (Van der Pluijm, 1992) it is shown that the post peak behaviour is the main cause for a 
difference between the tensile and flexural bond strength. The influence of the fracture 
energy on the ratio "- between flexural strength and the tensile bond strength will be 
quantified by means of a FE analysis. 

FE analysis 
In order to quantify the ratio "- a beam is modelled. In Fig. 4 the mesh of the beam is 
given. The beam is 600 mm long and 100 mm high. The height corresponds with the 
thickness of a leave of a cavity wall in the Netherlands. The beam is modelled with 
isoparametric quadrilateral plane stress elements. In the middle of the beam a discrete 
crack is modelled with interface elements. The interface elements represent a bed joint 
where the crack is supposed to occur. At first this possible crack behaves linear-elastically. 
When the tensile bond strength perpendicular to the bed joint is reached, a descending 
branch according to Eq.[I] is followed. In the remaining part of the beam, linear behav
iour is presumed. 

-

-
-- --

-
\in t erf ac e 

Q 

Fig. 4 Element mesh, loads and boundary conditions for FE calculation. 

In table 6 the parameters used in the FE analysis are presented. The non-linear FE 
analyses are made with the DIANA code of TNO Building and Construction Research. The 
Young's-modulus of the beam is taken equal to that of the VEbrick. This is correct for 
the part of the beam near the modelled joint, but for the rest of the beam this value is 
somewhat high because the influence of the joints on the overall stiffness is neglected in 
this way. The values in table 6 are based on previous tables. 
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Table 6 Used Parameter in the FE-analysis 

Youn 's Modulus of beam 6050 

Youn 's modulus of interface 2000 

0.3 

Fracture Ener 12 

In Fig. 5 the moment-deflection curve in the mid secton of the beam and the found ratio A 
in the calculation is presented. 
The influence of the tensile post peak behaviour 
becomes smaller when the height of the beam 
increases, because the influence of the descending 

, _ O.BO 

E 

branch on the total internal moment of the cross c 0.'0 ., 
section becomes smaller. This is why the flexural ~ 
strength can not be regarded as a material parameter ::; .s 0.40 
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Test Set-up 
Well known test set-ups to determine the shear bond 
strength of bed joints in masonry are the RILEM Fig. 5 
test and the Hofmann/Stockl test. The Hofmann/-
StockJ test results in a uniform shear stress distribu-
tion, but the normal stresses are still high (Stock] et 
aI., 1990) . From a practical point of view, a disad-
vantage of the Hofmann/StockJ test is the complex 
loading rig that is needed to apply the proposed load. 

1 

deflection 6 (nun) 

Influence of the descending 
branch on the moment-de
flection diagram of the mid
plane of the beam. 

1 (~OO~) r 
V M M V 

I 
(a) 

Fig. 6 (a) Shear test set-up, (b) Specimen loading. 

d 
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~M 
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In order to determine the shear bond strength and friction as a function of the nornlal 
stress, the test set-up shown in Fig 6a was developed. The basic idea of this set-up is that 
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moments and shear forces can lead to a pure shear load in the middle of the specimen if 
the moment M = V.d/2. By 2.00 

means of two steel moulds an "E 
T axial load is transformed into ~ 

the desired moments and shear Z 1.00 

forces. In the middle of the joint I-

the bending moment is zero (see 
Fig. 6b). This test set-up results 
in a linear stress distribution as 
shown in Fig. 7 . Of course the 
shear stresses are zero at the top 
and bottom of the specimen. 
This is a disadvantage compared 
with the Hofmann/Stockl test. It 
was concluded that this set-up 

'-.. 0 .00 -t-----'->.-c:-------..,-:--~--~ 
b 

Fig. 7 

-1.00 

Shear (7) and normal (0) stress distrubution in the 
joint of the specimen. 

leads to an acceptable stress distribution. TIle advantage of set-up is that the principle is 
simple; normal compressive forces can be applied easily and it can be used in normal com
pression test rigs. A disadvantage are the heavy steel parts that are used to change normal 
axial force into moments and shear forces . Although the calculated linear stress distribution 
here and by Stockl et al. are useful, it must be emphasized that their meaning is limited, 
because in the tests, non-linear behaviour can have a great influence on the stress distribu 
tion. 

Test Program and Experience with Test Set-up 
The used materials are described in the beginning of this paper. For each combination of 
units and mortar three different levels of normal compression stress were applied. The 
tests were carried out in multiple of three. The stress levels were not equal for each type 
of specimen. The normal compression stress level varied between 0.1 MPa and 1.0 Mpa. 
During the tests the problem occurred that the unit could fail in tension before shear failure 
of the joint occurred. Therefore the normal stress levels were adapted to the type of unit 
used. The possible failure of the units in tension is a disadvantage of the test set-up. 
Although the bending moment in the joint is practically zero, it increases to its maximum 
value over the thickness of the unit. It can be concluded that the test set-up is not suitable 
for the combinations of units with low tensile strength and high 
shear bond strength of the mortar joint. To avoid this problem, the 
set-up could be modified by placing the specimen in the middle of 
a beam with fixed ends that IS tested in shear. By doing so the , I 
bending moment in the units are reduced. 

Analysis of test results 
In Fig. 8 a shear load displacement diagram is shown . In the 
figure the quantities that are discussed in this paper are shown and 
defmed. 

Shear Strength 
In Fig. 9 the ultimate shear stress (Fig . 8 A) is plotted against the 
normal compression stress in the bed joint. The results are inter
preted with the well known relation of Mohr-Coulomb (Eq. [3] ). 

[3] 7 = c - 0". tan( if!) 

.-___ -~.. B 
D 

Fig. 8 Analysis of 
Shear Tests 

For each material combination, the linear best fit lines are also presented. From Fig. 9 it 
can be observed that the cohesion c is dependent of the units and the mortar. It can also be 
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seen that the angle of internal 
friction !{J is approximately the 
same for all the lISed material com
binations . Only the material combi
nation VE.C shows a remarkably 
high angle, but there are only 
results available for two normal 
compression stress levels. Therefor 
the best fit line is less reliable than 
the other one's that are based on 
three different stress levels. Fur
thennore the VE bricks have a 
recess in the bed face so it is 
possible that in combination with 
the strong and stiff mortar C . 
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( I : liz: 4 V2) a compression strut is 
fonned in the joint that can explain 
the high angle. Fig. 9 Shear strength of bed joints as a function of 

Post Peak Friction Level the applied normal compression stress 
When the shear deformation increases after peak load is reached, the shear stress reduces 
until a horizontal friction level is reached (Fig. 8 B) . In Fig. 10 the mean shear stress of 
the horizontal friction level is plotted against the mean normal compression stress. It can 
be seen that the relation between the shear strength and normal strength is independent of 
the lIsed materials. The friction coefficient equals 0.75. 
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Fig . 10 Friction level as a function of the applied normal compression stress 
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Mode II Fracture Energy and softening distance 
In Fig. II and Fig. 12 the shear fracture energy Gf11 (Fig. 8 C) and the 'no~-linear' 
softening distance v DOolin (Fig. 8 D) are plotted agamst the nonnal compressIOn stress. 

From Fig. 11 it can be observed that the 
mode II fracture energy increases when the 
nonnal compression stress becomes greater. 
In Fig. 11 the linear best fit line is plotted 
for each type of unit. It can also be con
cluded that the mode II fracture energy is 
dependent on the units but not on the mor
tar. The suggested linear dependency is 
only given a first approximation of the 
increase of the mode II fracture energy. 
The same observations can be made for the 
nonlinear softening distance. From a com
parison of the influences of vnonlin and (Tu -
T wr) on the increase of GflI it became clear 
that the increase of voonlin caused by the 
nonnal compression stress, is the main 
cause for increase of Gf1l. 
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ABSTRACT 

SENSITIVITY CASE STUDY OF PARAMETER~ 
IN EUROPEAN MASONRY CODES 

Harrie 1. Vekemans 

This paper contains the results of a continued study on the comparison of design rules 
in European masonry codes. The main goal is highlighting interesting developments in 
the design rules in the codes and the main differences in relation to the design rules. 
Several codes were studied: NEN 6790, BS 5628 (mainly part 1), draft Eurocode 110 6 
(EC 6), NBN B 24-301, DIN 1053 (mainly part 2) and SIA 177 (mainly SIA V 17712). 
The original comparison of the design rules showed big differences he tween values for 
similar parameters, and also differences between parameters and rules themselves. All 
the codes followed a limit state philosophy. In five codes the ultinwte limit state is 
dominant, only in the Swiss code the serviceahility limit state should be checked also. 
A case study was calculated based on the assumption that a chosen seven storey apart
ment building will be const1'llcted in the country of the matching c(lde. Several parall/e
ters in the calculation example were changed and the results were studied. The cases 
that were studied were changes in the characteristic live loads, partial safety factors for 
the material properties (material factor), loadcases including load factors and jillally 
the reduction factor for the effects of slenderness and eccentricity. The results showed 
that none of the countries had a code which was similar to allother one, they all differed 
(more or less). Of main interest were the big differences hetween material factors and 
the reduction factors for the effects of slenderness and eccentricity. 

INTRODUCTION 

The European Community is developing. One of the goals is the introduction of Euro
codes for many different fields, also for masonry. Looking at the countries of the future 
European Community this doesn't seem to be a big problem, because most of them are 
situated closely together. The reality is nevertheless completely different, as some 
puhlications on this subject highlight [1, 2, 3 and 4]. The same subjects in different 
masonry codes differ considerably and it also happens that only one or two codes require 
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a check of an important problem. This is mainly due to the empirical knowledge, hidden 
in many rules and values in many codes. In reality a comparison of different rules and 
requirements is a puzzle with many solutions. To get more insight in the differences and 
similarities between codes in Europe, and for gaining more knowledge anout interesting 
international developments this research is initiated. 

Masonry is particular in all the European counLries, this counts for dimensions, composit
ion, construction, details, and so on. It is for instance very difficult to find an identical, 
widely used brick in Europe. A masonry code from a specific country is adjusted to the 
types of masonry that are used and structures that are constructed in that country. This 
is one of the causes of differences in the codes. Tests to verify theoretical models are 
carried out using local masonry, and most of the time the results are adjusted to that type 
of masonry. This makes it difficult to compare codes with each other, most of the time 
you are comparing apples with pears. But through assuming that masonry is the same 
in all the countries, it is possible to compare at least the calculation rules in the codes 
and the related parameters. By following this assumption this research was carried out, 
with the main goal of comparing the calculation rules and their parameters. 

A choice was made between several masonry codes in Europe. The countries anll codes 
lhat were chosen were (in random order): 

I. Netherlands (NL) NEN 6790 
2. Great-Britain (GB) BS 5628 (mainly part I) 
3. European Community (EC) draft Eurocode no 6 (EC 6) 
4. Belgium (B) NBN B 24-301 
5. Germany (D) DIN 1053 (mainly part 2) 

15 J; 
l61; 
l71 . 
l R I; 
191; 

6. Switzerland (CH) SIA 177 (mainly SIA V 177/2) 110, III; 

The final resulL .. of the research was published in CUR-report 92-8 l12], and parts of 
these results were also published elsewhere [13]. Some important remarks have to be 
made here. For instance that the Swiss code SIA 177/2 differs a lot from all the others, 
not only values but also the theory, the formulas and the tables [141. This remark is 
important, because the Swiss code will not be discussed on this maller in this paper, 
because of these differences with other codes. For both the calculation of the stability 
walls and (ec)centric loaded walls they use progressive approaches. The Swiss code is 
in general the most progressive code of the researched codes. From the other codes it 
is important to keep in mind that also the German code DIN 1053 'Teil 2' contains 
substantial differences, which makes a comparison complicated. 

This paper provides more insight in the sensitivity of parameters in six European masonry 
codes. The sensitivity is related to a chosen case study, the calculation of a seven storey 
apartment building. This means that the sensitivity of certain parameters is for instance 
not related to dimensions of walls or the span of 1100rs. These values are fixed by the 
chosen example. The seven storey apartment building (fig. I and 2) was calculated by 
using five different approaches, namely: 
case I by situating the apartment building in the country of the code. This means that 

the values for the parameters in the calculation rules, such as loads and load 
cases, were retrieved from the matching codes of the country. These results were 
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in this paper used as reference results. 
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Fig.!: Modelled stability walls A and B of 
the building in the calculation example. 

c 

Fig.2: Modelled (ec)centric loaded walls C, 
D and E in the calculation example. 

Besides calculating these 'real' results, also changes in the parameters of the design rules 
were studied. The aim was to get more insight in the influence of changes on the final 
calculation resulL" of the chosen example. The parameters in the calculation were changed 
assuming four additional cases: 
case 2 The characteristic live loads were set equal for all the countries. As a reference 

for the live loads the Dutch values were used, which were the same as the values 
used for the Eurocode (because Eurocode 1 was not available). 

case 3 The material factor was set equal for all the countries. As a reference value the 
material factor was chosen as 2.5, being an average of all the possibilities varying 
from I. 8 to 3.5. 

case 4 The load cases were set equal for all thc countries. Again the Dutch values were 
chosen, which were equal to the load cases of the Eurocodc. 

case 5 The last step that was performed was an addition of the three previous cascs, 
which resulted in a situation wherc only the calculation rules itself differed per 
country. 

This last case showed the influence of the design rules on the design of a load bearing 
masonry structure, because the input for the rules was equal for every country. 

CALCULATION RULES 

All the codes are using a limit state philosophy for checking the strength of a masonry 
structure. Fulfilling the requirements of the ultimate limit state means in five of the six 
codes at the same time fulfilling the requirements of the serviceability limit state. That 
was the reason why in this research mainly the ultimate limit state was considered. For 
the clearness of the comparison the structural elements that had to be checked were 
divided into stability walls and (ec)centric loaded walls. 
The practical calculation of walls takes place by creating a load-function (5) and a 
strength-function (R), and checking whether S :::; R. In both functions partial safety factors 
arc taken into account, which results in Sd :::; Rd. As an example some more dl:tailed 
information on the calculation of stability walls will be discusscd. 

Stability walls 
Essentially all the walls in a building work together to resist horizontal forces. A structure 
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is m(ldelled for the sake of the calculation. In the case of checking the stability this 
results in calculating only the stiffest clements. 
In four codes the strength-functions for stability walls are equal to the ones for (ec)centric 
loaded walls. Only the German and Swiss code are using separate approaches. The 
strength-functions are: 

NEN 6790 
"1M . C • !' . b . d 

BS 5628 
~ . t . fA. rep • , 

"1m "1m 

DIN 1053 d . ~R; NBN B 24-301 
<I>,j . d . fA. 

"1m 

SIA V 177/2 
f. . 12 . d . (cosaf my • EC 6 

<I> . t . fA 

"IR "1M 
Similar parameters in these functions are presented in table 1. Two corresponding 
parameters were present in all the functions, namely the characteristic compressive 
strength of masonry and the wall thickness. The material factor was also present in all 
the codes, with the exception of the German code, as already mentioned. The German 
and the Swiss code are not using a reduction factor for the effects of slenderness and 
eccentricity in their functions. The German code is only checking the stresses at the edge 
of the wall and the Swiss code is using a fundamentally different approach. TIle widely 
used approach in the other codes requires a reduction factor, because a linear elasticity 
theory is applied. 
The load-functions also consist of several parameters, such as characteristic loads, partial 
safety factors and load cases. These parameters also influence to a great extend the final 
results of the calculation of a structure, and were because of that reason also changed 
in the different cases in this sensitivity case study. 

Table 1. Parameters in the strength-functions of horizontally loaded walls. 
dimensions masonry ractors 

width thickness others 
compr. 

reduction malerial model OtJICfS strength 

NL~N 6790 b d f rep c Ym YM 
ns 5628 It ~ Ym 
DIN IOS3 d ~R 
NBN U 24-301 d It iJ>d Ym 
SIA V 17712 d 12 Imy YR (COS cd 
IT6 It q, YM 

PARAMETERS IN THE DESIGN RULES 
Before showing the results of the calculations it is important to know something about 
the input values that were used in the calculation for examining the sensitivity. The 
variahle input values were the characteristic live loads, the material factor and the load 
cases. A remaining important parameter, influencing considerably the resulL<; of the 
calculations, is the reduction factor for slenderness and eccentricity. 
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Characteristic live loads 
In the calculation the values for the dead load of the building were the same for all the 
countries, based on the assumption that differences are physical impossible. This assump
tion should also hold for the live loads on a building. but nevertheless the live loads that 
had to be applied on the building differed. To gain more insight in these differences, the 
live loads of every specific country were used in the reference case, later these values 
were changed into the values of the Dutch code NEN 6702 [15]. 

Table 2: Characteristic values of the live loads. 

NEN BS EC NSN DIN SIA 

floors [kNim2
] 1.75 1.50 1.75 2.00 1.50 2.00 

roof terrace [kN/m2] 2.50 1.50 2.50 4.00 3.50 4.00 

roof [kN/m2] 1.00 0.75 1.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 

wind pressure [kN/m2] 0.72 0.97 0.72 0.69 0.71 0.70 

The calculation for every country was performed by using the live loads belonging to 
an apartment building. The wind loads were calculated as an average value of the 
possibilities. These choices resulted in the values in table 2. The differences between the 
characteristic live loads influenced the results of the design rules. In the load-functions 
this influence is linear proportional, in relation to the load factors used in the load cases. 

Material ractor 
A parameter that is also linear proportionally influencing the results of the design rules 
is the material factor (also known as partial coefficient for the material properties). Only 
the Gennan code DIN 1053 does not contain such a material factor, Germany uses one 
general safety factor. Great-Britain, Belgium and the Eurocode are using a material factor 
that is related to categories of construction and manufacturing control. Both Switzerland 
and the Netherlands use only one value, independent of the type of control. Table 3 
provides an overview of the possible values for the material factor. 

category 

AA 

AS 

SA 

SB 

Table 3: Materialfactors. 

NEN BS EC NBN 

2.5 2.0 2.5 

1.8 
3.1 2.3 3.0 

2.8 2.5 3.0 

3.5 3.5 3.5 

DIN SIA 

2.0 
or 2.0 
2.5 

It is important to know that the different categories in table 3 do not coincide with each 
other (AA in Belgium does not mean AA in Great-Britain for instance. and the Eurocode 
contains three categories of construction control). The German values are not really 
material factors. but general safety factors. There were some exceptions: 

Great Britain: where wall tests in accordance with the code have been carried out, 
the Ym factors may be taken as 0.9 times the values given in table 3; 
Belgium: in the case of the serviceability limit state the values may be reduced 
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to respectively 1.05,1.15,1.15 and 1.3; 
European Community: in the case of accidental actions the stability may be 
verified by using the Ym factors 1.2. 1.5 and 1.8. for the three categories of 
construction control. 

I,oad cases 
A structural engineer makes a choice which load cases are decisive for a given structure, 
although in theory he should check all the possibilities. In the calculation example also 
a choice was made between three load cases for the calculation of the stability of the 
huilding and two load cases for the calculation of the (ec)centric loaded walls. Tahle 4 
is showing an overview of the different load factors that were used in the load cases. 

Table 4: Load factors for the different load cases in the calculation example. 

load case load NEN BS EC NBN DIN SIA 

dead 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.0 0.8 

I live - - - - - 0.5 
wind 1.5 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.0 1.5 

dead 1.2 1.4 1.2 1.35 1.0 1.3 
stability 

II live 0.6 - 0.6 0.5 1.0 0.5 
walls 

wind 1.5 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.0 1.5 
dead - 1.2 - 1.35 - 1.3 

1II live - 1.2 - 1.5 - 1.5 
wind - 1.2 - 0.7 - 0.8 

dead 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.0 0.8 
I 

1.4 1.0 (ec )ce n tric live 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 
loaded walls dead 1.2 1.4 1.2 1.35 1.0 1.3 

II 
live 1.5 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.0 /.5 

The choice of the load cases was of course questionable. The intention was to put similar 
load cases of different countries next to each other in the calculations. This means that 
load case I of the calculation is consisting of similar load cases. The reason that the 
values for Germany were all set to 1.0, was because of the general safety factor Germany 
uses. Another difference can be r;oted in the use of a low load factor of 0.5 or 0.6 in 
certain countries for the live load. This was due to the fact that at least the nominal value 
of the live load had to be taken into account for that load case. The nominal live load 
means in this context a reduced part of the total live load. The peak load factors differ 
5 to 20%, differences which do not cause big differences in the calculation results. 

Reduction factor for slenderness and eccentricity 
The calculation of stability walls in Germany and Switzerland does not require the use 
of a reduction factor for the effects of slenderness and eccentricity. In the Swiss codc 
no direct reduction factor for these effects is present, but the effect is taken into account 
in tables and formulas. In the German code only for (ec)cf:'1tric loaded walls a reduction 
factor is present. 
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Fig.3: Capacity reduction factor in the case 
of a slenderness ratio of O. 

Fig.4: Capacity reduction factor in the case 
of a slenderness ratio of 10. 
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For a comparison of the different reduction 
factors two different parameters had to be 
considered, which independently innuencc 
the value of the factor. The two parameters 
were elt (eccentricity of the forcc divided 

.... DIN (k) uneraek 

-"', -- DIN (k) cracked by the thickness of the wall) and the slcn-
' .. 91t derness ratio hIt (height of the wall di vided OL-_______ ~~ __ __ 

o 0 .10 0.40 by its thickness). For different slenderness 
ratios it was possible to create graphs of 

Fig.5: Capacity reduction factor in the case the reduction factor being a function of elf. 
of a slenderness ratio of 20. Figures 3, 4 and 5 show graphs for slcn
derness ratios 0, 10 and 20. The resemblance is the decrease of the reduction factor with 
an increase of elt. The shapes of the curves are [or all slenderness ratios completely 
different. A creep coefficient was in this research not considered, mainly because only 
the Eurocode includes one. 
The parameter elt was not equal in all the countries, because the determination of the 
total eccentricity was not the same in all the codes. It is especially the determination of 
the additional eccentricity that causes differences in the final reduction factor for 
slenderness and eccentricity. Comparing the differences is difficult (perhaps even 
impossible), because the determination of these additional eccentricities is based on 
different assumptions in the codes. Nevertheless an enumeration of the detennination of 
this additional eccentricity will he presented here. 

NEN 6790. In the case of walls in a shored framework the additional eccentricity must 

be determined by: e = 4.5 x d x (, P x I J 
C llOOxd 

with: p is 1 in the case of two sided supported walls 
is 1/1 (> I) in the case of three sided supported walls 
is 1/21 (> 1) in the case of four sided supported walls 
is the storeyheight 

It is the distance from the centre of the supporting wall to the free edge 
12 is the distance between the centres of the supporting walls 
d is the thickness of the wall 
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In Ihe case of a wall or column fixed only on one side (freestanding), with a constant 
n(lrmal force over the full height of the wall, the additional eccentricity must be deter-

c 100 x d 
mined by: e = lR x d x [ h J. 
In the case of siability shafts the additional eccentricity must be determined by: 

e -x. x x = Q, . .1 45 d ( h J 
C Nt d 100 x d 

with: QVk is the design value of the vertical load of that part of the building thal 
derives its stability from this stability shaft 

N' 
h 
d 

d is the design value of the normal force in Ihis stahility shaft 
is the height of the column or wall above the fixation 
is the biggest dimension of the horizontal cross section in the direction 
of bending 

Additionally in the last two cases all the calculated eccentricities have to be multiplied 
with an extra factor (~), being mainly the result of the rotation capacity of the foundation 
of the wall or column. This results in the following formula: 

e, = ~ x (eo + ee>. 

BS 5628. The additional eccentricity in the British Standard should be calculated 
with the formula: 

a l2400 "1 
e • I x [_1 x [helJ - 0.015] 

The tolal design eccentricity in the mid-height region of a slender wall is: 
e, = 0.6 e, + ea' 
The final design eccentricity (em) is the larger of e, or ex. 
with:, is the thickness of the wall (or depth of column) 

'er is the effective thickness of the wall or column 
her is the effective height of the wall or column 
ex is the calculated eccentricity at the top of the wall 

EC 6. In the Eurocode the accidental eccentricity depends on the quality (category) of 
construction control. This results in three possibilities, namely: 
e. = he[ I 300, her I 450 or her I 600. 
Although the creep eccentricity is not accounled for in this research, the formula in the 
Eurocode for calculating it will he explained here. In the case of clay units this eccentri
city is 0, but in all the other cases the eccentricity should be calculated by: 

e
k 

= 0.002 x q,~ x hel Jt xem tel 
with: q,~ is the creep coefficient depending on the type of unit 

her is the effective height 
te is the effective thickness of the wall 
t is the thickness of the wall 
em is the final design eccentricity 
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NBN B 24-301. In the Belgium code the additional eccentricity is 1/300 x her. The 
final design eccentricity should be calculated using the maximum of the following two 
combinations: 

0.6 e1 + 0.4 e2 + ew 

0.4 e1 + ew 

with: e1 is the eccentricity at the top of the wall 
e2 is the eccentricity at the bottom of the wall 
ew is the eccentricity due to wind and thermal effects of the facade 

DIN 1053. 

with: A 
hK 
m 

l+m 
The additional eccentricity in the German code is: f = 'A. x X hk 

1800 
is the slenderness ratio of the wall 
is the effective height of the wall 
is the relative eccentricity at mid height of the wall 

CALCULATION EXAMPLE 

The seven storey apartment building that was used in this research (Fig. I and 2), 
consisted of many loadbearing walls. Only the walls A to E were calculated. The five 
studied cases were: 

case 1 a reference calculation, in accordance with the matching codes of the 
country; 

case 2 equal characteristic live loads for all countries; 
case 3 equal materialfactors for all countries; 
case 4 equal load cases for all countries; 
case 5 an addition of case 2, 3 and 4. 
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Fig.6: Calculation results for case 1. Fig.7 : Calculation results for case 5. 

The figures 6, 7, Rand 9 show graphically the results of these calculations and also the 
influence of the different steps that were taken in the cases. The results of the Eurocmk 
show no changes, the results are the same for all the cases. This is due to the fact that 
the chosen cases were all in accordance with the assumptions for the calculation with 
the Eurocodc. For the Dutch code only case 3 resulted in a higher required compressive 
strength, which is obvious when the material factor is increased from 1.8 to 2.5. 

Case 2 (changing the characteristic live load) resulted in lower required compressive 
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strengths for the stability walls of Great-Britain, Belgium and Switzerland, and a higher 
required strength for Germany. The (ec)centric loaded walls showed an increase for 
Great-Britain and again Germany, and a decrease for Belgium and Switzerland. The 
required compressive strength did not get much closer to each other in this case. 
Case 3 (changing the material factor) resulted in higher required compressive strengths 
for the Dutch calculation, and for the stability walls of the German calculation. In the 
case of the Netherlands the increase is the result of the increase of the material factor 
from 1.8 to 2.5. In Germany the calculation of stability walls takes place by using a 
general safety factor of 2.0, this in contradiction with the use of a factor of 2.5 for 
(ec)centric loaded walls. 
Case 4 (changing the load cases) resulted in higher required compressive strengths for 
the stability walls of Great-Britain and Germany, and in lower strengths for Belgium and 
Switzerland. The results of the calculation of the (ec)centric loaded wal\s only resulted 
in higher compressive strengths for the German code, for all the other codes this step 
mcant a decrease of the required compressive strength. 
Case 5 (the addition of ca..<;c 2, 3 and 4) finally resulted in higher required comprcssive 
strengths for The Nctherlands, Germany and Switzerland. Thc valucs of Great-Britain 
and Belgium, the countries with the highest values in case I, decreased due to this 
calculation step. 

SENSITIVITY 
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Fig.8: Calculation results of wall A. 
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Fig.9: Calculation results of wall C. 

The structural design rules in European masonry codes are using input values which can 
he divided into loads, material properties and dimensions. In this research the dimensions 
and the dead load of the building were kept constant. The result of the calculations was 
the required compressive strength. The material factor, the characteristic live loads and 
the load cases were changed in the calculations. 

The most interesting case in this sensitivity case study should be case 5, l1ecause this 
case was based on the same input for all the coun-tries and therefor it should clearly 
show the effects of the design rules on the calculation results. Perhaps one would expect 
that this case would result in similar results, which is likely when the design rules in the 
different countries are equal. But as the results show, the design rules are not equal. All 
the design rules are different and it is even remarkable to note that the differences are 
most of the time bigger than in case 1. 
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In case 5 Great-Britain and Belgium required a much lower compressive strength for the 
masonry of the stahility walls than in case I. In hoth cases this was the result of the 
decrease of the characteristic live loads ami more favourahle load cases. The fact that 
the results were also lower than other countries in case 5 means that these countries have 
favourable design rules for the design of stability walls. The Netherlands, Germany and 
Switzerland were confrontated with an increase of their required strength, caused hy the 
increase of the material factor. In the case of Germany load factors were introduced on 
top of their general safety factor. 

For the (ec)centric loaded walls some similar interesting changes took place as for the 
stability walls. In case 5 Great-Britain and Belgium required lower compressive strengths 
for the stability walls, this was also the case for the (ec)centric loaded walls. In Great
Britain this was now only due to more favourable load cases. The increase of the required 
compressive strength in the case of Germany and the Netherlands was -due to the same 
causes as for the stability walls, only that in the case of Germany the material factor did 
not change. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This sensitivity case study of parameters in European masonry codes does not result in 
conclusions which point out that certain design rules are wrong and others are right. The 
past has proved that the design rules in all the European masonry codes are, from the 
matching countries point of view, right. Structures were calculated and build , without 
any problems up until now. For getting to acceptable design rules for the future Euro
code, it is advicable not to continue with focussing on trying to get the different design 
rules closer together. Efforts into that direction will not result in satisfying resull'> for 
the different participating members. It is more advicable to select the best matching 
tiesign rules and use them in the future European masonry code. From that point of view 
it is worth having a closer look on the developments that took place for the new Swiss 
code SIA 17712. From a fundamental point of view the design rules are different, hut 
nevertheless the resull,> of the calculation match with the average of all the results. Most 
important reason for making a choice like this is the fact that a discussion ahout an 
important parameter in the design rules, the reduction factor for the effects of slenderness 
and eccentricity, is not necessary. 
Besides the differences between the design rules there are also differences between the 
input values for the design rules. Load cases and characteristic loads differ in Europe. 
In several codes this is taken into account in a camouOaged way, mainly via rul es 
regarding loads and load cases. Nevertheless codes for the design of structures with a 
certain material, should be independent from loads and load cases. This is an extra reason 
to create rules in masonry codes independent from loads and load cases. 
The material factor is, and probably always will be, a stumbling-block in the development 
of a masonry code. Differences from 1.8 up to and including 3.5 are of course absurd , 
especially when the inOuence of this material factor is proportionally with the results of 
the design rules. When certain countries have the experience that with one material factor 
all the required safety can be achieved (from a statistic point of view), than it is not 
necessary to make still a selection out of the statistically possible cases. Research into 
the direction of finding the 'right' safety deserves more attention. 
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SHEAR TESTS ON MASONRY PANELS OF 1 X 1 M2 

A.Tn. Vermeltfoort TUE 
. TM.J. Raijmakers CBO TNO-TUE 

This paper describes shear tesL<; on masonry panels of 1 x 1 m2• The tests are carried out 
to verify the results of FEM and DEM calculation. 
The main problem with these tests were the boundary conditions. In the preceding 
nUlllerical analysis the horizontal upper edge of the specimen is supposed to move parallel 
to the hottom edge. To be .able to control this condition during testing three deformation 
controlled vertical 150 kN jacks are used. The horizontal deformation is applied hy one 
4S() kN jack. The deformation of the test rig itself is minimalised by two SLruts with hand 
controlled tensile jacks. 
The deformations of the specimen are measured hy 19 L VDT' s mounted to the specimen 
on a 10 point grid. 
The test series will he completed before the end of this year. 
Then the results will be compared in detail with he results of the FEM and DEM 
calculations. To be able to do this the material parameters are established with small scale 
specimens made and tested simultaneously with the shear specimens of I m2• Also the 
results of preceding small scale compression, tension and shear tests will he used. 
Until now already large resemblance is found between numerical and experimental 
cracking and failure modes. 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1988 as an initiative of the Royal Dutch Brick assoslaslOn' a project called Brick 
Research Innovation and Knowledgetransfer (BRIK) is started. In this project research is 
carried out after the behaviuor of structural loaded masonry. This takes place in a 
numerical (A33), an experimental (B50) and an analytical (C77) way. These researches are 
coordinated by CUR. 
Research is carried out to verify numerical research carried out by CUR A33. A wall 
loaded with shear forces is calculated. 
The tests descrihed in this paper are carried out to verificate the numerical models. This 
took place under the supervision of B50. 
At TU-Eindhoven 16 tests in total will be carried out. At this moment 12 tests arc 
fini shed. In the experiments the same boundary conditions as used for the numerical 
research will be used. 
In the numerical research parameters will be varied to find an optimal relation hetween the 
experiments and the numerical model. This proces is called inverse modelling. 
The results of the tests will be adepted to be used in structural designing bij CUR 
commission C77. 
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NUMERICAL RESEARCH. 

Numerical analysis has been carried out on the same type of specimens as concerned here 
with the FEM program DIANA [I] and the DEM program UDEC [2]. 
The model consists of a wallet of 1 x I m2 

(length x width) of 100 mm thickness. The 
horizontal top edge is moved parallel to the 
hollom edge of the specimen. Figure I shows 
how the loading and boundary conditions are 
mode1\ed. Two sides of the wallet are com
pletely free. no introduction of forces will 
take place there. Figure 2 shows stresses and 
the crack pattern calculated by UDEC for a 
specimen with a hole. 

fig. 1: Boundery conditions 

, 
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fig. 2: Calculation with UDEC. crack pattern and stresses 

The following conditions are created for the bottom and upper side of the specimen: 
a. Vertical displacements of the upper edge are prevented. This is realized by a stiff beam 

which is prevent to move in vertical direction by three vertical jacs. 
b. Only the upper edge of the specimen can move horizontally. The beam at the bottom 

side is connected to the test rig. 
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c. The horizontal load acL<; at the upper edge of the specimen as a uniform distrihuted 
shear load. In fig. 1 the force H acLS at the upper beam. This beam distributes the load 
unironn over the edge of the specimen. 

CONSEQUENCES OF THE BOUNDARY CONDITlONS 

While the vertical distance between the 
two beams over the full length keeps the 
same, the specimen can not be rotated by 
the horizontal load. The vertical reaction 
forces needed are transmitted to the speci
men hy the edge beams. Figure 3 shows 
the development of the stress distribution 
in the upper and bottom edge of the speci
men when the horizontal load increases. 
At low horizontal load tensile and com-

:oon 
~D tJ 

A B c 
pression stresses will occur at top and 
bottom edges of the specimen. See situa- fig. 3: development, of stresses 

tion A at fig. 3. When the bond strength 
of the masonry is exceeded cracking will occur at two opposite corners, fig. 3 situation B. 
To be sure that these cracks develop in the masonry and not in the connection between the 
specimen and the edge beams, this connection has to be strong enough. After the cracking 
of the tensile area it is supposed that shear 
forces transmitted by the cracked area will be 
so small that they can be neglected. After 
that time the shear and compression forces 
are only transmitted by the remaining area. 
When the horizontal displacemenL<; and thus 
also the horizontal force increase the 
compression and shear stresses will be more 
and more concentrated near the corners of the 
specimen. See situation C in fig. 3. The 
horizontal load and vertical reaction force 
will concentrate more and more in the same 
corners. The direction of the resultant of 
these forces will be almost the same as the 
diagonal of the specimen. 

TEST SET-UP 

The boundary conditions discussed in the 

,- -- ---- -- - ---- --- ---"'-"--------''''-'''----'-- - - _. 

face view 

" r_-_·_·_·.· .. _-_·_-_-_·_·_, J 2 

~3 
" I 

top view 

previous paragraph are used as a basis for the fig. 4: Test setup 
design of the test set-up. In fig. 4 the outline 
of the test setup is given. 
The dimensions of the specimen are 1000 x 1000 x 100 mm3 (length, height, width) The 
specimen is placed on a rigid base, which cannot defonn or move. At the top side a beam 
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is connected to the specimen. This beam is longer the specimen, so jacks can be placed at 
both sides of the specimen, see fig. 4. The vertical jacks are numbered 2, 3 and 4. These 
jacks take care that the upper beam stays in a horizontal position. These jacks also creale 
the forces needed to keep the specimen in equilibrium when the horizontal load is applied 
by jack number 1. 
The jacks and the specimen are placed in a ridged testing frame made of HE30UB 
members. The three vertical jacks are displacement controlled separately. 
Two test-specimen are made to test the controlling of the jacks and the behaviour of the 
specimen in the test setup. 

At the start of the test it is necessary to have a vertical load. I [ there is no vertical load 
the connection could collapse to early by shear. 
Before the horizontal jack is used, a load of 30 kN in total will be applied by the vertical 
jacks. From that moment o·n the vertical jacks will be used to keep the upper beam in a 
horizontal position. 

Supposing the compression strut in the specimen at failure is 250 x 100 mm2 and the 
compression strength of the masonry is 20 N/mm 2 the maximal expected force in the 
horizontal jack number 1 equals 360 kN. The jacks number 2a, 2b and 3 have a capacity 
of 150 kN each. The forces in the jacks depend from the dimensions of the specimen and 
the distances o[ the jacks, see fig. 5. I !III! I 
Jacks 3 and 4 are placed at 500 mm and jack I C!Q ,., IGO!! I 
2 is placed 300 mm oulc;ide the specimen. F1 

The horizontal force of 360 kN acts at 1.0 m 
distance from the bouom of the specimen. 
The center of gravity of the total vertical 
loads is at 100 mm from the left edge of the 
specimen. The forces in the jacks when they 
arc fully loaded arc equal to: 
Fl = 360 kN, F2 = F3 = F4 = 150 kN. 

---r 

It» F3t4 

A-F2+F3+F4 I' F2 

I 
<:== Reactlon force 
-Applied force 

fig. 5: Forces on the panel. 

SPECIMENS 

The specimens are made with two kinds of bricks. A soft mud brick fabricated by "The 
Vijf Eiken" and a wire cut brick fabricated by "Joosten" called VE and JG respectively. 
The strength of the masonry made with the JG bricks is about two times that of the 
masonry made with VE bricks, see [3, 4, 5 and 6]. 
The recipe for the mortar is: cement:lime:sand = 1:2:9 (volume ratio). 
The materials used are as much as possible the same as the ones used for other masonry 
research carried out recently in our laboratory. To become the right parameters for the 
FEM and DEM calculations and to control the quality of the masonry, small scale 
specimens are made and tested simultaneously with the larger elements. Thus compression 
and bondstrength is established. Other parameters are taken from research described in r 3 
4 and 5J . 

Figure 6 shows a detail of the prinCiple of the connection between the beams and the 
specimen. At top and bottom side of the specimen one layer or bricks is poured in a high 
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strength grouting mortar. Between the steel 
top and bollom beam a joint with a width of 
a few centimeters is created. In this joint 
provisions are taken to improve the force 
transmISSIOn from beam to specimen. 
Therefor steel bars of 10 x 10 mm l are 
placed in heavy bars. These bars are bolted to 
the beams. 
The vertical dimension of the specimen is the 
distance between the mortarjoint above the 
bottom layer of bricks and the mortar joint fig. 6: Connection of the panel to the 
beneath the top layer of bricks. This dimen- loadbeam. 
sion is 975 mm. The length of the specimens 
is 4.5 bricks and 4 header joints wich is 980 mm. 

Not only closed but also specimens with a hole are tested. 
The dimensions of the hole were one brick wide and 5 layers high. The hole was situated 
6 layers from the bottom side and two brick lengths from the left side of the specimen, 
see fig. 2. 

All specimens are loaded with a total vertical load of 100 kN, centered in the middle of 
the specimen, which created a stress of 1 N/mml. With the deformations measured at this 
stress level the Young-module is established. The thus found Youngs-module can be 
compared with the one found in earlier research [3 and 4] and with the one found on the 
small specimens simultaneously made with the same mortar and bricks as the large 
specimens. After the centrally vertical pre-loading of the specimen the load is decreased to 
30 kN. Then the real test started with horizontal deformation of the specimen. 

MEASUREMENTS 

The following measurements arc made: 
- The forces in the jacks by loadcells 
- The hori7.0ntal displacement of the upper edge 
- The deformation of the specimen by LVDT's placed in a grid 
- The displacements of the corners of the specimen by LVDT's 

The resulLs of the measurements with the grid, along with the other results, will be used to 
verify the numerical results 
At different load levels the crack pattern is photographically recon.lcd . Therefor olle side 
of the specimen is painted white. The crack pattern of specimen Bd is shown in fig. R. 
First the horizontal cracks appear. The forces are concentrating in the corners of the 
specimen, as expected and also found in the numerical analysis . At the end of the test a 
compression strut is foml ed. The specimen collapses when the mortar at the two opposite 
corners crushes and the bricks in the compression strut crack, due to the tensile stresses 
perpendicular to the direction of the force in strut. 
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The measurement grid originally existed of 
~O poinL<; with 69 measured deformations. 
The deformations where measured with a 
removable electronic device. After the first 
results where analyzed it showed that the 
errors where to big. The removable device 
was useless for this purpose. It is decided 
to change the grid and to measure further 
on wi th L VDT' s. The new grid is shown 
in fig. 7. 

~--'hj~""---'4--~ 

Now the grid has 10 points and 19 mea- fig. 7: Grid of LVDT's 
suremenL<; arc made. Figure 9 shows the 

. , . ~ .. 

deformed grid at different "loadlevels for specimen Bd. The measured deformations arc 
recalculated to joint displacements by means of a plane truss computer program. The 
deformation at 87.1 kN is measured just before collapsing of the specimen. The 
deformation at 80.0 kN just after that. 

RESULTS OF THE ORIENTATING TESTS 

During the first four tests the test rig ap
peared to deform to much. The horizontal 
jack gives a force to the specimen and an 
opposite force to the test rig. The length
ening of the jack is the sum of the defor
mation of the specimen and the deforma
tion of the test rig. The displacement of 
the rig is 3 to 4 mm measured from the 
houom of the specimen to the place where 
the horizontal jack is mounted. The dis
placement of the horizontal jack is con
trolled hy a sensor in the jack, so not only 
the deformation of the specimen but also 
that of the frame is measured, thus influ
encing the controlling signal. When the 
specimen cracks, the horizontal load will 
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drop. Then a proportional part of the de- fig. 8: Crack pattern 
formation of the test rig is transmitted to 
the specimen. The specimen gets a push. 
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To prevent this "pushing of the frame" two diagonals with tension jacks are placed in the 
test rig, reducing the deformation of the rig to 0.5 mm at failure load. The tension jacks in 
the diagonals are stressed before the test is started to a load of 150 kN each, so the rig is 
"prestressed" and deformations of the joints are taken away. 

It was necessary to control the vertical jacks with external LVDT's. This caused problems 
with the controlling of the jacks at a moment that there was no connection between the 
jacks and the specimen. Owing to this during one test a jack became unstable which gave 
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a wrongly loaded specimen which 
collapsed to early. 
The reci pe of the mortar for the first 
specimens was different from the recipe 
used for preceding other tests. After this 
was noticed the recipe is changed. 
At this moment the tests on the first 12 
specimens are almost completed. After 
analyzing the results, which is taking place 
at this moment, the four remaining speci
mens will be tested in a way which is 
depending on the results gained until now. 
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ABSTRACT 

Mechanical properties under compression 
of masonry and its components. 

Ad Th. Venneltroort 1 

In the first part of this paper the results of compression tests on specimens of one brick 
wide and 5 bricks height are discussed. These tests were carried out to find accurate 
figures for the parameters of bricks, mortar and the interface between these two, to be 
used in finite or discrete element method computer programs to calculate masonry 
strength and deformations. 

In the second part of this paper the results of more recent compression tests on masonry 

made of different brick and mortar qualities and different specimen sizes will be 

discussed. Here special attention will be paid to the influence of mortar and bricks on the 

strength of masonry. An in situ test method on structural masonry will be proposed. 

For the complete testprogram discussed here specimens are made in the laboratory. Later 

specimens made on a number of building sites in real weather conditions will be tested to 

verify the possibilities of the proposed building site tests. 

The main goals of the tests are: 

- Establishing the mechanical compression properties of masonry, bricks 

and mortar to be used in (computer-) calculations. 

- Establishing an aspect ratio between wide and narrow specimens. 

- Establishing the influence of the width of the specimen on the 

mechanical properties, to be able to develop a standard testing 

method for structural masonry on building-sites. 

Senior researcher at Eindhoven University of Technology 
P.O. Box 513 Postvak 7 5600 MB Eindhoven The Netherlands 
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INTRODUCTION 

The relation between brick, mortar and masonry compressive strength has been investi

gated many times already, and the strength of masonry can be predicted by formulae or 

tables as a function of brick and mortar strength. In these kind of relations many 

influences are neglected. The compression strength of masonry according to the Dutch 

code of practice is conservative, but if higher strengths are expected, verifying tests may 

be done. The specimen which has to be used for these verifying tests is rather large, 

using a smaller one would have advantages. 

This paper deals with the results of tests, on relatively small specimens which were 

carried out to establish the "}echanical properties of masonry under compression. The 

results will be used for the development of a simple test procedure for controlling the 

properties of structural masonry on building sites. 

The results also will be used in FEM or OEM coputerprograms to calculate the properties 

of larger elements. At this moment (october 1992) tests are carried out on shear loaded 

walls of 1 ml to verify the numerical results of calculations with the results of the tests 

concerned here on this type of specimen. 

SPECIMEN FABRICATION. 

At the Van Musschenbroek laboratory of 

Eindhoven University of Technology the 

tests mentioned in this paper were carried 

out. All specimens were prepared in the 

laboratory at a temperature of ± 15 °c 
and a relative humidity of ± 65 %. All 

mason ry has been constructed under close 

supervision to minimize workmanship 

effects. 

The bricks used are marked as follows: 

PO : Poriso 

VE : Vijf Eiken 

JG : Joosten Yellow 

18 : Joosten Blue 

KZ : Sand lime 

1 
J1D 

1 
1---- no ---I 

fig. 1 Dimensions testspecimens. 

PO and VE are soft mud bricks, JG and JB are wire cut bricks. 
The masonry used for series 1 tests is constructed from solid clay bricks (VE and JG) 
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calcium silicate bricks (KZ) and three different types of mortar in the following cement 
lime sand ratios: 1:2:9 & 1:1:6 & 1: lh:4'h. The dimensions of all bricks were 

± 52xl00x210 mm3. The specimens for series 1 are kept as small as possible with bricks 

which are processed as little as possible. 

The smallest height depth ratio of a specimen in which an area with uniaxial stresses will 

occur is about 1.5 to 2, so a height of about 300 mm is requested. The specimens with 

mortar consist of 5 bricks with 4 joints. In series 1 the contact areas of the upper and 

lower brick with the loading platens are ground level. All ground surfaces had a 

difference in height of 0.02 mm average (0.05 mm max), measured over 150 mm along 

the diagonal of the brick. The maximum difference in thickness of the ground bricks is 

0.10 mm 

In series 2 a mortar-joint on top and bottom is used. This saved the grinding work, so the 

fabrication of these specimens was easier. The height of the specimen was 5 bricks and 6 

joints, equal to ± 330 mm. These specimens have a bedjoint on top and bottom, so the 

bricks can be used without processing, see fig. 1. The dimensions of the wide specimen 

were according to EC6, p120. 

Three mortar recipes and all five brick qualities mentioned above were used for the 

masonry of series 2. The same bricks as in series 1 are used, but one kind of soft mud 

bricks and one kind of wire cut bricks are added to the program to have more differences 

is brick strengths. Specimens with the same brick-mortar combination were 

simultaneously prepared and tested. So the only intentional difference between the tests is 

the width. 

In the proportions for the mortars for series 2 only the binder ratio is varied. The cement

lime ratio was always c:l = 1:112. The following cement-lime-sand volume ratios have 

been used in series 2: 1:112:lI/z ; 1: I/z:4 IA en 1:Vz:9. Not all possible brick/mortar 

combinations have been tested. 

To prevent drying out of the specimens they are covered with plastic during the first three 

days. After that they are stored in the climate room at a temperature of 20±0.5°C and a 

relative humidity of 60±3 % until testing. 

During hardening the top bricks of the specimen can get loose. This is prevented with 

three layers of bricks, piled on top of the specimen, which give a uniform pressure of ± 
300 N/ml. 

The specimens of series 1 are tested after 90 days minimum. Those of series 2 are tested 

after 28 days. Before applying the bricks they are saturated in water for 7 minutes and 

kept in plastic for 12 hours, so the water could spread in the bricks. With this method the 

Haller-ratios are (in gr/dm2/min): PO 31.6; VE 11.4; JG 9.1; JB 3.3 and KZ 5.0. 
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MEASUREMENTS 

The following deformations were measured (see fig. 2): 
a: The deformation of one brick with two joints. The measure length was 78 mm for 

series 1 and 112 mm for series 2. 

b: The deformation of the brick on different places around the specimen. The 

measure length was about 40mm. In series 2 a special developed measure clip with 

strain gauges was used. 

c: The deformation in lateral direction of the brick. 

d: The deformation in lateral direction of the brick. 

1: The deformation of the complete specimen at the four corners of the loading 

platens. 

1,50 
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, 
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fig. 3 Load deformation curve of a 
specimen. 
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Not all measurements are carried out at all specimens. Small changes are made in the 

measure method during the course of the tests. 

The displacement velocity of the loading platens was 0.30 mm/min. Testing one specimen 
took about 30 minutes. 

Figure 3 shows the load-deformation relation of the complete specimen measured between 

the loading platens (measurement type 1). 
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BRICK STRENGTH. 

To establish the properties of the bricks themselves a pile of seven bricks that were 

ground level on both sides, is used. The height of these specimens is about 320 mm, 

which is about the same as the height of the specimens with mortar. 

Measuring the deformations of such a specimen showed that, due to deformations in the 

contact area the strain of a single brick was smaller than the strain of the complete pile. 

Comparing the deformations of the bricks with those from the complete specimen no 

correspondence could be found. 

The average brick deformation as measured on a pile of ground VE-bricks is shown in fig , 
4. It is remarkable that for one of the specimens the average deformation only started 

when the applied load was over 180 kN and that the recorded deformation-line is parallel 

to the lines from the other tests. 

To be able to measure these deformations accurately, ground bricks were glued together 

with a thin layer of a two component material called Bolidt. The deformations of these 

specimen measured over two seams and two bricks and the deformation of a single brick 

in the same specimen were proportional to the measure length. The influence of the joint 

filling on the strength is small. The thickness of this layer is smaller than 0.5 mm. That is 

why the strength and stiffness of the pile with a joint filling can be seen as representative 

for the properties of the brick. The measured strengths and E-moduli of the bricks are 

presented in table 1. 

Table 1. Strength and E-moduli of bricks, 

measured on piles of ground bricks glued 

together with Bolidt. Values in N/mm2 • 

==================== 
Type Strength E-module 

--------------------------------
PO 10.0 6530 

VE 14.2 6050 

JG 35.8 16700 

JB 64.8 15400 

KZ 30.0 13400 

==================== 
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MORTAR STRENGTH 

To control the mortar quality prisms of 4 x 4 x 16 cm were made. These prisms were 

tested after 28 days. The results are shown in table 2. The hardening conditions in the 

steel mould, and later in the climate room, were very different from the conditions of the 
mortar in the joints between two bricks. Thus specimens made to establish the quality of a 
mortar cannot be used to establish the mechanical properties of the mortar between 
bricks. These properties have to be determined via tests on masonry specimens. 

DEFORMATION OF BRICKS IN SPECIMENS WITH MORTAR. 

It was expected that, during'testing, a certain measure inaccuracy due to the inclination of 

the connecting puns would develop. Therefor special test are carried out, which showed 
that this error was to big to give reliable results for the masonry specimens made with 

Vijf Eiken bricks. As a global view it can be mentioned that the deformations cover a 
large area and that a number of sensors only started recording after a loading of 150 kN 
or more. The scatter in the measured brick deformations in series 1 is large. Because of 

that a measure-clip with strain gauges is developed for series 2. Now the deformations of 
the brick could be measured more accurately and close to the surface of the specimen. 

Figure 4 shows the mounting of these clips and a graph of the load deformation relation 

for Sand lime bricks measured with these clips. 

KZ.2602.1 
.............. 11 
........... ~ 12 
.............. 13 
.......... 14 
............. gem. 

o · , f i I Iii, , Iii r i • . , f , , r r I , iii i , iii ii, 

D 1 OJ 0' 

fig. 4 Mounting of a clip. 
Load-deformation relation for KZ-bricks in a specimen with mortar. 
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MASONRY STRENGm: WIDE VERSUS NARROW 

The strength of masonry is determined by the strength of its components and by the way 

they are processed. In most codes of practice and formulae the strength of the brick and 

the mortar is used. Then the brick strength is established with a single brick, the mortar 

strength is established with compression tests on prisms and the innuence of the 

processing, the thickness of the joints and other execution-factors are not taken into 

account. An adequate procedure is needed for fabricating specimens on the building site 

and for testing, because the parameters used in calculations have to be controlled and 

guarded. 

Table 2. Compression strength [N!mml] of mortars, bricks and wide and narrow 

specimens. Each value is the average of three test results. 

******************************************************.**************** 

mortar 

c:l:s 

1: 112:9 

1: 1/2:9 

1: 1/2:9 

1: 112:41f2 

1: 112:4 1/2 

1: 112:4 1/2 

1: 112:41/2 

1: lh:l1f2 
1: 1/2: }I/2 

1: 112: }I/2 

1 :1/2:41/2 

1: 1:6 

mortar 

strength 

3.3 

2.9 

2.9 

12.5 

9.8 

9.8 

to.3 

47.9 

47.9 

41.0 

10.4 
6.3 

brick 

type 

PO 

VE 
JG 

PO 

VE 
JG 

JB 

VE 
JG 

JB 

KZ 

KZ 

strength wide narrow wide! 

to 
32 

66 

10 

32 

66 

120 

32 

66 

120· 

* ** 430xlOO 200xlOO narrow 

10.0 

14.2 

35.8 

10.0 

14.2 

35.8 

64.8 

14.2 

35.8 

64.8 

30 

30 

4.6 

7.1 

8.6 

5.1 

10.4 

15.9 

23.2 

12.8 

36.9 

45.5 

20.0 

20.0 

3.7 1.26 

6.5 1.10 

9.0 0.96 

3.0 1.71 

8.7 1.20 

16.3 0.98 

20.9 1. 11 

10.5 1.22 

31.2 1.18 

39.8 1.14 

20.0 1.00 

20.0 1.00 

'IE = Soft mud brick JG = Yellow wire cut brick 

PO = Poriso JB = Blue wire cut brick 

* Brick strength from bricks 50 mm thick, according to NEN 3838 

** Brick strength of a pile of 7 ground bricks with joint filling. 

Mortar strength according to NEN 3835, prism strength after 28 days. 
calc = calculated with: fk = 0.4*fbo.7s*fmo.25 according to [1] 

7 

calc 

3.0 

3.8 

7.6 

4.2 

5.2 

10.4 

16.4 

7.7 

15.4 

23.1 

9.2 

8.1 
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In table 2 the compression strength is calculated by dividing the maximum force by the 

gross sectional area. Extreme values were found for the poriso brick. This is a very 

porous brick which is cracked heavily inside, due to its fabrication process, which 

declares these extreme values. 

The average compression strength of the series 1 tests compared with those from series 2 

is given in table 3. 

Table 3. Compression strength of the masonry specimens of series 2 
compared with those from series 1. 

mortar 
c:l:s 

1:":4,, 
1:":4,, 
1:":4,, 

1: 1: 6 
1:2:9 
1:2:9 
1:2:9 

Brick 

VE 
JG 
KZ 

KZ 
VE 
JG 
KZ 

VE Soft mud brick 
PO .. Poriso 
KZ = Sand lima brick 

B~O [4] old 200x100 

10.2 95 8.7 
19.2 102 16.3 
19.2 16.3 

20.0 20.0 
10.8 188 
20.6 195 
19.4 200 

JG 2 Yellow wire cut brick 
JB : Blue wire cut brick 

old = averaged age in day at testing. 

old 

32 
32 
32 

32 

The age of the series 1 specimens was ± 100 and ±200 days, the age of the series 2 

specimens was ±32 days. 

The compression strength of the mortars is established at the same time as the 

compression strength of the masonry made with it. 

Comparing the results of the tests of series 1 and 2 it has to be taken into account that 

there are differences in mortar reciPes and age of the specimens. 

Figure 2 gives an impression of the masonry strength in relation to the brick and mortar 

strength. Stronger mortars give a stronger masonry, according to the expectations. 

Estimation of the masonry strength with the formula: fk = 0.4 * fbo.1s * fmo.1S, according 

to [1], in which mortar and brick strength are taken into account, gives useless results, 

see the last column in table 1. 

In table 2. the relation in strength between wide and narrow specimens is presented. 

These ratios are classified after type of bricks. Neglecting the values for Poriso the 

average aspect ratio is 1.11, but closer investigation, for example by calculation with 

FEM-computerprograms, or experimental research on an "ideal" material, could give 
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more insight in the found values. 
The Belgian Code NBN 24-301 [2] gives a formula to calculate the influence of the 

dimensions of the specimen on the strength of the specimen. The ratio in strength for the 

wide and the narrow specimens calculated with this formula is 1.1. This is almost equal 

to the experimental value. 

Table 4. Ratio between strength of wide 
and narrow speci~ena. 

__ =========~szz~:~====================== 
1:":1,, 1:,,:9 gem. 

PO 1.71 1.26 
VE L22 1.20 1.10 1.17 
JG 1.18 0.98 0.96 1.04 
JB 1.14 1.11 1.13 

-----------------------------------
Gem. 1.18 1.25 1.11 

Average of all values 1.185 
Standard deviation 0.199 
Standard deviation in %: 16.79% 
*~verage without values for Porieo 

1.110· 

0.098 
8.80% 

z======================================== 

Crack growth and failu re 

fig. 5 
relation 
strength. 

Masonry strength in 
to mortar and brick 

The start of the beginning of cracking can hardly be seen in the load deformation graph. 

At about 80 to 85 % of the maximum load the first cracks show up. They often can be 

heard first. They become visible later. Especially with the harder wirecut bricks often 

cracking suddenly occurs accompanied by 

a loud noise. The cracks in the wire cut 

specimens were almost straight and 

parallel with the axis of the load. 

The tests were deformation controlled. 

When the load is decreasing, with still 

increasing deformation, small vertical 

slabs get lose laterally from the specimen. 

The thickness of these slabs is about 15 to 

20 mm, often more then one brick high. 

The specimen falls apart when the 

deformation goes further. Only a 

pyramidal piece is left over. 

~ . t nnk .. ~~L-_____ ---'lJ 
rront 

Section 

fig. 6 Core area of a wide and a narrow 
specimen. 

The crack process for the specimen made of softmud bricks takes place much slower. 
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Flakes coming loos from the specimen were smaller. Also grains of brick come free. 

Cracks were almost straight and parallel to the force axis, in the upper part of the 

specimen they sometimes run under 45 0 to the corner of the specimen. This indicates the 

confining by the loadplatens. Also with soft mud bricks a pyramidal part remains. The 

structure of these bricks is clearly different from the wire cut bricks, because of the 
different production methods. 

After the test had been stopped in a few cases the specimen completely fell apart. The 

collapse and crack pattern for wide and narrow specimen is the same. For the wide 

specimens the form of the centre-area is equal to the narrow specimens but its area is 

relatively wider. The stiffness of the header joints influences the deformation in lateral 
direction of the specimen. The strength of specimens with a soft mortar in the header , 
joints will be smaller. Closer investigation of this effect is needed. 

BUlLDING SITE TESTS 

Until now, from the tests carried out over the differences in strength between wide and 

narrow specimens, the conclusion can be drawn that the compression strength of masonry 

can be established with a specimen of 5 bricks. Closer investigation has to be carried out 

to establish which correction factors for different structure types are needed. These 

factors also depend on building site conditions. 

A procedure for fabricating the specimens is developed and tested at this moment. A joint 
on top and bottom of the specimen is easily made and results in a sufficient levelled 

surface. Close attention is paid for the possibilities of reproduction of the tests and 

sensibility for mistakes during construction. 

MASONRY, BRICK and MORTAR STIFFNESS 

The deformation in the middle of the specimen over two joints and two bricks is 

measured to get an impression of the deformation of the masonry. With the available 

equipment it is not possible to measure the deformation of mortar between bricks 

adequately. The deformation of the mortar only can be established by subtracting the 

deformation of the brick from the measured deformation of the bricks and joints. From 

the tests of series 1 it is learned that when the deformations of the brick itself are 

measured on the same specimen as on which the deformations of joints and bricks are 

measured the results can not be used in the calculation of the deformation of the mortar. 
The deformation of the brick at the outside of the specimen is much smaller then can be 
expected on the basis of an equal stress distribution and on the deformation of the 
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complete specimen with mortar joints. That is why the Young moduli of the bricks 

established on specimens with a joint filling are used. 

The tests of series 1 also showed that the stiffness of the mortar between bricks is 

completely different from the stiffness measured on mortar prisms. This is also found in 

the tests of series 2. Table 5 shows the E-moduli of mortar in masonry specimens. 

Table 5. E-moduli in N /mm1 of mortar in masonry specimens, calculated with the 

deformations measured over 112 mm and E-moduli of the bricks established with Bolidt 

tests. 

========================================== 
Brick-- > PO 'IE JG JB KZ KZ , 
Mortar wide narrow wide narrow wide narrow 

Results series 2 wide and narrow specimens 

1: 112: Jlh 2123 12010 9328 
1:1/2:4V2 2051 1952 4512 5315 4991 4704 
1: 1:6 3688 3534 
1:%:9 1643 1093 1765 

Results series 1 narrow specimens 

1: 1h:41/2 1410 13300 
1:2:9 2860 14900 3350 

========================================== 

The E-modulus for the mortar used with the Poriso masonry is established with E

brick = 6500 N/mm2 • Due to the !itructure of this type of brick this value only can be 

seen as an indication. 

In series 2 extremes for the mortar recipes and brick strengths are used. This can be 

found in the results for the E-moduli from the mortars. The mortar qualities are 

influenced by the bricks. When a certain mortar is used with different bricks different 

Youngs-moduli for this mortar are found. This is found both in the tests series 1 and 2. 

The E-moduli for the mortars used in series 1 is in accordance with those found in the 

tests from series 2. The E-modulus is bigger when the E-modulus of the brick is bigger. 

The indication for the mortar recipes is the same for both types. But there are (off course) 

differences. The mortar for the tests series 1 is delivered by a factory in bags in dry 

condition. The mortar for series 2 is made in the van Musschenbroek laboratory. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

- To be able to design, mechanical properties of the materials have to be known. During 

erection of the structure the structural properties of load bearing masonry have to be 

guarded. A simple method of control is needed. 

- The strength of specimens which were two bricks wide is about 11 % larger then the 

strength of specimen consisting of 5 bricks with 6 joints. 

For calcium silicate bricks the strength of both wide and narrow elements is the same. 

- A masonry specimen of 5 bricks high with a mortar joint on top and bottom gives good 

numerical information of the mechanical compression properties of masonry. The 

results can be used in computer simulations. 

- The properties of the mortar are influenced by the bricks. 

For bricks with a small compression strength the E-module for the mortar is smaller 

than that from the same mortar when used with stronger bricks. 

- Further research over the properties of masonry in building practice has to take place to 

verify the results. A test procedure is developed. The research over the differences be

tween wide and narrow specimen will be finished. 
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CRACKINO BEHAVIOUR OF C E MEN 1 - BAS E D 

COM P 0 S T E S 

As A RES U L T o r TilE BAR EXPANSION 

INTRODUCTION 

The problem of line3r sleel elemenls in concrele incrpasing wilh 
time in l'adial direclion is mel wilh lendons at !?3rly 
prestressing. fire condilions or in case of corrosion of lhe sleel 
bars reinforcemenling concl'ele. Such expanding effecl provokes an 
unfavourable lensile sl-resses in langenlial direclion around lhp 
s leel bar and i nevi lab! y leads lo concrele cr ack i ng. As a r esull 
of lhis process lhe durabilily resislance could be seriously re 
duced once cracks open more lhan aboul 0.2 mm [1]. Thus. lhe 
dql~y ,ing of crD\rk fClrm",tioJ") Plnrl .."f lhpir furlhQI' d""v ... l"'l"'lIIol,L 
appear as fundamenlal problems. 

I 
I 

/ 

/ 
,/ 

Fig . l Idealizalion of lhe slress 
silualion around lhe ex
panding sleel bar, 

As a reference lhe phenomenon of 
an expandi ng sleel bar in lhe 
bollom corner of a reinforced 
concrele beam can be considererl. 
For a lheor eli cal anaJ ysi s l he 
bal' is assumed bei ng concenlr i c
ally embedded in a concrele cyi
i nder of i nfi ni le I englh. S0 

lhal a 2-dimensional solulions 
can be formulaled . Such silua
lion C3n by simplified for lh", 
presenl purpose lo lhe so c alled 
"I" i ng el amenl" • pI' esenl",d i J) 

Figure 1, 

The mechani cal beha vi our' of concr!?te Slr essed i nl""r ,.,::11 I Y hy ex 
panding sleel bar was analylically discussed by de Wjnd 8nd 
Slroeven [21. Some quanlilalive informalton and preliminary tesl 
r esulls on lhe ear 1 y preslressi I1g case were pr esenled by Danl uma 
a n d den Uljl [31. Inlel'esling lesl resulls perlaining lo pal'licu
lar aspecls of corrosion case can be found in [4] (assessing lhe 
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influence of fibres particul!uly on lhe post-ullimat p I'rof"pr'l.ies). 
in (5) (ccmpar-.ing experiment<\l dala and theoretical est.lIllc\I.P.s). in 
{51 (evaluating the experimental set up) and .in (7) (rrespnting 
the acoust.ic emission reflection of the debonding phenomenon). 

The presenl paper summar-izes fir'st rrtrt of lhe tpst results 
pertaining lo evaluation of lhe cracking behaviour of concrete 
composi tes due to an expandi ng steel bar. oblai ned hi ther- to wi t.. hi n 
the Polish-Dutch joint resAarch project on: "Bond and cr~ck de-vel
opmenl in cementalions composi les". whi ch was gr anted by the NWO 
(Netherlands Organization for Scientific Reseal-ch), 

EXFERIMENTAL DETAILS 

The tests were executed in the> Slevin Laboratory of the> Civil En '
gineering Faculty.' Delft Univ(>rsity of Technology, T",o concre-te 
mixes listed in Table 1 have been designed assuming e>'l!lal volume 
of both compositions. 

Table 1. Concrete mix compositions 

-- .. .._ .. -- - - --- _. __ .. _--
AGGREGATE GRADING FIBRES CEMENr WATER 

MIX 3 (kg/m ) 

CODE 
0-0,2'3 0,25-0,5 O. '3-1 1-2 2-4 4-8 ( k~ J (~l-] 

m m 
-

C 193 281 263 263 299 4'38 - 400 200 

Fe 189 274 258 2'38 292 446 118 400 200 
- -" 

A PorUand Cement lype A. satisfying lhe Netherlands Standal-d NEN 
3'3'30 was employed, Fur ther use was made of q good qual i ly river 
aggregate with a maximum grain size of 8 mm, tap water and 1.'3% by 
volume of plain steel fibr'es with a le>ngth and diam<?ter of l2.5 
and 0.4 mm, respectively, The mixing, vibration and castlng proce
dure was similar for all series and performed according to 
relevanl Netherlands Standards. 

The tesls have been carr.l ed oul on speci all y des! gned pl' i smat! c 
sreci mens of 1 OOxl OOx'30 mill. The mai n el emenl of the te-st i ng set up 
wc\s constituted by a cone-shared steel bar with a diame>ler of 20mm 
whi ch is pushed wi th a constant rate- of d! spl acement throuqh a 
sim.ilarly shaped hole .in a concl-ete specimen. The r<'lt.e of aprlied 
cone d.isplacement, amounting to 7 . '3 ~m per second, W<'lS cnntrolled 
by two l.VDT's. The friction between all contact zones was elil111-
TlC\ted by polishing the specimens and gr-P-asing all SUI facps w1th 
vas!?line. Strain gaugf"?s with a length of 20 mm were glued Oltto lhe 
specimen's top surface at testing. Crack formation was recorded by 
means of series of three parallel clip gauges at the sid"" slJrL').ces 
of the specimens. The acoustic emission response has been mr.oni
t.ored addilionally with an acoustic emission an<'llyzer. type EA-3, 
desi gned and pl-oduced by lhe I nsli lute of Fundament.al T""chnolo
g.l cal Research of Pol i sh Academy of Sci ences i I) Warsaw, Hore de
tailed information of tesl procedure can be found .in 141. 

I ndependent.ly, compressive and tensile split.ting strengths were 
determined using standard cubes. 
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PS 
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(D-- RATE or AE 

0----RMS OF AE 

G)--FORCE 

(D-CONF: [)ISfJl.ACFMFt~ 1 

@----SlRAIN 

@ - -CRACK WIDTII 

Fig.2 Overall view of lhe experimenlal sel up_ 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The resulls oblained reflecl the appreciable differences in cra~k
ing behaviour between plain and sleel fibre concreles. Il was m~n~ 
ifesled by post-peak differences in the load - displacemenl curv~s 
and in lhe acollsti c emi ssi on response. Figure 3 shows exampl es of 
two selected 28 days old specimens. 

Il can be noled lhal the acoustic emission aclivity properly 
reflecls the damage evolulion process in lhe lesled concrele 
composites. It is seen that the maximum of acouslic emission rate 
occurs around lhe BOP (Bend Over Poinl). Nevertheless, the char~c
ter of lhis phenomenon is essenlially differenl for plain and 
fibre reinforced concrete. 

In plain concrele an impeluous acoustic discharge is associat~d 
with a considerable load drop following BOP. In case of steel 
fibre concrete, lhe posl-peak load slabilizes afler an insignifi
cant decline. The acoustic emission activity in the posL-peak 
range is characlerized by lhe absence of a dislincl peak. IL can 
also be observed thal the total number of AE counts regislered 
over lhe posl-peak cracking range is considerable less for lhe 
fibre concrele lhen for lhe plain one. 
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TIME "1 TIME I.J 

Development of load and AE aclivily under c onlrolled 
condilions of bar expansion. Examples of 28 d a ys old 
specimens. plain concrele al lhe lefl and sleel fi
bre concrele al lhe righl. are presenled. 

For furlher analysis lhe idealizalion of lhe observed damage 
evolulion has been given on lhe Figure 4. 

Fi g. 4. 

CD 
o 

I 

Bllr Expnnsion 111m I 

Time Is J 

I deal i za l.i O f! o f load - bar expansi on cur VI? 
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The accepled code notaLi on can be exrt ai ned as folIo''': 

- BOP 

- F 
u 

- F 
cr 

- bend over point; noLion which is usu<.l..lly altr' lbIJL""d t.o 

Lhe end of ascending branch of 10ad - displacemenL rela
Lionship, 

- ulLimaLe load; .lO;:ld corresponding wiLh bend O\/el " poJnl, 

- criLical load; load corrpsponding 
widLh of Lhe leading crack, assumed 

wiLh Lhe critical 
Lo as 0, 2 nun. 

- 6 ,6 - ullimaLe, resp. crJlical bar expansion, 
u cr 

- 6.& - bar exparlsion over posL-peak cracking range, 

- c5 
o 

- ficLiLiou s p o int.. of zero bar expansion, 

- E - cracking energy dissipaterl over posL-peak cracking range. 

To properly characLerize lll<\ter ' ial behaviour Lhe- raLio 0f dissipC\
Led energy over Lhe post-peak cracking range and loLal AF. counLs 
CeAE) has been proposed. 

- lolal AE counLs over post-peak cracking range per 
uniL of cracking energy 

This parameLer expresses lhe relationship between lhe- acousti.c 
emission response and Lhe- e-xLer'nal energy provoking Lhis rhenome
non. Il can bE' denoLed as Degl' ee of Cracking InsLabjlily CDCI). 

The- obLained resull s .lndicaLe Lhal fibers substanti;ll.ly do?
crease lhe rale of AE. IL is resulling f'rom lhe fibre's ability \.0 
conlrol lhe growlh of micl' o-and macrocracks . Tho? acousLlc "",rnissir:m 
response becomes more uniform, wilhoul lhe impeluous discharges. 
The rale of acouslic aclivily is reduced in spiLe of a largo?r num
ber of' cracks lhen in lhe plain concreLe case. 

Fig.5 Idealization of' till'" damage evolution in concrete 
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The rpsults obtained have also shown lhat lhe evalualion of damage 
in lesled specimens can be generally classified into lhree ma in 
region, s ~hematically given in Figure 5, where: 

- DP 

- COP 

- disconlinuity poinl; 
slage, 

- crack opening point; 
which the process of 
is iniliated, 

- FO - discontinuity load, 

- F - crack opening load, 
co 

nolion describing the end of elaslic 

noli o n referring 
crack opening of 

lo 
the 

LnG' sLage in 
le"lding crac k 

- 6 0 ,6 - bar expansion at disconlinuity. ultimale. resp . co 
opening stages. 

crack 

At the firsl stage of loading Celastic range) the slress-strain 
situation is in accordance with elastic analysis. Further inr.rpase 
of the slress concenlralion around the expanding sleel bar inevi
tably leads lo microcracking, so thal lhe m"l.terial is gradually 
loosing its inlegrily. Finally, in lhe last sLage one, so called 
"leading" m"l.crocrack appeal-S, causing lhe malerial lo loose ils 
seclion conlinuity_ 

It is worthy of nolice lhal lhe eX"l.minalions also reveal lo 
distinguish in the cracking range CFig.5) two differenl slages. In 
the firsl one Cst.able crack formation) scatlered microcracks are 
creaLed which gradually develop and coalesce . This process pro
vokes a gradual reduction of lhe load-bearing structure and around 
ROP crack propagation is becoming unsLable Cunslahle crack propa
gation). This phenomenon manifesls itself by sudden acouslic em.is
sion discharges which are associated wilh a considerable load drop 
and a visible increase in lhe slope of lhe crack opening curve . 

CONCLUSIONS 

- Il has been found thal lhe evolulion of damage in concrele com
posites slressed internally by expanding sleel bar can by gener
ally classified inLo three main regions. 

- The lesls have shown lhaL moniloring of acouslic emission allows 
lo clearly follow the cracking process of concrele. 

- In the post-peak range even small amounls of sleel fibres were 
found lo considerably improve toughness by conlrolling crack de 
velopment. 

- The Degree of Cracking Inst.abilit.y is proposed as a I-elevant pa

rameler for evaluation of slructural inlegr-ity of concrete . 
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Application of Boundary Elements Method to 

analysis of large deflected plates. 

Assuming that external, in-plane loads are equal zero, the basic 

equa ti o n s for nonlinear theory of plates can be written out as 

wher e : 

DA6w + LCw,¢) = q 

1 M¢ 
Eh 

1 LCw, w) 

D plate bending stiffness; 

h - thickness of the plate; 

E - Young modulus; 

¢ - Ai re function; 

LCw,¢) :t: 
i=·w. iJ2¢ 

fu<'2 iJy2 

'2. iJ2w .iJ
2

¢ + iJ
2

w .iJ
2

¢ 

iJxiJy iJx iJy iJy 2 iJx '2 

Cl . l) 

Cl.2) 

At these equations, influence of lateral, normal and tangential 

stresses is neglected. 

Equations 1 . 1 and 1.2 can be solved in a numerical way. using 

computer programme calculating plates with the help of boundary 
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element methods. As the first approximation, the values calculated 

through the classical small- -deflection theory can be used. Having 

obtained in that way the surface of deflection "'II", we can calculate 

the operator LCw,w)- the influence functions of LCw,w) can be 

obtained with the help of Green's functions for plates. Now treating 

the right side of the Equation 1.2 as an external load of some kind, 

thi s equa ti on can be sol ved wi th the hel p of boundar y el ement 

methods on the analogy of the equation of classical theory 

Similarly, we can accept the basic influence function of the Aire 

function as 

Cl.3) 

The values of the function 4> caused by the "load" LCw,w) can be 

expressed now as 

4> = JLCw,w)'¢'dF 

F 

Cl.4) 

Having in mind appropriate boundary conditions, Eq . 1.2 can be solved 

for plate of any shape. The support conditions are: 

-edges free to move in plan 

N = 
,,24> 

= 0 xx 
By2 

C1.6) 

N a2 4> = 0 yy 
(tx2 
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-ed ges reslrained 

h · E ·u = I If-4> . d x - v · 8tp 
+ Fl (y) = 0 

ily2 6>< 

h·E·v = J If-tp .dy _ v· 8tp 
+ Fe/x) = 0 

6><2 iIy 

where: u,v - in- plane d i spl acemenls. 

Addi l ional c ondili on. f o r f unclions F
1
(y) and F

2
(x) 

'Yxy = 

Hence,in ter ms 4> we gel 

J 8 3
4> ·dx 

ily3 

,,3A., 
_"f'_· dY + 

6><3 

d F
1 
(y) 

dy dx 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

(1. B) 

Having f unc t i on 

Transferring operat or 

we can calculale lhe operalor LCw,tp). 

on lhe righl side of Eq.1.1 and 

treating it a s an exler n a l load of some kind, we can calculale each 

plale sub jecle d l o the subslilule load 

q = q - L( w, tp) (1.9) 

Equali ons 1.1 and 1.2 are solved by lurns up lo oblain lhe required 

accuracy o f defl e c ti on " w". The compuler programme calculaling lhe 

plate s i n t hat wa y was 

compariso n with o the r 

calculations wi lh l he 

square sleel Cv = 0 . 3 , 

thick, P = 0.1 psi. 

arranged by lhe aulhor of lhal reporl . 

published resulls, shown in Table 1 , 

help of lhis programme were made for 

E 
6 plale B fl by B fl, 1/4 = 30xlO psi) 

For 

lhe 

lhe 

in. 
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Tab. 1. Values of the center deflection w. 

Boundary conditions Published results w [in] 

simply supported. [1] 0.33 

edges restrained { 2] 0.29 

[ 3] 0.29 

this study 0.29 

simply supported. [11 0.49 

edges free to move [ 3] 0.40 

in plane [ 4] 0.49 

this study 0.43 

The received results are comparable with the others. The programme 

is still tested. Simultaneously is arranged the fragmenl of lhe 

programme. allowing to calculate in thal way t.he RC plales wi lh 

cracks. where lhe crack is treated as a def'ect described by t.he 

dislributive calculus. 
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GENERALIZATION OF THE P-DELTA METHOD 

Summary 

The general P-6 approach (G6PN) for the finite element method 
(FEM ) has been p r esented in this paper. It has been shown that P-6 
effect s and suitable solutions algorithms comes from some modifi
cat ions o f t h e standard secant stiffness method for the second order 
theory (MNII ) i n general. 

The G6PN method is accurate approximation of the MNII with opposite 
to a standard (S6P) and a modified (M6P) P-6 methods. Moreover S6P 
and M6P methods are use to be applied to the rectangular frame. 
The G6PN approach doesn't need this limitations. 

Wi t h r espec t to structures, especially rectangular frames ,the 
G6PN met ho d , its first linearization (G6PL) , standard and modified 
P- 6 methods , full nonlinear MNII and its linearization NMIIL has 
been compared . 

One r epr e sent a t ive example of the frame has been chosen. A 
behavior o f me n tioned methods in noncritical and critical area of 
loading with respect to their convergence has been considered. 

A numeri c al e xampl e shows that all considered P-delta methods 
with c o mpa r i son t o the exact second order analysis gives satisfied 
r esult s in nonc,itical area but the best are received by the Gi'lP 
met hods . Mo r eove r fro m t he p-tJ. approaches,only the general P-6 
method is c o nve rge n t i n a critical area of loading. 

1. The fundament a l P-6 approach. 

In t h e static analysis of a rectangular high structures is 

necessary to consider the influence of so called second order 

factor s on interna l forces distribution . These are caused by 

di s placements and deflections of a construction, and finally leads 

to increa s i ng the value of internal forces with comparison to linear 

static ana lysis . 

For example in two dimensional structural analysis, these 

increme nts a r e r elat e t o shear forces and overturning moments but in 

three dimen s i onal s t ructures it concern to torsional moments also. 
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The overturning and torsional moments, acting at a given story 

of the structure have two components: 

(i) primary moments received from the linear static analysis in 
which suitable differential or finite element equations are 
deviated of formula for undeformed state of structure, 

(ii) second-order moments calculated for deformed state of the 
structure and are caused by the vertical forces acting over 
their respective incremental lever arms. 

This additional second order components are ca lIed as the 

P-delta (P-~) effects [8]. 

For matrix displacement method, the P-~ factors are introduced 

into linear elastic stiffness matrix for one member, before it 

transformation from the local to the global coordinate system. 

However for small deflection, i.e., when the influence of the local 

member curvature on the second order effects are negligible small, 

the P-delta effect can be introduced into matrix equilibrium 

equations of the structure after the assembly the global elastic 

stiffness matrix K [10]. 
s 

Let the matrix equilibrium equation has the form [6]: 

( 1 ) 

where Y ={ Y
t 

, ••• ,~ } is nodal displacement vector of construction, 

V is displacement vector for i-node (i.e. ={v ' , v ,o} for plane 
-I I x I Y I 

structures), E = { EI , ..• ,~} is lateral nodal loading vector and II 

is lateral loading acting on i-node (i.e. ={P ,P ,M } for plane 
I x I Y I 

structures), N is a the total number of nodes. 

Equations (1) is linear and present the standard linear method 

(LM). The P-~ method modifies the right hand side of this equations 

by one factor. Let consider j-column and i-story of a rectangular 

structure, and assume that each story has I -columns. The p-~ effe-
J 

cts involved a second order moment M which have to be calculated 
I 

at each frame story. This moment has the form [1, 4] : 

lJ 
M 

I L NI , J ). (VI x - v( 1-1 ) x ), 1 = 1 •...• m , ( 2 ) 
J = 1 
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where N 
I • J 

is an axial force in j-column of i-story, v and v 
I I - 1 

are h or i zontal displacements of the i and i-1 stories and m is a 

number of stor ies . 

Le t define a lateral fo r ce couples F at each story as: 
s I 

F a • M / h 
s i I I I 

( 3 

where h i s a s t o ry he i ght. Th en lateral p-~ vector has the form: 
I 

F 
s H 

} , F = F 
sl s(I-1) 

-F 
s I 

( 4 ) 

where i i s a sto r y "numb e r, M is a number of stories. 

Making the t rans forma t ion of the F vector, using the T matrix, 
-s 

into the vector space for late ra l loading ~, the influence of the 

P-~ e ffects in (1) c an be e xpr ess then in form : 

where F 
- d 

K • Y 
s 

2. Iterative solution for p-~ method. 

In the standard P-de l t a ( S~P) method, when the influence of 

( 5 ) 

the axial force f o r defo rmation is neglected coefficient a is used 
I 

to take a s equal 1 or 1.2 1 [ 2 ] . In modified (M~P), it is calculated 

from geometrical stiffness mat r i x [3], has an algebraic form and is 

dependent only o n the suit ab l e rotations of nodes of stories for 

linear mode l LM [ 9 ] . It c an be write as: 

a
l 

= f ( Y
I

) ( 6 ) 

Hence and (5) the funda mental P-~ matrix equations can be writ-

ten: 

( 7 ) 

and its solution has an i t e rat ive form as follow 

(i) first step ( 8 ) 
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(ii) l-step ( 9 ) 

The iteration process stops when: 

< c ( 10 ) 

where c is a tolerance and ~.~ is euclidean norm. 

A convergence of S~p method was considered in a papers [5),[10). 

It can be found that for some structures, the process over five 

iterations, is not ' convergent and structure could loose its global 

stability. 

3. Generalization of the p-~ iterative procedure. 

For small displacements under linear - elastic conditions, prismatic 

members with neglecting the share shape deformation, the stress

strain relations for construction can be written in a form [3): 

K (Y) * Y 
T 

rn _ r e (y) ( 11 ) 

where K(Y) is tangent stiffness matrix nonlinear dependent on a 

displacement vector Y, rn is the loading vectQr acting on the nodes, 

r e ( Y} is loading vector acting on the elements. 

This equations can be solve by incremental iterative technique, 

which steps are as follow : 

(i) first step yo = (K) - 1 * r* 

next are calculated ~ : = KT ( ~) • ~ 

- r * 

first step continued 

12 

13 

14 

15 

( 16 ) 
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(i i) i-step F : = K (V ). V 
-( I - 1 ) T -( I - 1 ) -( I - 1 ) 

17 

( 18 ) 

19 

y v + !J.y 
-( 1-1 ) 

( 20 ) 

All proces s i s finished when 

< c ( 21 ) 

for s mall arbitrary chose n 0 < C « 1. 

This iterative increment procedure direct leads to the secant pro

cess (NMII), in which i-iteration is described as : 

y K 
T 

v ) - 1 • _F" 
- (;-1) 

what has been presented on f i gure 1. 

Gt PN NMII 
F F 

Ks · Y=f K ·V=F s _ _ 

fi 
t.1;' 5' 
~ 

K(~)·Y=f 

r· B C r· 
61} t.~ 

tJj' 

5 ~ § ~ Fa 

~~Yj , 

0 ~ v; v; v· V '!!l v, 
FIGURE 

I ! 
I ; 

V2 V 
. 

V 

General ti P (Gt PN) and standard secant stiffness (NMII) approaches for 
the II order theory. 

( 2 2 ) 
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Now let assume that on each iteration in (22), the inverse matrix 

will be calculated from elastic matrix K . Then above procedures, 
s 

after same modifications, can be expressed in a form : 

( 23 ) 

This equation is called the generalization of the P-~ method. 

It can be note that it has similar form then equation ( 7). 

After introducing incremental loading defined as : 

( 24 ) 

where F 
-( I - 1 ) 

( 25 ) 

equation (24) can be written in form 

I 

= f:.+ L 
J=O 

( 26 ) 

which give the sense of the P-6 effects in general nonlinear 

expression (G6PN). 

When the global stiffness matrix K is linearized by elastic K and 
T S 

geometric matrix K i.e.: 
G 

K '" K + K 
T S G 

( 27 ) 

then sUbstituting this expression into (25), it can be obtained 

a linearized general P-6 method (G6PL), which for i iteration has 

the form: 

• = 1: + KG ( ~(l _ 1 ) » • Y( I - 1 ) ( 28 ) 

It can be noted that both G6PN and G~PL methods are convergent 

because this fact resulted from the convergency of the MNII and 

MNIIL methods. 
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4. Numerical example 

On a figure 2 it has been shown a frame for which all mentioned 

above P-h methods wi th the LM, MNII , MNIIL methods have been 

considered. 

In this example the V displacement, for x direction in 
1 x 

joint number 1 and the M internal moment in joint number 12 have 
12 

been calculated. It has been introduced a relative error defined as: 

Il w-w' II 
£: • 100 % 

H. X w 
where w is a solution received by the MNII method ( treat as 

accurate) and w' is a calc ulated value by the rest methods. 

Sud_ ': 300 

Rl 

- - --,---- -- - -
Mot~riol Beoms, Exterior 

R2 T1 T2 T2 T 
properties columns columns 

--
--{> E [ Ksi 1 30000 15000 _. --

" [ in 
, 

J 10 5 
R2 T1 T2 T2 T 
--{> t [ in 

. 1 100 50 
.~.-

T1 T2 T2 T 

T1 T2 T2 T 

R2 
--{> 

R2 

L_ . -~. ~ Cos. V. PI P2 RI R2 11 TZ 
_. -_ . - ----. 

I - 50100 I 1510 - - - - _ . -
I I - - 350 700 0.635 O. O. o. - --- - . -- - - -- --

.2...!. 1 - ~T5 SJO 0.001 O. O. O. 

--{> 

::?~ 

,\,M 12 

~~ ::? ~ ::?~ 

FIGURE 2 
Topology, geometr y , material properties and loading 
of a three bay, fiv e storey frame. 

( 29 ) 
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This relative error gives the information about effectivity of the 

one method, in an accuracy sense of the one value, due to accurate 

solution. 

Also the time of the computer operations has been measured . 

For this purpose the relative coefficient has been defined as 

[; = 
T 

t 
H 

t 
LH 

( 30 ) 

where t ,t are times of calculations for chosen and ML method 
H LH 

respectively. This definition gives the most proper look for an 

effectivity of one method because the direct calculation time is in 

great manner perturbed by the chosen compiler and linker and the 

type of a computer. 

All calculation has been made under ASTAT II PC computer 

program (static linear and nonlinear analysis for 

structures) written in overlay technique with the use MS FORTRAN 

v. 4 . 0, MS PASCAL v 4.0 and MS C v. 6.0 and MASM v5. 0, on 

the base PC 486/25MHz/EVGA unit. 

In a table 1 are presented results for loading case I ,which is 

non critical area and loading case III which is a critical area with 

the critical loading Rl=O [kips] and P= 830[kips] for NMII method. 

Table 1 

CaicLAot8d 
dbploeM>ent. fttQfIIent LM S""P,':O L2' M""P"'f~ G""PL NMIIL GL\PN NMII relallve ."or! 

V .. I In 1 0.7634 0.8864 0.8869 0.8878 0 .8909 0 .8877 0.8910 
E • I '" 1 14.32 0.51 0.46 0.36 0.01 0.28 0.0 

r M'2 
( "p .... 1 -136.9456 -139.4758 -148.5531 -153.5158 153.9283 r153.4749 r153.9069 

E .. I '" 1 11.02 9.38 3.48 0.25 0 .01 0.28 0.0 

£ T [ '" I 1. 2.41 2.86 3.01 3.44 3 .6 4 .16 
- r---- .. .- - -- - -- _ _ __ _ .• 0 _· ___ _ -

---~-- -

Vb [ In 1 0.00026 0.00030 0.00030 0.00033 0.06307 0.00033 0.23069 
£ • [ " [ 99.89 80.68 80.87 83.21 1.18 83.24 1.0 

III M '2 I'""", J - 0.0237 -0.02419 -0.02577 -0.02788 -2.26497 -0.02789 -8.00549 
£ .. [ " J 99.7 99.87 99.87 99.86 72.66 99.86 1.0 

[ T [ " I 1.0 2.72 3.23 3.4 3 .9 4.11 4.77 
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For all methods it has been assumed that £:, which ends the 

iterations, is equal to the v a l ue 1E-5. 

Received results , for f our i terations, shows that in non critical 

area standard and modi fied P- h methods gives relative error in the 

range of 3. 5 - 9.5 %, but general P-h methods are much more accurate 

with relative errors in the range of 0.25-0.28 % . 

From the point of view of the relative time coefficient, the 

differences between GhPL and MhP are small (relative range ~ 2.4%), 

but between GhPN and MhP are considerable (relative range ~ 20.3%). 

I n critical area of load i ng, within the four iterations, only the 

MNII method has given the r esu lts near the analytical solution. The 

MNIIL with relation to the MNII has given 1.18 % error but all P-6 

have given this error huge, in a range of 80.7 -83.2 %. 

Increasing iterations untill 5 0 the MNII has oscillated around 

value received in fourth iteration (table 1), MNIIL, G6PN and G6PL 

has been convergent to solutions o f MNII method, but S6P and M6P 

methods have not been convergent. 

5. Conclusions 

The general P-h approac hes , described in this paper, are more 
effective then thy s tanda rd and modified P-6 methods. 

It i s not the conseque nc e o f the direct comparison of these 
methods on the base of a rectangular frames, as it was shown on a 
presented example. 

Above all it is the c onseque nc e of the matrix iteration equations 
(23) - (27) which : 

(i) doesn't require a ny s pecial topology and geometry of the 
structure, so any s truct u r e can be consider, 

(ii) is conve rgent if the MNII and MNIIL methods are convergent 

(iii) has general f o rm what caused that all second order factors 
are considered, not onl y t hose mentioned in S6P and M6P 
methods. 
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by Dr Andrzej Kmlta 

One of the projects being now elaborated in the Institute of 

Building Engineering at the Wroclaw Technical University is the 

test of the applicability of sand concrete in prest ressed 

structures A part of information and results is given in this 

work. The reliable anchorage of the strand in the sand concrete 

produces some troubles in the contrary to the ordinary concrete 

which is considered as the most important result of the executed 

tests 

Test have been executed on the pre tensioned partially 

prestressed concrete elements prepared in two sets containing 

three elements each . The first set - I contains members made of 

the concrete with granite crushed stone aggregate the second 

set contains members made of the sand concrete with the median of 

the grain d = 0.60 mm . 
m 

Dimensions of the members for both sets and the distribution of 

the reinforcement fig. 1 ) were the same. whereas the strength 

parameters different for both sets have been performed in the 

tab. 1 . The degree of prestressing was the same tt,= 0.6 

~ . 80 IP / =-=1L-

ijdlifl H It 1 b I I: f 
~+-___ ._. 380 11 ~ r---

1 
I 

Fig. 1. structure of tested elements. 
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T b 1 St a reng th parame t ers 0 f t t d 1 es e e t emen s 

R~[ MPaj Rb~ (HPa] Eb [t-1Pa) £, [%0] 'Vb 

i 57.6 3,1 3017.0 0,1.90 0.19 

n 60,5 2,6 31500 0,311 0,20 
L..---=-- ---

The load for a given distribution of forces fig. 1) acted 

according to the histogram shown in fig .· 2. It is visible that 

the beams were loaded In cycles in the range P = [ 0.2 - 0.6 ) P 
n 

( where P - load -bearing capacity in order to determine the 
n 

effect of the repeatable load on the members behaviour. 
---------- --

0,8 rrl~ 

10 15 ~o 7~ 

Fig. 2. Load histogram 

In the fig . 3 the relationship deflection y - load P for the 

first and hundredth cycle of loading for both series have been 

presented . The load level 0.6 P answers the maximal opening of 
n 

the crack a
f 

= 0 . 2 mm .whereas for P = 0 . 3 P the member works max n 
as a member having cracks. As it was shown in tests after ten 

cycles of loading the response of members was stabilized and the 

later response got an elastic character. 

Considering such parameters as rigidity or crack resistance in 

the range P [ 0.0 - 0 . 6 I P 
n 

it was found t ha t t he beam response 

for both sets is simi lar That means that the application of 

sand concrete has certain chances 

p:Pn 

O.~ 

0.4 

y[m"",) 

Fig . ] RelationshIp y = f( P:P ) of the element 
n 

~ 1l 1 00 ) - f Ir s t set and f i !:_~.t [ hun d red t h J loa dey c 1 e 

I I 1( 100)-s e co nd set a nd f i rs t [ hundredth I load cycle 
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A separate problem which requires an individual analysis is the 

behaviour of mentioned members in the supporting zone . This zone 

gives some difficulties in the interpretation of the distribution 

of the internal forces. morfology of the cracks and the failure 

mechanism 

For the destructive test the first skew cracks ~rrearpd for P = 

0 . 75 P For P = 0 . 85 P the slide of tile prestressing strand 
n n 

recorded for the lower tensioned fibres causes the displacement 

oft he cracked plane tot he ancho rage zone [ i g . 4 The 

growing load causes afterwards the slide in the second rm-J which 

produces the members failure Therefore the determination of 

both the adhesive forces and the length of the anchorage in the 

sand concrete becomes basic for the apprecation of the 

applicabIJltv of the sand concrete in prestressed structures 

I 

I 

s I 

J= 
I 
r -

p 

. 1- .-. 
0.8 

Fig. 4. Distribution of cracks In the supporting zone of the 

tested element of set II 

In order to determine the length of the strands 6 2.5 + 2 . 8 

the indivIdual elements have been prepared fig. 5 

upper part of the beams the hinges have been fixed and 

In the 

the both 

parts of the tested elements have been separated by a metal sheet 

with thickness 1 mm. The beams have been loaded by h-w 

concentrated forces up to failure or up to slide At the end of 

strands the inductive gauges have been fixed for the permanent 

recording of the likely splice sl ide The differentiat ion of the 

anchorage length has been reached by a plastic pipe placed in the 

central zone of the beam The full length of the anchorage has 

been defined as the length which was recorded when the 

prestressing strand had been snaped . 

The test shows that the length of the anchorage in the concrete 

with crushed granite aggregate is nearly 35t.: less from that In 

the sand concrete 
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During the tests it was found that apart of the different 

concrete strength the sand graining has a significant effect on 

the anchorage length For a small graining the strand sl ide is 

fluent for sand concrete having bigger grains the 

stabilization of the anchorage was observed after initial slip 

and strand snap. The determination of this relationship requires 

separate extensive investigation which will be continued in the 

future. 

Fig. 5. Test of the anchorage length - a view of the element on 

the testing device 

The applicability of the sand concrete in pre tensioned 

prestressed structures has been confirmed hy tests Such 

structures may be designed and constructed in the practice under 

separate standards like that established for ordinary concrete 

A big deal of attention has to be paid t. o the supporting zone 

where the safe length of the anchorage of the prestressJnq steel 

has to be determined 

It is planned to test both the different sand concretes in 

order to determine the corresponding ancllOrage lengths and sand 

concrete subjected to long - term loads 
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Andrzej Czemplik 
Wroclaw Technical University, Poland 

CONSTRUCTION PROJECT MANAGEMENT OF TALL BUILDINGS 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Recent progress of high-rise buildings 12,8] shows th0 
shortage of management theories that could meet the requirements 
of both the new construction technologies of t-311 huildings awl the 
economy factors. Some directions that the author is going to follow 
in the future research to build n model of construction pr o ject 
management of tall buildings are presented in this paper. 
Construction of a tall building - to a certain ext. 0 nrJ can be 
treated as a large engineering project, according to the 
terminology of Production Management Theory. Howev e r, larg e 
projects are usually understood as located on a Jorge area 
(highway, airport, etc.) and here we should rather consid e r "tall" 
projects. So, the large project management theories should he 
adjusted according to skyscrapers' specifity. Very often those 
projects are managed by joint venture construction manrtgement teams 
what increases complexity of them considerably. The statements 
presented in this paper, which is an introdlJction to the future 
research, are based on the study of recent professional literGture 
and visits to several construction sites in State of Connecticut 
(USA), last summer. 

2. PLANNING 

Planning of the whole construction process is critical for the 
success of a project. Some real e}{amples to prove that statem e nt 
were presented by Vanderpool in his paper [11] . Loo king ioto 
planning, the financial planning seems to the very import'1nt in the 
present recession on the building market. A systematic approach of 
capital planning and budgeting process can be adopted [rom standard 
applications [4] as outline in fig . 1 . 

1. Defiue planning pet 1.01 

2. Cl i tel iil 

3. Define capi till illlproven~nt llecd~: 

4. Estirrate custs and benefits 

5. Evaluate priorities, timing, and strCltegies 

6. 

fig.I. The capital planning and budgeting pro c pss. 
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2 

Special attention should be paid to the risk 8nalysis. Th!" risk of 
tall building construction should be carefully identified, 
qualified and finally allocated. Because of the relatively long 
construction period the effe c t of infl<1tion on the project should 
be forecasted. The British index escalation system NEDO [1] may be 
used for that purpose. Because of many subcontractors and 
complexity of the project, performing sensitivity analysis could 
be included into the financial modeling of the project. Sensitivity 
to income and to interest rate can be helpful to identify a break
even point. To compare alternative projects (in the phase of 
planning) the concept of Internal Rate of Return seems to be very 
proper and let to forecast cash flows. Important element of 
financial planning is cost estimating for one square meter (8g ft) 
of the building. R~asonably accurate method to estimate that cost 
can be derived on the basis of historical building costs. Location 
of the site, the type of building and the number of subcontractors 
should be considered in the method. The formula for steel-framed 
office building has been already derived by Karshenas [5J: 

where: C is the predicted cost of a building with the typical floor 
area of A sq ft, and height of H ft. 

Similar method (historical review) can be used to derive equations 
for other types of tall buildings. All other components of the 
planning phase can be directly adopted from suggestions presented 
by Kerzner [6J. 

3. ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES 

The structure of an organization is reflected in how 
information is transmitted, how decisions are made and where 
responsibilities lie. The whole project pbase can be divided into 
some parts of different extends of complexity, uncertainty ::lnd 
interdependency. From the strategic point of view the 
organizational structure of the project should be the same during 
the whole project phase. In the progress of the construction 
process some departments of the structure would change their 
activity. Among organizational proposals reviewed in paper [10] the 
Functional Organization with Area Coordination presented in fig . 2 
is suitable for the considered projects. Managing the construction 
phase in a shared responsibi 1 i ty so the "Cons true t ion Manage r" 
component (fig.2) may be departmented according to number of 
subcontractors or subprojects. Such an approach is very similar to 
that used in Britain as described in [7J. Building the 
organizational structure and departmenting its components one 
should take into account that integrating cost and scheduling data 
is easier to achieve in the engineerjllg ph<l88 than in the 
construction phase. 
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Fig.2. Functional Organization witl} Area Coordination. 

4. DECISION MAKING 

Construction of tall building is a very dynamic project. As 
mentioned before, changes in project phase stimulate adjustments 
in the organization. There are many environmental factors 
infl 1Jencing decision making style ill the project organization, such 
as: 

organizational structure itself (type, position, culture), 
- organizational groups (committees, unions), 
- personal traits (experience, backgrollnd), 

information available (certainty, uncertainty, risk). 

Usually managers decide using few models of Decision-Making Theory 
at the same time. However, the Rational - Contingency Model presented 
by Tatum [9] fits very well to tall buildings construction 
projects. To meet the requirements of the model it would be 
critical to use proper Decision Support System. Information is an 
important strategic resource on the tall building site. So, using 
sof twa r e pack<\ges could mee t many needs 0 f manage r s within the 
process of decision making. Despite numerous criticism Critical 
Path Method (CPM) meets most of manage~8', contractors' and 
subcontractors' needs in the decision making p1 'lCe3S. The CFM 
scheduling concept is being used on many complex sites of USA. 
Success of CPM scheduling depends of course on realistic ~stimation 
of productivity of crews and time buffers . An excellent analysis 
of CPM for project analysis is presented in [31. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Very specific characteristics of tall building construction 
projects requires specjEic manFlgement methodology . Some component!] 
of the methodology can be trtken from man,'lgement appror!ctlF";, fnr 
large projects and others should be developed taking into acrnllnt 
complexity of tall buildings. Engineering, design and construction 
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should be integrated in one system. The thr~c dimensional CAD model 
should be used to build a project database fo r facility development 
process. The more detailed approach of the model of project 
management of tall buildings require furt:llef rese<lrch. 
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RESEARCHES ON TilE PHYSICAL AND MEC:IIANICAL PPUPEPllES or

SPUN-J::AS T CONCr:::ETE. 

by Prof.Mieszyslaw Kami~ski 

D.sc Janusz Kubiak 

D. sc Al eksy r.odo 

M.sc Adewole Adesiyun 

1. In t I' oduc t ion 

Spun-cast concrete is different fyom the noymal C .::onc y I::t F' in 

this respect that during spinning, a segregation of .: . f 

concrete mix takes place. The components having greater fTlc\ss 

ar e d i sp lac ed to the outer layer c.f the wall while of the 

lowest mass remain 

during 

in the inner 

takes 

layer. 

place 

The alE),/'? ment i·::)ned 

seClregal;ion spinning because the 

pressure is not uniformly distributed across the whole thickn~ss .:> f 

the concrete mix layer. The maximum value is on the out'?y surfa.:e c.f 

the concrete layer and gradually drops down wilen movinll towaYd the 

inner surface wheye it assumes the minimum value. This difference in 

the wc.rking pressllre is also responsible for the fact tlla.t w.::\tey is 

not removed to the same extent from the whole thickness of the w",ll. 

The value of (W/C) foy inner layers is gyeater than 

outer layers. 

t lIat 

TIlis structure of spun concrete gives in effect [\(".1; 

for the 

OIl} Y tll~ 

physical and mechanical differences between not- rna I and SpU/1 - .~ ast 

COtHYete but also heb ... een ttle individual layers of the l<lttF't-. 

2. Literature review 

The publ islled papers on the pre'peyt ies of spun-c: RS t Cf'TlCy·pte 

is limited. Two of these properties, n",mely the strenath and 

resistarlce FIxe discussed below. 

2.1 StYength 

fy Cost 

The strength of the spun-cast concrete Rt the outF.'r layers is 

higher than in the inner zone (1). This results fy' om the fact that, 

as it was mentioned earlier, the components of highf?Y mass tend to 

settle at the outer side. 

It is commonly known that the spun-cast concrete has the higher 

strength than the normal concrete but up to now 11() agreement was 

reached on how to determine this stYengtll. In fOf.lllufactLlring 

pI ""nts, the cube strength f-:or n.:,rmal .: one l' et e is used 

corr·esponding strength of spun concrete is determined by the use of 

correcting factor k = 1.25. In other studies however, the valups 
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obtained for factor k fall into the range 1.20 to 2.00 (2). 

According to Archiedow (l),the simplest method of che.: I: ing the 

strength of spun-cast concrete is by testing the sample cubes 

prepared either in special f o rms using the spinning mac hine or 

thickening the c oncrete by vibrating it from the initial (W/C). In 

the latter case, it will be necessary 

f ae t or k. 

to apply the intermediate 

2.2 Freeze thaw tests 

As stated by Dilger and Ghali (3), resistance of concrete to 

freeze-thaw cycles is one of the most important criteria 

concrete poles. In the ey.peY-iment they cay-ried out 

samples with different mix parameters were first soaked 

for 

(31 , 

in 

spun 

five 

watey-

for two weeks and then subjected to temperature cycles between 4°C 
o 0 

to - 17,8 C and back to 4 C in not less than 2 and not moy-e than 4 

hours. The results are shown in Fig.t. The test on specimen (no 

air entrainment) was discontinued after 105 temperaturp cyc les 

bec aus e the dynamic modulus dropped to 19% o f it's or i ginal value. 
110 
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"10 OF CYCL ES 

Fig.t. Change of relative dynamic modulus vs.no.of freeze --thaw 

cycles (3) 

The othey- specimens were considered frost resistant because 

there was little oy- no drop in their dynamic modulus. these 

results it was concluded by the authors that aiy- enty-ainment is an 

absolute necessity t o warrallt fy-ost resistance of SPLIn c·:·ncrete 

poles. 
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3. Individual teSeardl 

authe,Y· s of this art iele) in the lab'-Yratory of the Institute ,=, f 

Building Engineering,Wrc,cla',.,I Technical University is to invl'>stigr\te 

the physical and mechanical properties of spun - c ast cOIl'=rete. 

Another important aspect of this work is to find a 0: or y E'l at i ,:on 

between these properties and those of normal concrete. 

3.1 t1atF.!r ials arid mix parametF.!rs 

The mix parameters to be varied in this research are as follows: 

(1). Type and contF.!nt 0 r cement 

Portland r:::pment (T 45"1 which ,=ontains 87.. C:1A 

This ':.:ement is supplied by the cement plant "Ma.lo9':'C:;Z':z ". 

(2).Type of r\ygrF.!gate 

These include gravel, crushed stone, sand and basalt. 

(3).Water-cemellt ratio 

The effE'ct (-.f l o w watp r --c eillent 

strength) and high water-·cement ratio are to be investigal;ed. 

(4). Spinning speed and duration 

These parameters are very important since too tligh a speed or 

duration may 

insufficient compaction (3). 

long 

t o 

npart from these parameters, another paramF.!ter that lS ("of lll' E';"\t 

interp5t is the type of admi:dures. Admi y; tures help ill incrE'c'\sing 

worl,:abil itY' cc'ncrF.!tp. dllrabil ity, strength and in 

water--cement ratio (3).In this re s earch, superplasti,:izel- Bet':'pli".st 

is t •.. , be used. It is used in increasing the workability of 

concrpte with low water-cement ratios. This also leads to irF:rE'ClSe 

in the c ,:,ncretf? strerH,llh. 

S"own in Table 1 are details of two concrete mi:r.ps I:he 

spun-cast specimens. 

Table 1 

Cement Water Sand Coarse 
\.-later 

Admixture 
aggregate 

Cement 
Patio Beteoplast 

kg/m 
3 

kg/m
3 

kg/m 
3 

kg/m
3 

kg/m
3 

547 .-• ..-...r::- 507 LLJ 1018 (J,35 -

53'~ 220 4'37 9':/8 (J,35 9,0 
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3.2 Concrete forms and specimens 

lhe concrete specimens are produced 

(190 x 230 mm). The form with a spun-cast 

in cyl indY i\..:\1 

concrete specimen 

shown in Fig.2, while Fig.3 shows how the form is fixed by mr~ns of 

screws to the spinning machine. The diameter 

specimen corresponds to the minimum diameter 

of 

of the spun--c ast 

concrete poles manufactured in the Institute's plant. 

r-ig.:1 lhp f('.-m fixprl to 

the spinnirlg m;:;l,~hine 

3.3 E)~peYiments 

The splln--cast concrete properties to be investigC'\l;ect :include 

strength, modulus of elasticity, Poisson's ratio, fro~t resist,"lnce, 

porosity, creep, shrinkage etc The proper tips of tilP different 

layers on the wall thickness are to be tested by subje,:ting 

(among others) to chemical and mechanical attacks. 

The differential shrinkage of the layers is Fl.lsl) of 

them 

importance in this research. In an eo=\rlipy eXJ1priment Ci'\yy-jprl out at 

the Institute of Building Engineering in Lo)rc": 1 aw 

publ ishr:>rj), ,:racking of the inner lay""y c,f may t.ay w",r.-, ",ttl'itJlltrrl to 

the differential shy inl::agp thFlt c,ccurs along the w.=11 1 thi,:kness. 
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Figs.4 and 5 sho::oo"JS the meC'.suYement .::.f shr ifll",(~r? ,::.1) " 

plate (cut fyom i1 spun-cast spe.:imen).Providinq t;W{~. di" ,l indi.'-iltnrr; 

on the same lev!?l helps in monitoring the (jiffprF?nl;i~l ~::,I-,)ir ·tI~fl(' ,-:.f 

aim of their work was to design ,:on,:rete which ',,'Olll d not 

segregoO\te dUl'ing spinning, thus eliminat ing di ffeYenti",l. stwinkage ,. 

Fios.4 and 

me c- h.=> n i .: i'I 1 

I 
Measuyements of Shrinkage Strains 

pr ("per ties spun-c A,st 

the 

but ,""] s,~· the 

coYYelatie,n tJetwpp.n spun and noymrll COllc\"etrs.ll; is hoped tll.-'1!; this 

research wi 11 stlPd more 1 igl'lt ,:'n the cc.n,:rete .:' f 

c,:,;\c\, ete. 
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Dawid Madry 
Wroclaw Technical University 
Section of Steel Structures 

EXPERIMENTAL STABILITY OF SPACE STRUCTURES 
BASED ON DYNAMICAL CRITERION 

1. Introduction. 

In 
(f1g.1J 
ends. 

many theorical 
are cons i dered 

works the three dimensional structures 
as a system of nodes and bars with pinned 

Fig.!. 

This simplification is proper when the internal axial forces in in
dividual bars have to be computed. The same assumption gives a sig
nificant inaccurancy in the process of dimensioning of those bars 
which are compressed i.e. part of diagonals and an upper layer of a 
space structures. In the true structures all bars have elastically 
bui Id in ends wi th a di fferent degree of f ixi ty ( system Nodus. 
Octaplatte. Mero and othersJ which leads as to the hypothesis that 
the reduced length - lr of such a bars are nqt constantly equal to 

their theorical legth - It, 

I r 5 1 t 

or I = a 1 a nd a 5 1 [ 1 ) 
r t 

where a is the coefficient of the reduced length. 

Thus the overall load capacity of the true system can be 
singnif1cantly higher from that which is modelled by bars having 
pinned ends exclusively . Disclosing this reserve we can design many 
complex latticed structures in a more economical way. 

2.Program of experimental tests. 

Experimental test have been divided into three steps : 

2.1.0estructive tests executed on small models of the three dimen -
sional structeres. 

2.2.Destructive tests exucuted on the full 
integrated parts of a space structure. 

size piramirJ:=; <'IS 

2.3.Non - destructive test exucuted on a true - three dimensional 
21.0 x 27 . 0 m by the method checked in the step 2.2. 

In the step 2.1. we were looking for the load - bearing capac i ty of 
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models which was afterwards compared with the results of the 
theoretical analysis made for an idealised system modelled by bars 
with pinned ends. The disclosed experimentally reserve of the load 
bearing capacity reached in some cases 35 - 40 %. These optimistic 
results lets us to continue the experiment. 

In the step 2.2. the applicability 
testing of the stability was checked. 
will be presented below. 

of the dynamical method of 
This part of investigations 

3.Experimental determination of crical load based on dynamic 
criterion of stability - theorical backround. 

The dynamic criterion of the stability of the bar is based on 
the relationship between the frequency of the lateral free 
Vibration and the compressive axial load of the bar. This 
relationship is presented in the literature {1.2] in the form of an 
aproximate formulae : 

2 
(.) 

s 
'" 2 ( 1 __ 5_) 
= (.)0 5 (2 J 

cr 

which indicates that the circular frequency of the free vibrations 
- (.) decreases when the axial force - 5 increases and when the load 
reaches his critical value - 5 the frequency becomes zero. The cr 
circular frequency - (.) of the lateral 

o 
pinned end bar occurs without the axial 
in a equation (2) we are getting: 

vibration for a prismatic 

load - 5. Putting rr
2Ej/(al)2 

a' + 1- E~J [c ~~-)~ IJ [ 3 ) 

For a case when the measurement of (.) can be executed for two 
s 

different stages of loading sland s2 it is profitable to use this 

equation in a modified form: 

a = 2 2 ( 4 ) 
52 (.)1 - 51 (.)2 

2 2 where 5 E = rr E J/l (Euler's load J . 

4.Experimental investigestions. 

As it was mentioned before a set of single full scale 
pyramids have been subjected to a distructive test for finding 

- the shape of the empirical ralationshtp between the basic mode of 
the lateral free vibration f = (.) /2n and the axial compressive s s 
force 5 acting in the individual diagonals in order to obtain the 
critical load basing on the dynamical criterion of stability 
(fs= OJ 

- the load bearing capacity 5 lbof diagonals obtained directly 

destructive test and to compare it with the critical load 

determined accordingly to the dynamic criterion of stability 
- destructive method). 

by a 

S cr 
(non 
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The geometry and the cross section of the pyramid members subjected 
to the test are shown in fig . 2:, 

P7·-[vil 
P7 -IV! 2 
fY7 -fVL 3 

P (-)-~/IS 

L
"'\ "1,' 

\\ (.) . ~\, n 
~ ,I, . - = ... =. ~-._·'11 . . 

I ~ -'- 3015 '--:'1 
(7.). . .HgIJ~~'l'=}~D ~ . 

\ilc I \~>/' T h,r;;·) , r\\Y, 
'I)>'"" 1"(''''\ c-.~, ~'" 'i'V C ) ,-, /~) .) :I (I 

IlJ :I <.' " 
\.'.1 . - ~~~"~)~k - C ~:~ 

. r<')" ((I i",r ,?) 
tH, '\ v vu,,~v I 

!l:\'~ __ ,i,,-~~ \k CD L 6(')xGO~8- c:)_ .. 

. Fig.2. 

f) I · r'v ilJ 
P·1-· [v17 

T 
'i. 
( , 0 

.1 

T 
("\ 

" ' 

The diagonals have been made of pipes with ~teel R-35 (yield stress 
design value 235 MPa) and connected in the top by cold - pressed 
hat node [5]. The vertical external load - P. forced by a hydraulic 

; 1 

jack has been applied . to the top pol'nt. The axial forces in 
dlagona\s - 3 i have been recorded for each step of loading within 

the range Pi = 0 -+ P
i
= P

lb 
(destructive load) by expecially 

constructed mechanic gauges [3]. The remote measurement of the 
lateral free vibration f . have been executed by means of 

S1 

piezoelectric gauges fixed in the middle point of each of tested 
diagoals and recorded on the light - sensi t ive tape. A past of 
results h~ve been given in the table 1. 

The experimental relationship f ~ f (S) has been' described by the 
regression curve [6} and shown in fig.3. 

f , = b + c In (S-S.) 
S1 1 

for S > S . 
1 

( 5 ) 
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Table 1 

Model P.7 - M.2 

Pi[kN] 
dia~onal 0 - 2 diaj10nal 0 - 3 diagonal 0 - 4 

S . [N J f . [Hz J Si [N J f . [Hz J S. [N J f s 1 [ Hz J 1 Sl Sl 1 

' 0 . 00 0.00 27.34 0.00 27.27 0.00 26.32 
98.00 403'66 19.23 38827 19.60 27701 18.34 

122.50 45864 17.52 45825 17.49 44110 17.36 
171 .50 61769 11 .09 61142 11.70 60984 11.22 
200.00 71028 ----- 71028 ----- 71028 -----

!\ t[Hz] 

18,0 - -

Fig.3 

Substituting fSi = 0 when 5 i = 5 cr (dynamical criterion of stabili 

-ty] we can estimate the critical load : 

S cr 
-b/c = S - , e ( 6 ] 

where S is a constant force fullfilling the condition S > SIb ' b 

and c coefficient of regression. 
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Hav i ng the value of 

equation [6) the 

S cr 
mean 

[ co I . 4 , tab. 2 ) 

value of 

calculated 

reduced 

according 

length 

to 

a = 7l/l~EJ/S cr 
[co 1 . 6 , tab. 2} 

with that caculated directly as 

have 
-II< 

a = 
been determined and compared 

1r/l~EJ/Slb' (co1.5,tab.2) for 

SIb obtained as a load bearing capacity of the individual 
-II< 

coefficient a diagonals in destructive tests (co1.3,tab.2). The 
contains the phislcal and geometrical imperfections 
giving an integrated and more objective value. 

of the member 

Table 2. 

Pyramid type Number and Load - Critical Integra- Coeff.of 
and model diagonal bearing load ted coeff. reduced 

number cross - capacity of reduced length 
se·ction length 

Slb[kN] Scr[kN] -* -
a a 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

P.7 - M.2 1,2,3,4 060/3 
70.14 71.73 0.8028 0.7911 

P.7 - M.3 1,2.3,4 060/3 

P . l - M. 6 1,2 083/3.5 158 . 84 162.34 1.0588 1 . 0275 P.l - M.7 1,2 083/3 . 5 

5.Remarks and conclusions. 

The experimentally studied relationship between the frequency 
of the lateral free vibration of the member and axial compressive 
force (fig . 3J gives the basis of a simple estimation of the 
critical load. 

The comparison of load - bearing capacities of the diagonals 
of the full - scale pyramids estimated after both destructive and 
non - destructive tests shows a satisfactory agreement [table 2). 

The non destructive method described above may have a 
practical application when the reduced length of members with elas
tically supported ends has to be determined . Thus the load 
bearing capacity of the spatial lattice structures can be estimated 
more objective which in many cases leads to the more economical 
designing. 
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\lEn CRIPPLING UF GULD- fURMED STEEL MEMBERS 
by Monique C.M. Bakker 

ABSTRACT 
Cold-formed, thin-walled flexural steel members are 
frequently used as structural elements in building. When 
such a member is subjected to a concentrated load or 
reaction, its web may cripple due to the high local 
intensity of the load. This type of failure is denoted as 
web crippling. This paper focuses on the description of an 
analytical web crippling model and the comparison of the 
model and tests results. 

INTR.UDUCTIUN 

Ubjective 
Web crippling of cold-formed steel members has been studied 
since the 1910s. Because theoretical analysis was found to 
be rather complicated, most studies concentrated on the 
development of design formulas based on curve fitting of 
test results (see for example Wing, 1981). These empirical 
formulas have a limited and often not well described range 
of applicability. Uf course, each formula correlates well 
with the test results it is based on, but the correlation 
is worse for tests from other sources (Bakker and Pekoz, 
1985). The research reported in this paper was prompted by 
the lack of real understanding of the web crippling beh~ 
vior. The primary object of the research was to develop an 
analytical model. This model should then be used to develop 
more reliable and theoretically based design formulae . 

Scope 
Web crippling may occur under various loading conditions. 
This research was restricted to web crippling at interior 
supports of continuous members (fig. 1). At these supports 
the concentrated load is accompanied by a bending moment, 
which reduces the resistance of the member against the 
concentrated load. Only cold-formed hat and deck sections 
with unstiffened web and flange elements have been 
considered (Fig. 2). 

1 Monique C.M. Bakker 
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Fig. 1 Web crippling of a thin-walled cold-formed steel 
member at an interior support (Reinsch, 1983) 

Fig. 2 Section types included in the research 

In the following, first the approach of the existing design 
formulae is explained. Then a short descripLioll will be 
given of the experimental research, which was carried out 
to enable the development of the model. Subsequently the 
model is presented, and the comparison of the model with 
tests results is discusse"d. Finally some conclusions and 
recommendations for further research are summarized. 
In a short paper like this it is impossible to explain and 
justify all the details of the model. For more information 
the reader is refered to llakker (1992). 

EXISTING DESIGN FURMULAE 

In the approach of the current (Eurocode and AISI) design 
formulae it is assumed that small bending moments have 
negligible influence on the web crippling behavior: the web 
crippling formulas predicting the ultimate web crippling 
resistance ~J are based on curve-fitting of the results of 
web crippling tests, which are performed as three-point 
bending tests on members with very short spans. The 
influence of larger bending moments is taken into account 
by means of an interaction formula (Fig. 3). This inter
action formula is based on curve- fitting of the results of 
three-point bending tests on members with longer spans. 

2 Monique C.M. Bakker 
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failure by bending 

't1(3 ~/ 

( 

/~_ fa~r~ by combined bending and 
I-__ ~ web crippling 

( F M 
/ /' fA Fu +(3 Mu::; ~ 

T / \ --I _-. 

/ -'~~--- ~ \failurebywebcriPPling 
I ..-----o OOC---------"----y~/D< 

F / Fu -. 

Fig. 3 Graphical representation of an interaction formula 

EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCIl 

Test program 
For the development of an analytical model it was found 
necessary to perform new web crippling tests. The web 
crippling tests described in the literature could not be 
used, since in most of these tests only the ultimate loads 
were reported. A test set-up was designed to perform 
deformation controled web crippling tests. The tests were 
carried out as short span three-point bending tests 
(Fig. 1). Besides the load also the web crippling 
deformation, the mid-span deflection and the rotation at 
the end supports were measured. The varied parameters in 
the tests are the span length, the plate thickness and 
yield strength, the length of the load bearing plate, the 
web angle, the width of the web and the width of the top 
flange. ~ 

j'C_/ <\\~h~ h~ 
, \ . 
\ -

::1t~---L",=::::::':::::=l~~ . .:..J. - de fleet ion IV 

F:ig. 1 Measured deformations In the performed web 
crippling tests 

3 Mon:ique C.M. Bakker 
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Failure modes 
From the experimental research it was concluded that 
cold-formed hat and deck sections, subjected to the 
combined action of a concentrated load and bending moment, 
may fail by two different types of web crippling failure 
modes: the yield arc mechanism occurring in members with 
small corner radii, and the rolling mechanism occurring in 
members with large corner radii. In three tests an asym
metrical failure mode was observed, which might be caused 
by the attainment of the ultimate bending moment 
resistance. 
The yield arc and rolling mechanisms are characterized by 
different web deformation modes (Fig. 5). In the yield arc 
mechanism the web buckles and the web deformation is 
enabled by a curved yield line. In the rolling mechanism 
the corner radius ~olls down through the web, a process 
which can be modeled with moving yield lines. In both 
mechanisms the flange deformations result in the formation 
of a plastic hinge mechanism (Fig. 6). This hinge mechanism 
affects the global load-deformation behavior of the member. 

• stationary yield line o moving yield line 

yield arc 
mechan ism 

roll ing 
mechanism 

Fig. 5 Idealized web deformation modes in the yield arc 
and the rolling mechanism 

• yield line in flanges 

0llID undeformed par t of member 

Fig. 6 Idealization of the hinge mechanism 

Monique C.M. Bakker 
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In the yield arc mechanism the initiation of the hinge 
mechanism (that is, the initiation of non-linear 
deflections) more or less corresponds to the attainment of 
the ultimate load (Fig. 7), in the rolling mechanism it 
merely marks a change in the load-web crippling deformatioIl 
behav:ior, the ultimate load being reached at larger web 
crippling deformations and some mechanism rotation 
(Fig. 8). For members failing by the rolling mechanism it 
was therefore found a useful idealization to define a 
mechanism initiation load as the load corresponding to the 
initiation of the hinge mechanism. 

6 -----
F "-F test R 1 

z Imec;test- Uitest 
--'" 5 . 
li... : ' 

4 

i 50 I 100 ,50 I 

~8150 
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1 l 
~ 

---- def lect ion w 290 
---t 

o L-~~~~~-L~~~ __ ~~L-~ 

o z 4 6 B 10 1 Z 14 

Fig. 7 Typical load-deformation behavior of a member 
failing by the yield arc mechanism 

6 

z test RIO 
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li... 
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ttl, 

~8t50 
fy~ 327 

3 ' . .. 

Z 

- web crippling deformation l!.hw 1 1 A 
---- deflection IV 290 

o ~~~~~~~~~~~-L-L-L~~ 
o 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 

I1hw IV lmmJ 

Fig. 8 Typical load-deformation behavior of a member 
failing by the rolling mechanism 
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A MUDEL FOR. TilE ROLLING MEClLANISM 

The research has resulted in a model for predicting the 
mechanism initiation load of members failing by the rolling 
mechanism (for the yield arc mechanism no model has been 
developed yet). According to the model, the mechanism 
initiation load is determined as tIle point of intersection 
of an elastic curve and a rigid-plastic mechanism 
initiation curve (Fig. 9). 

F 

F. 
Ime( 

"
" 

elast ic curve 

dec rea sin g-ro Iii ng-ra d ius 
....... mechanism curve .'"::: . ....:. .. ............ ' .... ... 

' ...... " ~ ...... . ...... 

mecha~ is ~ -" rrol= ') f 
initia tion curve . 

-.-.- constant-rolling-radius mechanism curves 
\web crippling stiffness 

~h\ol;imec web crippling deformation l:Jh\ol 

Fig. 9 Modeling of the load-web crippling deformation 
behavior of a member failing by the rolling 
mechanism 

The analytical determination of the elastic curve has not 
been treated yet, the curve is taken simply as a straight 
line with a slope equal to the initial web crippling 
stiffness measured in the tests. 
The rigid-plastic mechanism initiation curve is derived by 
using generalized yield line theory. Based on the observed 
failure modes in the tests, a simplified yield line pattern 
with straight yield lines is proposed (Fig. 10). 

~ 
Fig. 10 Idealized yield line pattern 1n a member failjng 

by the rolling mechanism 

6 Monique C.M. Bakker 
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All yield lines are treated as stationary yield lines, 
except the yield lines at the curved transition between the 
webs and top flange, which enable the rolling down of the 
web. It is assumed that at the initiation of the mechanism, 
the rolling radius (that is, the instantaneous radius of 
the curved transition between the web and top flange) is 
equal to the initial corner radius between the web and 
loaded flan&e, and that the other yield line pattern 
parameters {that is, the distances Lyt and Lyb, Fig. 10) 
can be determined by minimizing the mechanism initiation 
load. 
To predict the load-deformation behavior after the 
initiation of the mechanism, so far only constant-rolling
radius mechanism curves have been derived, based on the 
assumption that the rolling radius and the yield line 
pattern do not change during deformation. In the tests it 
was observed however that the rolling radius decreases with 
increasing web crippling deformation. A typical feature of 
the rolling mechanism is the increase in the load-carrring 
capacity after the initiation of the mechanism (Fig. 8). 
From the path of the constant-roIling-radius mechanism 
curves (Fig. 9) it can be derived that this increase is 
probably caused by a decreasing rolling radius. Note that 
Fig. 9 does not explain why the rolling radius decreases. 

The calculation of the mechanism initiation and 
constant-rolling-radius mechanism curves is based on a 
simplified work method. The work method means that the 
mechanism (initiation) load is calculated by equating the 
external incremental work by the applied loads to the 
internal incremental energy dissipation in the yield lines. 
It is a simplified work method, because the coexistent 
stresses in the yield lines are determined from global 
equilibrium considerations, and not from the normality 
rule, as in the exact work method. The influence of these 
stresses (that is the stresses caused by the global bending 
moment) on the energy dissipation in the yield lines is 
taken into account by means of stress factors. 

COMPARISON OF TUE MonEL AND TEST RESULTS 

Prediction of the mechanism initiation load 
Figure 11 shows an example of the comparison of the 
predicted and measured mechanism initiation load in one 
specific test. In Fig. 12 an overview of the ratios 
Fimec;t.est/FilllfC is given, for all the tested members 
failing by the rolLing mechanism. It can be seen that the 
model gives reasonably accurate predictions of the 
mechanism initiation load for members with an interior top 
flange corner radius of 10 mm. For members with a radius of 
5 mm, the model tends to overestimate the mechanism 
initiation load. This may partly be caused by the fact that 
the mechanisms occurring in these members are at the 
transition from the rolling to the yield arc mechanism. 
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Fig. 12 Accuracy of the prediction of the mechanism 
initiation load as a function of the corner radius 

It is suspected that especially the influence of flange 
curling (that is the downward deflection of the top flange 
underneath the load bearing plate) and the influence of 
stresses caused by the bending moment on the energy 
dissipation in the moving yield lines are not yet modeled 
sufficiently accurate. 
It is striking that both model and test results indicate 
that a decreasing web angle results in an increasing 
mechanism initiation load. According to the current web 
crippling prediction formulae the ultimate web crippling 
resistance ~I decreases with a decreasing web angle. 
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Prediction of further mechanism behavior 
The calculation of mechanism initiation load implies the 
calculat ion of the distances Ly t and ly b (Fig. 10). The 
values of lyt and Lyb predicted by the model correspond to 
reasonable yield line patterns, but do not correspond 
exactly to those observed in the tests. This docs not 
matter for the ca:lculation of the mechaldsm :initiation 
load, since this load is not very sensitive to the assumed 
yield line pattern. It is more important for the 
calculation of mechanism curves (and the ultimate load), 
since the sensitivity of the mechanism load to the 
distances lyt. and lyb increases with increasing web 
crippling deformation. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RF,COMMENIlATIUNS FUR FUTURE R.ESEARCII 

The research has resulted in an analytical model ror 
predicting the mechallism initiation load of members raj I illg 
by the roUing mechanism. According to this model the 
influence of the bending moment cannot be treated 
separately from that of the concentrated load. Potentially, 
the model can be further developed for the prediction of 
the decreasing-rollin~radius-mechanism curve. From this 
curve then the ultimate load can be determined. ][o\.,ever, an 
accurate prediction of the ultimate load will be much 
harder than that of the mechanism initiation load. 

Both model and test results indicate that the 
difference between the ultimate load and the mechanism 
initiation load decreases with increasing span lengths. 
Therefore the hypothesis is set forth that for practical 
span lengths this difference is so small that it would not 
be unduly conservative to develop design formulas based on 
the prediction of the mechanism initiation load instead of 
the ultimate load. To check this hypothesis, web crippling 
tests on longer span tests are needed. 

For the development of design rules not only a model 
for the rolling mechanism is needed, but also a model for 
the yield arc mechanism. However, the above formulated 
hypothesis draws attention to the fact that in studying 
failure modes one must make sure that one studies relevant 
failure modes. Before starting to work on the development 
of a model for the yield arc mechanism, it would be wise to 
check whether this mechanism indeed occurs in practical 
loading conditions. Long span members with small corner 
radji might fail by the atta.inment of the ultima.te moment 
resistance rather than by the yield arc mechan.ism. 

Since the model for the rolling mechanism was based on 
an idealization of the observed failure mode in hat and 
deck sections with unstiffened webs, it cannot auto
matically be generalized to other types of sections 
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THE BEllA VIOUR OF A IIEADED-STUD-CONNECTJON 
IN A COMPOSITE SLAB. 

ir. Pieter G.F.J. van der Sanden. 

ABSTRACT: Nowadays in the Netherlands composite beams (Fig. 1) are 
still little used. These beam~ consist of a composite slab H'ith a profiled 
steel sheeting connected with a headed-stud-connection in the rih. The 
design rules for the strength of this connection in a composite beam are 
related to the design rules concerning solid slahs by meallS of a simple 
reduction-factor. However the failure-strength and the failure-mode 
predicted by the design rules do not correspond with those observed in 
push-out tests. Sometimes the design rules are resulting in a unsafe 
prediction of the failure-strength and in other cases the design rules are 
far to conservative. At Eindhoven University of Technology a research
project is started in which a model is made to predict the failure-strenght, 
the failure-mode and the load-deformation-behaviour of a headed-stut/
connection in a composite slab. 

INTRODUCTION. 

Dutch building-contractors are usi~g 
among prefab concrete slabs and in SItu 
casted concrete slabs also composite slabs. 
However in the Netherlands the propor
tionaJ amount of realised composite slabs 
is less than the amounts that are realised in 
the United Kingdom, the United States and 
Japan . Before explaining why these com
posite slahs are less used in the Nether
lands, the system in which composite slabs 
are used in combination with steel beams 
will be described. In this paper a compos
ite beam (Fig. I) consist'; of a composite 
slab (top layer) and a steel beam, which 
are connected with each other by means of 
headed-stud-connections. In this paper only 
the situation is regarded in which the ribs 
of the composite slab are perpendicular to 
the steel beam . 

Fig. i: Composite beam. 
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The composite slab is cast by 
using a permanent profiled 
sLeel shcetin[!, which acts 
compositely with the concrete 
layer on top of it. The steel 
sheeting is used as a permanent 
shuttering and as a reinforce
ment, because the sheet is 
connected with the concrete 
layer by means of chemical 
bond and physical keying. 
Mainly there are 2 forms of the 
profiled sheeting, namely trap
ezoidal and re-entrant (Fig. 1). 
The profiled steel sheeting can 
be made with indentations 
and/or embossments. In the 
Netherlands profiled steel 
sheetings with rib-heights vary
ing from 50 to 80 mm are 
used. The thickness of the 2-
sided galvanised sheet varies 
from 0,70 to 1,25 mm. 

PRICTIONAL INTBRLOC~ 

I 

IIBCHANICAL 

II 

III 

Fig. 2: Connection between concrete and sheeting 

The connection between the steel sheeting and the concrete can be divided in 3 
groups: 

- frictional intcrlock for profiles in a re-entrant form (Fig. 2, upper part), 
- mechanical intcrlock by means of indentations ancIJor emhossmenL<; (Fig. 2 

middle pall), and 
- end anchorages (Fig. 2, bottom part). 

The end anchorage can be made in different ways, from which the headed-stud
connection (Fig. 2, bottom part, right side) is used a Jot in the Netherlands. 

As the profiled steel sheeting is laid over the struc
tural steelwork, there is no direct connection between 
the concrete and the main steel section. Therefor the 
shear connectors can be welded through the steel 
sheeting in situ. In this way a composite beam with a 
composite slab as top-layer is realised. This combina
tion is suitable for realising larg spans for both the 
beam as the slah. As the composite beam is loaded in 
bending there is a longitudinal shear force (S in Fig. 
3) in the plane between the composite slab and the top 
of the upper-nange of the steel beam. This shear force 
has to be transferred from the composite slab to the 
steel beam by means of the headed-stud-connection. 

2 

Fig. 3: F()rces 

composite heam. 
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One of the reasons why composite slabs arc relativel y less used in the Netherlands 
finds its origin in the fact that in general Dutch building-participators (architects. 
engineers and contractors) have only little experience with the advantages of this 
floorsystem and the efficient use of the materials concrete and steel. Dutch building
participators prefer to use larg spans (3.6 to 7.2 m), which can be realised with rih
heighL'> varying from 100 to 200 mm. However when the composite slab and the 
steel beam arc combined (and designed) as a composite beam, in both the Dutch 
code (RSBV ]990 [1990]) as the European code (Eurocode 4 [1990]) the maximum 
rib-height is limited to 80 mm, which limiL'> the use of larg spans. The missing 
knowledge of the behaviour of the headed-stud-connection in a composite beam is a 
impediment for the use and the development of new profileshapes (higher sheets and 
narrower ribs). It is important to know how large the maximum shearforce (S in Fig. 
3) is that can be transferred, and how the failure-strength, failure-mode and load
deformation-behaviour are depending of for instance the rib-geometry, material-pro
perties, geometry composite slab and geometry steel beam. 

Recently at Eindhoven University of Technology a student-research [Wijte. ] 989] has 
been finished, in which the behaviour of a headed-stud-connection in a composite 
beam was investigated. It should be possible to describe this behaviour with a model, 
and to make design-rules which are also suitable for rib-heigths larger than 80 mm. 
In the next chapters the following topics are described: design rules which are 
nowadays available, research recentJy finished at Eindhoven University of Techno
logy and research at Eindhoven University of Technology which is done nowadays. 

CODES AVAILABLE NOW ADA YS. 

The characteristic connection resistance of a headed-stud-connection in a composite 
rih (= rib in a composite slab) is related to the characteristic connection resistance of 
the same stud-connection in a solid slab. According to (RSB V 1990 11990]) the 
design shear resistance of a headed-stud-connection in a solid slab (Swn) has to be 
determined with (1) and (3). The notalions used are given in Fig. 4. 

S = 0 32a(j2 If ict E~) 
urn ' 

(1) 

a = 0,2 (~+ I) S 1,0; !2. ~ 3 
d d 

(2) 

~--~---,f' 
.,t bL"'- - - -r 

,f- - -- , 

(3) 
Fig. 4: Notations. 

a: reductionfactor, -
f'et: characteristic compressive strength of concrete, N/mm 2 

E',,: Youngs modulus concrete, N/mm 2 

1mv: partial safety factor = 1,25 
fad: ultimate tensile strength of the material of the stuu, N/mm 2 
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Equations (1) and (3) are bac;ed on 2 failure-modes. 
Failing by local concrete crunching around the foot of 
the stud-connector (Fig.. 5, above) is represented by 
(I). Equation (3) is based on shearing of the connector 
just ahove the weld collar (Fig. 5, under). 

The design shear resistance of a headed-stud-connec
tion in a composite rib has to be determined by multi
plying (I) with the reduction-factor (4). The smallest 
value of (3) and the product of (1) and (4) is the 
design shear resistance, which has to be used in 
design calculations. Equation (4) is only valid if the 
ribs and the steel beam are perpendicular to each 
other. The number of studs (n) in (4) may not exceed 
3. 

(4) 

S(lme remarks have to be made with respect to 
determining the design shear resistance ac; 
described in de last paragraph . 

- A stud connection in a composite rib has 4 
more possible failure-modes, next to the 2 a. 
failure-modes mentioned before: 

punching from the stud through 
the composite rib (Fig. 6a), 
shearing of the composite rib 
(Fig. 6h), 
shearing of the composite rib in 
combination with pulling out of 
a concrete cone (Fig. 6c), and 
cracking from the concrete slab 
(Fig. 6d). 

With the simple reduction-factor (4) 
it is not possible to determine the 
design shear resistance for every 
possihle failure-mode . 

- By composite heams the equations (1) and 
(3) are according to the Dutch code 
(RSBV 1990 [1990)) and the European 
code (Eurocode 4 [1990]) only valid in a 
limited area of use (for example: h,. ~ 80 
mm), and are based on research (on mostly 
push-tests with solid slabs) done in the 
seventies. 

- The failure-strength and failure-mode can 
be determined with a experiment (for 
example: push-test Fig. 7). If the failure
strength and failure-mode from these ex
periments are compared with the shear 
resistance and expected failure-mode ac
cording to the codes, 2 aspects become 
clear (Wijte [1989]). 

4 

Fig. 5: Failure-modes 
solid slab. 

I ~tl 
L._ . _ . _.l 

b. 

c. 

Fig. 6: Extra failure-modes 
composite rib. 
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In several push tests failure-modes occured 
which could not be described with (1) or 
C~). 
When the experimental determined failure
strengths are compared with the failure
strengths, which are calculated according 
to the codes, it seemed that in 50 % of the 
considered cases in stead of 5 % (charac
teristic) the experimental determined fail
ure-strenghl is smaller than the calculated 
one (Fig. 8). 
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Fig. 7: Shear-fest. 

Fig. 8: Comparison measured and calculated shear-force. 
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In recent research (Wijte [1989], Lloyd [1991]) it has been shown that headed-stud
connections in a composite rib often have been failing according a wedged-shear
cnne-failure-mode (Fig. 6c, Fig. 9). As composite beams are realised with the desired 
greater rib-heigths (to realise larg spans) this failure-mode becomes cven more 
important. Therefor at Eindhoven University of Technology a first attempt was made 
to describe the behaviour of a headed-stud-connection loaded in shear with a model 
(Wijte [1989]). In the next chapter the model has been described. In 1991 a PhD
research has been started in which both the failure-strength, the failure-mode and the 
load-deformation-behaviour of the connection is subject of research. At the hegin
ning, as contrasted with most research in this field, there is no special interest in one 
particular failure-mode. Later on the interest will be conccntrated on the wedged
shear-cone-failure-mode. 

Fig. 9: Wedged-shear-cones in failed test-specimen. 

MODEL ElNDHOVEN UNlVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY (Wijte [J989J). 

According to (Wijte [l9S9]) the wcdgcd-shear-cone-failure-mude starts with cracking 
in the concrete plate (Fig. 6d). With the model it is possible to calculate the crack
ing-load (force at a load, as the first crack occur) and the corresponding displacement 
of the connection. The geometry of the composite rib (trapeziodal) has been modelled 
with a 2-dimensional truss-model (Fig. 10). 
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Fig. 10: Model Wijte: forces (left), truss-model (middle), important sections (right). 

In the sections A and B (Fig. 10) the moments are calculated. The bending-deforma
tions of the rib and the plate as well as the shear-deformations of the plate were 
taken in to account. With a arbitrary chosen equivalent width of the plate the 
maximum tensile stress in the section A and B was calculated. As this stress is equal 
to the tensile strength of the concrete it is possible to calculate a cracking-load for 
both sections. The smallest one is representative. From 8 push-tests the cracking-load 
was known, and compared with the calculated cracking-load. With this model the 
cracking-load could not be determined exact enough. An experimental and numerical 
research was done to get more knowledge of the behaviour of the connection, and of 
how this behaviour is affected by different parameters. 

Three of the 11 experiments have been carried out to verify the numerical model (2-
dimensional, plane strain, finite-element-pakkage DIANA). As main result of this 
verification was concluded that there is a minimum width, above which increasing 
the width has no effect on the cracking-load. From the other 8 push-tesL" it seemed 
that the profiled steel sheeting affects the behaviour of the complete connection a lot. 
Wijtc also stated that it is important to standardise the specimen-width as well as the 
manner how these specimens are supported. With this standardisation it becumes 
possihle to use and compare test-results from other researchers. 

From the resulLC; of the numerical model and the experimental resulLc; the physical 
mouel has been adapted . The main adaptions include: equivalent widLh rih. tensile 
strength concrete. equivalent section concrete rib and the influence of the shear stress 
on the maximum principal stress. However the model still seemed not accurate 
enough. Although there has been done a lot of research in this field, there is still to 
little knowledge about the behaviour of a headed-stud-connection in a composite 
beam. There is not any appropriate theoreLical model to predict the failure-strength. 
the failure-mode as well as the load-deformation-hehaviour. In the next chapter the 
results at the beginning of a PhD-research at Eindhoven University of Technology 
are prcsen LCd. 

RESEARCH AT EINDHOVEN UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY. 

Resca rch- program. 
The research-program is divided in a numericaJ and an experimental part. At the 
heginning a 3-dimensional finite-element-model has been made (Fig. II). The results 
with this model will be verified with experiments. In a next pha<;e the model will be 
extended with non-Iineair material-behaviour. With this model headed-stud-connec
tions can be designed. However it is meant to be an engineering-tool to geL more 
knowledge about the behaviour. With this knowledge it is probably possible to make 
a simple to use model. 
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A part of the experimental verification is supposed to be carried out with specimens 
made of a material. which m2.terial-parameters only have a little standard-deviation. 
In this way it is easier to verify the quality of the model. 

Results beginphase research. 
With the truss-model of Wijte it is possible to give a prediction of the load. which 
develops at the moment that the first crack at the corner between the plate and the 
rib appears. This crack is according to (Wijte [1989]) the beginning of the wedged
shear-cone-failure-mode. However the model is a 2-dimcnsional model and the length 
of the rih ha<; heen substituted in the model with a equivalent width. The choice of 
this width is arbitrary. 

.--r 
C 

3-D model 8:.tud 

boundary-conditions in face 
a: elastic bedding (z-direction> 

d" 

b: point by point equal displacements 
(u.. u y • u.> with corr~spoDding points 
face a 

c: U.., 0 
d: u. ~ constant 
e: u y • 0 
load: q. 1 N /rmJ.' in the base of the 

stud directed in the z-direction 

Fig. J J: First finite-element-nwdel. 
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With the numerical model (3-dimcnsional) the equivalent width can he determined. 
Also the position of the maxi:num tensile stresses can be determined . At the hegin
ning the geometry of the rib is simple (rectangular) and the model is carried out 
wi thout the profi led steel sheeting (Fig. II). This model consisL<; of the half length of 
a composite rib. 

Provisional qualitative conclusions can be drawn of the shown calculation-resuIL<; 
(Fig. 12). 

- The shape of the deformed model gives no reason to suppose that the chosen 
boundary conditions of the model don't correspond with the boundary condi
tions in a composite rib in a push-test-specimen (Fig. 12, left). 

- The stud he ad is hardly necessary to transfer the tensile-force in the stud to the 
surrounding concrete, because the stresses in '-he studshaft near the studhead arc 
very small (Fig. 12, right). 
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- From the distribution of the support-reactions (Fig. 13) in the concrete plate 
(face a in Fig. 11) it becomes evident that the shear-force (S in fig. 3) is 
distributed over a width equal to 4 times the centre-to-centre-distancc (L in Fig. 
4) of the studs. It is plausible that this width will increase as non-linear 
material-behaviour appears. 

- From the stress-distributions shown in Fig. 14 from the xy-plane (7,=0. 
60:S;y:S;120, Fig. ] 1) it becomes evident that in this plane the maximum tensile 
stress appears in the corner between the plate and the rih. Also it becomes 
evident that the shear stresses (Jyz and all cannot be neglected. 
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Fig. J 2: Deformed nwdel by a little rib-width (left) 

and principal stresses in the front-face (riRht). 

The research will be continued with describ
ing the composite-beam-behaviour according 
the sandwich-theory and with some adaptions 
of the numerical model. These adaptiolls are 
described below. 

- The geometry of the composite rib will 
be changed to a trapc7.0idal shape. 

- The model will be extended with the 
profiled stcel sheeting. 

- The elementsi7.es near the studfoot will 
be decreased. The eJemenL<;ize ha<; to he 
a couple times smaller than the studdia
meter. Also a manner has to be sougth 
to minimize used computcrmemory as 
well as calculationtime. 

- The model will be extended with plasti
city and with cracking of the concrete. 

During this modelling experimental verifica
tion will take place. It depends of the experi
mental resulL<; whether it is necessary to 
adapt the model. 
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Fig. J 3: Support-reactions . 
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"Comparison of different nail bending apparatus. " 

ABSTRACT. 

if. H.P.C.A. Vianen 
if. F. Schot 

A research to develope a registrated testmethod to define the allowahle 
bet/dinx moment of a nail was started in sprinx of this year. A request 
for a registrated testmethod is caused by the final project of ir. 
/-I.P.c.A. Vianaz's study. The consequence of developing lIew coiles ill 
The Netherlands and Europe is part of this research. Different testme
thods on nails have been carried out; a tensile test, a fourpoint-bend
ing test and a lever test. The first method gives a stress-strain relation 
for ca/culate the maximum bending moment, the other methods results 
in force-displacement relations and gives values for the maximum 
bending moment. A comparison between these testmethods has been 
made. 

INTRODUCTION. 
The aim of the research is to develop a testmethod which makes it possihle to 
detennine the allowahle bending moment of a nail. Therefore a comparison hetween 
dillerent testrnethods has been made. During a literaturestudy it became clear that a 
standardized testmethod is not available. In a draft version of the European code 
EN409 a fourpoint-bcnding testmcthod is required, while in the new Dutch code 
NEN676() it's required to usc the yield stress to calculate the yield moment. The yield 
stress should he determined experimentally, with a specimen which has an increased 
cross-section. This is a strong requirement, hecause the product is not tested in its 
I"ullsize. Tests have been carried out to come to a comparison between the different 
testmethods. 

Erik Vianen & Frank Schot 
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TESTMETHODS. 
As mentioned different lestmethudes are carried out; a tensile test, a fourpoint
bending test and a lever Lest. The lever test was described in an infom1ative appendix 
of the draft version of the EN409 code. On each testmethod three series of nails with 
different diameters, 2.7, 3.5 and 4.0 mm, have been tested. Each tesL<;erie consists of 
five specimens. 

Tensile test. 
The common wire nails are tested as shown in fig. I, 
having an increased cross-section and screwed ends. The 
deformation and load are registrated and calculated to the 
stress-strain relation of the testspecimen. The values [or 
the yield and ultimate stresses are shown in table 1. 

, 
Table 1 10.2% and la;1 of the nails. 

I II 2.7 

10.2% 888 

la;1 917 

E 
E 
o 
~ 

I 

0.01 

3.5 (1) 

687 

756 

.;:.,. 
:', 

I 

0.02 

3.5 (2) I 4.0 

812 763 

846 797 

::" 

\ ':: .... ,:' 

0.03 
Kappa [ J 1m III ] 

I 

0.04 

Graph 1 M-K relations for the nails of the tensile tests. 
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Fig. 1 Tensiietcst. 
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In the calculations of the stresses is the increasing crosssection by contraction igno
red . This makes that the stresses are not the real stresses. 
With an iterationmethod the stress-strain relation is calculated to a moment-kappa 
relation, see graph 1. All the results in the graphic show an ultimate bending moment 
for a kappa of 0.015 or 0.020 mm-I. Especially the nail with diameter 3.5 mOl has an 
increasing bending moment after the topvalue. The fact that the crosssection increases 
in the higher stressregions during the tensile test has an important inOuence on the 
calculation for the bending moment which can be concluded by the increasing 
moment in the graph. More about this problem later. 

Fourpoint-bending test. 
In the draft version of the European Code EN409 relations are required between the 
diameter and the distances I" 12 and 13, Based on these requirements a testsetup has 
been developed, see fig. '3 . Distances II and 13 see fig. 2, are both 10 mm, distance 12 

is 5 mm. The nail can now be tested in fullsize. The loading points are created by 
bull its to create a small contactsurface to be sure about the enddistances I, and 13, 

With the load and the enddistance the bending moment on the nail can be calculated. 
The deformation is also registrated, which makes it possible to generate load-deforma
tion or moment-kappa relations. The resulting diagrams makes it hard to decide what 
the yield or ultimate bending mo
ment of the nail is. There is not a 

Fig. 2 Principle of the test. 

point of yielding or cracking. The 
moment-kappa relation can be · deri
ved from the measured derormation 
and the calculated angle <Pn. The 
vertical displacement of the loading 
points is measured with regard to 
the reaction poinL<;, see fig. 4; 
8=8(' - 80 , This results in : 

38 K = ___ ~ 
3ab + a 2 

Fig. 3 Fourpoint-bending test. 

U 
to 

Fig. 4 Deformation in bending tesl. 
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For the used configuration in the testsetup (l0, 5, 10 mm) the relation he tween kappa 
and delta will be: K = 381175. The M - K relations for the three different nails are 
presented in graph 2. 

2 
it ): /} :?: i:t :.): }) '.:{::} :::'}('{ It i I, ?I :1:: I? \} ??) it '·:) 
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Graph 2 M-K relation for the nails of the fourpoint-bending test. 

For all the drawn relations the moment is still decreasing. The tests are stopped when 
reaching a deflection of the specimen of 4 mm. These large deformations of the 
specimen influence the load distribution and the mechanica mouel. The nails are no 
longer a stiff beam but also a cord. This makes that the mechanicamodel, with the 
deformations as showed in fig. ' 4, is no longer available. Further research about this 
behaviour will be done. 
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Lever test. 
According to the principles of the 
fourpoint-bending test another testse
tup is described in the European 
Code EN409 in the informative ap
pendix, see Fig. 5. 
By rotation of the left part (the arm) 
of the setup around A, a bending 
moment is carried out to the nail. 
The nail is fixed in a bushing (2) on 
the left part. At the other side the 
nail is put into a cylinder (4) which 

A 

is rixed to a lever (5). The right side Fig. 5 Testsetup by EN409. 
contains a load cell (7)' to measure 
the reaction force. This tcstsetup is developed by Larsen in Denmark ami Wcr
ncr/Ehlbeck in Karlsruhe, Germany!. Profound analyses make clear that this tesLsetup 
will never be able to create a pure bending moment in the nail, which is easy to 
understand with the reactionforce in the cord (6) . The bending moment on the nai I 
will he the product of the reactionforce and the distance to the nail: 14 or 14+12' so in 
the middle part of the nail there will not be a constant bending moment. Both shear 
stresses and normal stresses arc in the crosssecLion of the nail. 
Based on this concept a testsetup for r------------------, 

the lever test has been developed 
where in the distances h en b 
hecome nil. The nail is now fixed at 
the centre of the lever, see Fig. 6. 
With these changes in the testsetup 
tile deformation of the nail is real
ized without a hori7.0ntal translation 

Faction 

[otationpoint 

as a consequence of the distances h ~ 

and h. This makes that the angle 
hetween the lever (5) and the cord 
(0) stays 90 degrees. Than the re- Fig. 6 Principle of the levcr test. 
actionforce is no more influenced by 
a horizontal force. 

F 
reaction 

During the test the reactionforce is measured in relation to the time as a kind of 
testperfomance control. As in the fourpoint-bending test a regonizahle point of 
yielding or cracking is not found. Therefore the ultimate moment will be calculatcd 
with the highest value of the reactionforce by a maximum rotation of 45 degrees of 
the arm at the left side of the tcstsetup. 
It might he clear that with this testmethode only a value for the ultimate bemling 
moment of the nail will be reached. Further research with this leslmelhod is planned 
and should result in a M-l( relation to compare with the other testmethods. 

lWerner, H.; W. Siebert, "Neue Untersuchungen mit Nageln fUr den Holz.bau", 
/lolz als Roh- lind WerkstoJJ, Vol. 49, 1991, Pag. 191 - 198. 
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COMPARISON OF TESTMETHODS. 

M-lC relathms. 
The M-lC relations from the testresults of the fourpoint-bending test in gra[)hic 2 are 
about simular to the M-lC relations in graph I. The difference between the calculated 
and the experimental values is the increasing values of the experiments Gra[)h 3 
shows this very well. 

Kappa [ \/mm 1 

Graph 3 Comparison of calculated (lines ) and experimental (markers) M-lC relatiuns. 

The differences in the M-lC Teiations between the calculations and experiments an~ 
influenced hy phenomena, o. the decreasing crosssection of the nail in the tensile tc.~l , 

and b. lhe decreasing enddistances in the fourpoint-bending test. Other lcslJllcthodes 
will he carried out to solve these problems. 

6 Erik Viancn & Frank Schot 
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Ultimate bending moment. 
All three testmethods can be used to determine the ultimate bending moment of the 
nai Is. As shown in graph 3, the ultimate bending moment is for both methods reached 
with a different kappa. With these differences it is hard to come to an identical 
statement for the ultimate bending moment of the nail without further research. The 

2.7 3.5 
Naildiameter l mm J 

Graph 4 Comparison of the testresults. 

4.0 

Inr?tl 
Tensile 
Ii:}] 
4-Point OJ))I . -4-Point fmax 

L:=J 
I,ever 

tests with the lever tesLc;etup determine only the ultimate bending moment. Graph 4 
shows the ultimate bending moment found with the experimenLc;. For the fourpoint
bendingtest two values have been given, one is the bending moment at a deflection of 
0.05 of the free span and the other is the maximum value in the tests. 
For all nails the bending moment calculated with the results of the tensile tests has 
the lowest value. For all nails the results of the lever test and the fourpoint-bending
test are not directly related to each other. The lever test gives the highest values for 
the 3.5 mm nail, the fourpoint-bendingtest higher gives values with the 4.0 mm nail. 
Because of the small size of the research, further research is planned to solve these 
problems experimentally and analytically. 

7 Erik Vianen & Frank Schot 
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LANGSSTEIFIGKEIT DER STAHLSTOTZEN MIT KASTENF6RMIGEM QUERSCHNITT 

Dr hab. Ing. Ernest Kubica 

Einieitung 

Gegenstand der vorliegenden Arbeit sind aussermittig gedruckte 

Stahistutzen mit symmetrischem dunnwandigem Querschnitt, geschweisst 

eus Blech (Bild 1). 

a) 

e 

z 

d 

C 
II 
--l 

, 

b) N c) 

d 

b 

Bild 1. Stutzenschema und Parameter, die ihre Tragfahigkeit 

bestimmen 

Betrachtet werden prismatische Stutzen mit unausgesteiften Wanden. 

Solche Stutzen kennzeichnen sich durch eine bedeutende Biegestei

figkeit im Vergieich mit Stutzen mit unterschiedlichen Querschnit

ten und vergieichbarem Materialverbrauch. Dies wird durch Vergrosse

rung der Querschnittsausmasse durch Verdunnung der Wande erreicht. 

Die Projektierung der dunnwandigen Kastenelemente in uberkritischen 

Bereichen fuhrt zu einer bedeutenden Reduktion dar MateriaIaufnahme 

unter Einhaltung des vergleichberen Sicherheitsfaktors der Konstruk

tion. Bei den Analysen der Lestdehnungs- und Lestverformungskurve 

in so einem breiten Belastungsbereich, kenn die Langssteifigke1t 
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zur kritischen Charakteristik der Kastenprofile werden • .. 
Uber die Langssteifigkeit, teilweise auch uber die Biegestei-

figkeit der Stutzen, entscheidet die Stauchung der W~nde, die als 
Plattenstreifen, belastet durch EinflUsse der Schweissimperfektio
nen, betrachtet werden. Diese Steifigkeiten verringern sich in dun

nwandigen Elementen mit der Belastungszunahme, vorwiegend 1m Bere

ich der elastisch-plaetischen Arbeit der Stahlelemente. Die sollte 

bei der Ermittlung der Konstruktionsverformungen sowie bei der 
Berechnung der inneren KrMfte in statisch unbeetimmten Systemen 

berucksichtigt werden. 
Zahlreiche Arbeiten befassan sich mit der Bestimmung der Trag

fehigkeit der kastenformigen Stutzen. Nur in wenigen Arbeiten be
handeln die Autoren das Problem der Stauchung und Verformung, jedoch 

im beschrMnkten Umfang, z.B. Van der Neut [1], Fan [2], Kowal-Mi
chalska und GrQdzki (3J. Auf die Notwendigkeit, die elaetisch-plas
tische L~ngssteifigkeit der Stutzen mit Imperfektionen zu bestimmen, 

hat Rykaluk [4] hingewiesen. Der Verfasser des vorliegenden Beit

rags analys1ert in seiner Monograph1e [5] die Stauchung der Stut
zen mit kastenformigem Querschnitt im elastisch-plastischen Bereich 

nach der geometrisch n1chtl1nearen Theorie unter Berucksichtigung 

baupraktisch unvermeidbaren Imperfektionen. Die dort vorgeschlage

ne Bestimmungsart der Langssteifigkeiten erfordert weder die Anwen

dung von Iterationsverfahren noch der Finite-Elemant-Methode, ist 
trotzdam ain noch arbeitsaufwendiges Varfahren. In Hinblick auf 

das Badurfnis, solche Steifigkaiten in der Projektierungspraxis 
zu bestimmen, wurde ein Versuch unternommen, eine einfachere Me

thode zu entwickeln. Sie beruht auf Annahme des Querschnitts einer 

reduzierten Stutze aufgrund der experimentell geprOften Theorie 
dar die Rippe mittragenden Plattenbreite [5.6]. 

Stutzenstauchung 

Die Stutzenstauchung Sc entstammt dem gedruckten Material, den 
wellenformigen St~tzenwanden in Stablangsrichtung sowie der Krum
mung der,Langsachse d.h. der Stutzendurchbiegung. Unabhangig von 

der Form des Vorbeulens der W§nde, wenn die Plattenbelastung einen 
bestimmten Wert ubarschreitet !ahnlich der kritischen Plattenbelas-
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tung), erfolgt ein Beulen, dessen Form ahnlich der Form der ge
beulten ideallen Platte iet. Die Langsachse der Platte verlauft 

wellenartig in Form einer Sinusoide mit der Lange einer Halbwelle 
a gleich 0,9 - 1,1 der Plattenbreite bi • Die Beulamplitude f lesst 
sich anhand der Gleichungen der Lastdehnungs- und Lastverformungs

kurve dar Wande mit Imperfektionen bestimmen. Solche Gleichungen, 
gepruft durch zahlreiche Untersuchungen, sind z.B. fur elastischen 
Bereich in [7) angegeben, und wurden vom Verfasser auf den elas

tisch-plaeti9che~ Bereich erweitert [5]. 
Die Stauch ung des Stutzenabschnitte um die Lange a ( Bild lb), 

bet ragt im FaIle der axialen Belastung 

dav 
2 

rr 
( f2 + f2 ) , S = -+ ;? E 0 

worin: 

6av = N/A - Vergleichsspannung, 
A - Querschnittsflache der Stutze, 

N - Stutzendruckkraft, 

fo - Vorbeulenamplitude der Wand, 

f - Beulamplitude bei Wandspannungen unter Beruck

sichtigung von fo' 6rc ' Et , E, 6cr ' 
- Druckschweissspannungen, 
- :I k n:2 t 2 E/12 b2 ( 1 _ ~2 J , 
- Elastizit§tsmodul und Tangentialmodul, 

( 1) 

- Beulungsbeiwert einer Einzelplatte unter Berucksich-
tigung des Schweisseinflusses auf die Randbedingungen 

der Plattenabstutzung laut [5). 
Bei der aussermittigen Belastung in einer FI~che 

6av n2 
[ 2 2 2 ] S = -r + -::-:--2" f (6 0 ) + f (6) - 2f 0 ' 

16a p 

worin 60 und 6p - Spannungen 1n den Wanden entsprechend auf dar 

konkaven und konvexen Stutzenseite. 

Die Stutzenstauchung als Ganzes betragt 

( 3 ) 
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Der Pfeil der Stutzenbeulung v muss unter Berucksichtigung 

der Imperfektionan fur den gasamtan Belastungsberaich ermittellt 

werden. 
SolIta man anstatt dieser Beziehungen die Eigenschaften des 

Ersatzquerschnitts im uberkritischen Bereich nutzen, so kann man 

einfachere Formeln zur Stutzenstauchung, d.h. zur Bestimmung 

deren Langssteifigkeiten erhalten. Dazu lasst sich ein neuer 
Vorschlag der Forschungsgruppe aus Singapur [6] verwenden. Er 
beruht auf Beet~mmung der mittragenden Breiten als Funktionen 

der steigenden Belastung f3 ' der Charakterisitik der platte f3 y 
und des Imperfektioneeinflusses Rr • Die mittragende Breite beeiner 
axial belasteten Einzelplatte (vgl. Sild 1c) betragt in gekDrzter 
Form 

be = <P1 (Ci ,(3 ) , worin Ci = <f>2 (f3 y ,R r ), (4 ) 

und Rr = <93 (E ,Et,f y,6 rc ' f3 y )' f Y - Fliessgrenze. 

Dabei wurde angenommen, dass sie Verteilung der Schweissspannun

gen rechtwinklig verlauft: die Zugbereiche mit den Breiter. 3 ti 
haben Eigenspannungen f , und die Seulamplitude foi = O,001b i • 

[
Y
J 

II 

Die vom Verfasser 5 durchgefuhrte Analyse des Einflusses 

der Imperfektionen auf die Tragfahigkeiten und Steifigkeiten der 

Stutzen mit kastenformigem Querschnitt erlaubt eine Modifizierung 

der genannten Bezlehung und schafft M~glichkeiten, beliebige 

Imperfektionen zu berucksichtigen. Die Formeln fur die mittragende 

Breite lassen sich in Form von 

C1 = 0,277 ( 1-1,901C2 - C3 - 0,526 C4 ), 
2 

C2 = - 3 C 4 f3 y - 2 C 3 f3 y , 

C3 

f3 = 

Somit ist 6 = 6 (32 b av cr e/b und nach Substituieren von (5) 
erhalten wir 

( 5 ) 
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I p diesem Zustand betr~gt die ~andstauchung 

S = 6 blEb av e 
2 = 6 p, IE, und c r'-

f3 = ( SEider) 0,5 , 

ihre Grenzlast hingegen, bestimmt laut Kriterium von Horne 

d 6/dS = 0, 

d6/dS = ERr t C2/{3 + 2 C3 + 3 C4f3) = a , 

betragt 

worin ~ult aus dar Baziehung (8) ermittalt wird. 

( 6) 

( 7) 

(8 ) 

( 9 ) 

1st die Grenzlast der Platte direkt proportional von Rr 

abhangig, dann ist Rr ein Multiplikator, der die Tragfahigkeit 
der Platte in Hinblick auf Imperfektionen verringert. Er lasst 

sich somit aus dem Vergleich der ideallen platte dultperf mit 
der Tragfahigkait dar Platte, balastet mit Imperfaktionen 

<SuIt imparf' ermitteln, d.h. 

Rr = 6ultimperf/Oultperf (10) 

Die ganannten Tragfahigkeitan kann man anhand einer der zahlrei

chen varoffantlichten Methode zur Bastimmung der Plattenlast 

(vgl. Zusammenstallung in [5])armitteln. 
Die Stauchung des Stutzenabschnitts a betragt aomit 

2 <5 b av 
S = 

E (b +b ) eo ap 

( 11) 

worin bao und bep sich aus der Formel (5) fur f3 , die den Spannun

gen 6
0 

und Op entsprechen, ermitteln lassen. 

Ermittelt werden solI noch die Stutzenbeulung. Dia 8eulung 
It It t. 

V der aussermittig gedruckten Stutze mit kastenformigem Quersch-

nitt (Bild la) wird aus der Diffarentialglaichung vierten Grades 
mit nicht linear veranderlichen Faktoren ermittelt. Ein annahernd 

genaues Ergebnis lasst sich auch aufgrund dar Formel [8] 
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(12) 

ermitteln, 

in der kk = N/EI 0,5, I - Tragheitsmoment, e z = e + vo. 
1m elastisch-plastischen Bereich verringert sich die konstan

te Steifigkeit der Stutze EI mit der zunehmenden Belastung. Die 

Stauchung der gedruckten flachen Platte beschreibt die Abhangig

keit t = 6/E ode r allgemein die Beziehung E. = 6/E t • Die gebeulte 

biegsame Platte belastet mit Imperfektionseinflussen unterliegt 

einer nicht li~eraren Abhangigkeit d - S. In diesem Zusammenhang 

wird vorgeschlagen, in den Formeln, die die stutzenbeulung beetim

men, eine Beziehung 6 - S anstatt der gewohnlich gebrauchten Be

ziehung 6 - £ einzufuhren. 
Aufgrund des Karman-Engesser-Verfahrens lasst sich der Er

satzelastizitatsmodul Ek fur den kastenformigen Querschnitt im 

nicht elastischen Beulbereich aus der Formel 

( 13) 

bestimmen. 

Et = d6/dS, was bereits in der Formel (8) berechnet wurde. 

Daher ist es elnfach Ek zu berechnen, und in die Gleichung fur 

die Stutzenbeulung (12) kk = (N/E kI)O,5 einzueetzen. 

Das Verfahren zur Ermittlung der Stutzenetauchung, gestutzt 

auf geneaueren Beschreibungen, hat der Verfasser in[5]angegeben 
II 

indem er eine gute Ubereinstimmung der entwickelten theoretischen 

Methode mit MOdelluntereuchungen nachgewiesen hat. Ein Vergleich 
der Stutzenstauchung berechnet nach [5] and nach der in dieser 

Arbeit vorgeschlagenen Methode zeigt Sild 2 am Beispiel von zwei 

verechiedenen St~tzen mit gleichen Charakteristiken wie bel den 

vom Verfasser untersuchten Stutzen. 
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0,8..-----.---.-----,-----r-----,- -i 
--::::oP-r----lS 

b=200 
6av~----+_----~-----+--~--~~--T_----~ 
fy 

O,G ~---\---+---;f--zlL---t----r-----jSc 
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~--+-=,-------j S 
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0, 3 l----l----.'-~L---f----_t_----_t_------j 

0,2 1-- -----.U---+---+-L-=-S-O-O-O.L
m
-

m
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~-I---1------+-----j - G U l, ) u (11) 

---- - laut [5] 

o 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1,0 (S,Sc)'E/ fy 

Sild 2. Stauchung der Stutzen Sc und der Stutzenabschnitte S 

Schlussfolgerungen 

Die Nutzung des Ersat'Zquerschnitts der Stutze, laut der 
Thaoria dar Bre1te dar mittraganden platten, ermoglicht ~1e 

L8ngssteifigkeit der Stutzen zu bestimmen, ohne eine eingehende 
Analyse der in den Platten dieser Stutzen auftretenden Spannun

gen durchfuhren zu mussen. Dabei lasst sich genau der E1nfluss 
der Schweissimperfektionen 1m Beiwert Rr berucks1chtigen, da 
dies in der Bestimmung der Tragfahigkeit einer einzelnen Platte 

ehthalten 1st. Die Schweissimperfektionen bewirken eine Verrin-

gerung der Langssteif1gke1t der dunnwandigen Stutzen im gesamten 

Belastungsbereich. Der Einfluss elnzelner Imperfektionen auf die 

Verringerung der Langssteifigkeit verhalt sich so wie 1m FaIle 
einer Verringerung der Plattenlast. Den grBssten Einflu99 auf die 
Stutzenstauchung hat der wellenform1ge Verlauf der Wande, der 
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II 

umso schneller ansteigt je grosser die Beulung und Vorspannung 

waren. 
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Antoni Biegus 
Jan Gierczak 

LOAD BEARING CAPACITY AND SAFETY OF THIN - WALLED STEEL BEAMS 

IN BENDING 

1. Introduction. 

The relatively wide use of corrugated sheets in the building 
industry is not always accompanied by a full awareness of their 
specific properties and in particular , of the behaviour of the 
structure in the boundary effort conditions. 

This paper presents an analysis of load - displacement curves 
and the limiting states of the load capacity corrugated sheets in 
bending. The analysis was made on the basis of tests on natural 
scale models. A mathematical model describing the effort of thin -
walled beams in bending is discussed. Both the load bearing capaci
ty and safety of considered type of structures were analysed . 

2.Testing corrugated sheets in bending . 

In paper (1] results of tests on the random load bearing capa
city corrugated sheets 0 , 75 and 1,00 mm thickness in bending are 
discussed . The tests were carried out on 10 natural scale models 
(fig.1) . At the load of about 0 . 3 P

ul 
local buckle appeared in the 

crest of the corrugated sheets used in the tested models . The dest
ruction of models consisted in the formation of a local plastic hi
nge in one of the extreme crests followed by successive failures of 
the other crests of the plate. The phenomenen had an avalanche cha
racter and it resulted in the depletion of models load capacity. 
The local buckling hinges, in the form of a local plastic failure 
of the compressed wider flange, were visible under the place of 
load application. 

Fig . ! shows diagrams of average displacements y and 
displacement variation coefficients v as a function of load P for 

y 
the models built out of corrugated sheets of 0 . 75 and 1,00 mm 
thickness. The load - displacement curve diagrams for the tested 
corrugated sheets indicate that the stage of failure of the thin 
-walled sections is accompanied by an increase in the displacement 
variation coefficient. The load displacement curve can be 
described by a nonlinear - elastic - brittle model. 

3.Load bearing capacity of cold - formed steel beams in 

The effort of cold formed beams in bending 
elast ic range under the assumpt ion that the local 
stress of the crest is smaller than the critical stress 
is described by the equation 

E J yIV == q(x) 

bending. 

wit h i n the 
compressive 

6 . !' 6 
1 cr 

( 1 ) 

After the critical stress of the local buckling of the crest 
or webs has been exceeded 6

i
) 6 . the stress distributions in the cr , l 

thin - walled cross - section stops to be linear and becomes nonli
near. According to the Winter's theory , the effective width of the 
sections compressed flange changes . The moment of inertia of cold -
formed steel area, being a function of transvers load changes,too . 
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The position of the neutral axis 
changes as well . In the case of 
bending, a change in the position 
of the neutral axis does not result 
in adltional effort of the cross -

p IkN) 
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I" II • II- -I 

I c _I 
Fig.2 

section in c~ntradistinction to the compression and bending case . 

The differential equation that describes the boundary equilibrium 
curve aft~r local buckling of the crest or webs has the form : 

I t is a 
nonlinearly 
Equilibrium 
series (4J 

IV . 
E J(q , x) y = q(x) [ 3 ) 

differential equation of the fourth order with 
changing coefficient of flexural rigidity E](q , x) . 
equation [3] can be solved by means of trigometric 

by applying finite sine and cosine Fourier 
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transformations to an appropriate differential operator. 

4.Load - displacement curves of corrugated sheets in bending. 

The load displacement curve of a thin walled beam in 
bending is nonlinear due to the reduction of rigidity. Strain 
gauge measurements (1] reveal that the bearing load capacity of the 
bended cross - section is reached when the compressive stresses in 
the flange and the adjacent corners reach the yield point . 
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Fig.3. 

Fig.3 shows the load - displacement curves for thin - walled 
beams and hot - rolled beams in bending. The hot - rolled beams ma
de of elastic - plastic model material are described by load - dis
placement curves with clearly marked plastic phases of the cross -
sections load capacity. 

The load - displacement curve of a thin -walled beam in bend
ing is de,scribed by a nonlinear - elastic - brittle model [1]. In 
the load - displacement curve of the thin - walled beam (fig.3J one 
can distinguish: linear elastic phase OA. nonlinear elastic 
phase AB (after local buckling of the crests or webs] and a failure 
phase characterized by a drop in the load capacity. The curve in 
the tested models changes abruptly. It was accompanied by a 
reduction in the load capacity and the formation of a peculiar 
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art iculated hinge - a permanent local plast ic hinge. There is no 
plastic phase in the structures behaviour work. The bearing capaci
ty of a bended thin - walled cross section made of material 
ha~ing Ry yield point can be determined using the formula 

[ 4 ) 

where W
ef 

- effective static moment of cross - section 

Aft~r the bearing load capacity state was reached. a local 
plastic hinge was formed in the thin - walled cross - section and 
the bifurcate phenomenen of failure is accompanied by a drop in the 
load capacity ("passive" hinge). The behaviour of the thin - walled 
beams in bending in the ultimate state has a significant for the 
estimation of the reliabili(y of these structures. , 

5.Limiting states of statically indeterminate thin - walled 
structures. 

In statically indeterminate structures with a thin - walled 
cross - section we deal with a qualitatively different" depletion of 
load capacity than in hot - rolled structures. The development of a 
first hinge in the form of a local plastic hinge leads to the 
depletion of the load capacity of this cross - section [classic 
hinge M = 0 is created) which increases the internal forces in the . 
remaining critical cross - sections. The elimination of the load 
capacity of the first critical cross-section (where the first local 
plastic hinge appeared) may . lead to such an increase of the 
internal forces in the remaining cross - sections that forces will 
be greater than the bearing capacity of these cross - sections. The 
failure of such a structure may have a chain - failure character. 
This case of the load capacity depletion may occur e.g. for the 
beam of thin - walled cross - section shown in fig.4. 

131~ I , \ 
~ I' 1 

I .. 

1st those I 
AI 
AI 

~~Pl 
200 (ilase 

~PI·~PI m1---_ u 2 ~ 
.. IYI pI 

3 

Fig.4. 

-0 - local plast ic hinge 
~ - global plastic hinge 

The beam is fixed on the two sides and loaded uniformly. The 
load bearing capacity of any thin - walled cross - section denote 
as Mef . At the first stage of loading, load capacity depletion will 

take place in the bearing cross - sections for the load 
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q = 12 M 1-2 
1 ef 

( 5 ) 

The depletion of the load capacity of the beams bearing cross 
- section leads to the change in the static scheme. At the second 
stage of loading. the beam considered as freely supported The 
transverse load of the beam is larger than the load capacity of the 
critical cross - section of placed the midspan 

( 6 ) 

In the considered case. there are no reserves of load capacity at 
the second stage of loading of the beam. A third local plastic hin
ge in the midspan will appear immediately after the formation of 
bends in in supporting cross sections . In the considered case. the 
load bearing capacity of statically inderminate thin - walled stru
ctures is limited 'by the load bearing capacity of the first local 
plastic hinge. N N N 

One can prescribe a series of 
model of structure reliability [3] 
for thin - walled beams in bending --E-
and a model in the form of a para-
llel bunch of chains (fig.5) can 
answer the corrugated sheets in 
bending. 

6.Conclusions. 

N 

Fig.5. 

Nnm 

The mathematical model of thin - walled beams in bending 1s 
described by equation (2J. This is an equation of the fourth 
order with a nonlinearly changing coefficient in the form of the 
sections flexural rigidity. 

The ' load - displacement curve of thin - walled beams in bending 
can be describe by a nonlinear - elastic - brittle model. A change 
curve of thin - walled beams in bending occurs abruptly and is 
accompanied by both the reductionin of the load capacity and forma
tion of a permanent local plastic hinge of M = 0 load capacity. 

The bearing load capacity of statically determinated thin - wa -
lied structures is limited by the load capacity of the first local 
plastic hinge. 
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ALCO-OOME 
Design and erection of the steelstructure 

by 
Wim Huisman 

Marcel Vullings 

ABSTRACT 

Recently a single-layer lattice dome of 52m clear span was 
erected on the grounds of the Eindhoven university of 
Technology. 
This dome has been developed by members of the light weight 
structures group of the department of structural Design 
(BKO) in cooperation with Siemer B.V., Geertruidenberg. 
Attention will be paid to some special features of the 
dome, including the geometry, the node (Adjustable Lattice 
Connector) and the erection method. 

Technical data 

Clear span 
Height 
Diameter sphere 
Design load 

Bars 

Reducers 
Nodes 

Foundation 

Introduction 

52m 
15m 
60m 
- windspeed: 144 km/h 
- snowload: 50 kg/m2 

- safety factor: 1,5 
300 steel tubes ~152,4 x 4mm 
6 HEA 140 (entrances) 
25 different length's between 4,5 
and 7,5m 
cast steel 
30 adjustable, 61 fixed, 33 semi
spherical aupports and 6 entrance 
supports. 
concrete ringbeam 500 x 800mm 

The existing laboraties for building research at the Eind
hoven University of Technology do not offer the possibility 
of large full-scale experiments. 
A current housing project requires shelter for the next 
three years for a three story experimental module and some 
other extensive experiments are awaited. 
Renting or buying a temporary structure proved to be very 
expensive, so it was decided to use some results of the 
research and development by the light-weight structures 
group of the department of structural design and Siemer 
B.V. 
A single-layer lattice dome with a prestressed fabric skin 

1 
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inside and a retractable roof structure were proposed and 
the first one was chosen. 

Geometry 

The geometry of the dome is based on the conditions given 
by a new type of low-cost covering for dome structures 
developed by Siemer B.V. 
This will probably be tested on the dome in the future and 
subsequently reported. 
The structure is a segment of a sphere with a centre angle 
of 120g and a diameter of 60m. 
The segment is divided in six mainly equal parts; three of 
them contain an entrance. The segment borders are meridians 
and divided in six equal parts. 
Five sets of steet ring bars are not horizontal (except the 
first ring around the top) but segmentwise vertically 
curved, while the sixth ring, the concrete ring beam, is 
horizontal. 
To create an entrance, two bars, emerging from the central 
support node of three segment parts, are omitted and repla
ced by vertical HEA 140 posts, which stiffen the by the 
left-out tubes weakened area around the entrance. 
These posts connect the dome nodes on top of the door with 
an inserted piece of foundation, as can be seen in picture 
1-
A special detail has been developed to prevent stress
concentrations near the post top. 
This quite unusual entrance solution was chosen not only 
for aesthetic reasons but also for erecting considerations 
as will be explained later on. 

Nodes 

It is a well-known fact that lattice domes can't be made 
from indentical bars and identical nodes, except the icosa
hedron dome, which is only suitable for relatively small 
spans and hardly can be considered as a spherical structu
re. 
The dome at issue requires 22 different nodes, including 
the support nodes. 
This number increases rapidly for larger domes with higher 
'frequencies'. 
So it is very attractive to try to find a universal node 
which fits allover the structure. 
The first author developed an Adjustable Lattice Connector 
(ALCO) which indead fits everywhere and guarantees a cen
tric connection of the bars in all positions. 
Thirty ALCO's were fabricated by the Central Technical 
Service of the University and spread over the dome structu
re to test the suitability. 
The main body of all the nodes is spherical. 
In order to minimize the node it is necessary to reduce the 
diameter of the tubes. 

2 
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This reduction is archieved by cast steel reducers, welded 
to the end of the tubes. 
In the surface of the dome stiffness is ensured by triangu
lation of the geometry so a large reduction from ~152,4 to 
only 50mm is possible. 
In the given special dome configuration this results in a 
node diameter of only 175mm. 
Perpendicular to the surface the reduction was limited up 
to 100mm in order to obtain sufficient bending stiffness in 
view of the erection method. 

Erection method 

The usual erection method for single-layer domes, as for 
most other structures, starts at the foundation and works 
gradually to the top. 
Only "high frequency" domes can be built this way without 
temporary supports because of the relatively short members. 
Wi th members up to 7, 5m in this case these supports are 
necessary. 
People working at increasing heights with heavy parts and 
tools means a sertain safety risk. 
In order to increase safety in the first place and secondly 
to avoid temporary supports in the successive mounting 
steps the procedure was turned upside down. starting with 
the top and working to the foundation, by lifting the 
finished part by means of a central mast and adding members 
and nodes at ground level, both aims were reached. 
Double-layer domes, like for example Temcor domes can be 
built this way quite easily because of their relatively 
high stiffness perpendicular to the surface of the sphere 
in the free-edge situation. 
Naturally single-layer domes are very weak in this respect. 
That's why the reducers are shaped as mentioned before. 
To allow mounting of the crown of the dome at first, a two
legged mast was positioned on a ball-bearing in the centre 
of the dome, so the top node could move between the legs. 
The mast was stayed in three directions by cables anchored 
to the foundation. 
To prevent the dome from meeting the stays during lifting 
three temporary bucks were places on the inserted entrance 
foundations. 
The stags were attached to the top of the bucks, thus 
giving enough space for the dome to rise, and subsequently 
anchored to the ringbeam. 
This was a major design consideration for the choice of the 
dome geometry and the solution for the entrances. 
Fig. 1 shows the dome during construction just before the 
final lift of about 4,5m. 
At that moment the diameter of the finished part is 46m and 
the weigth about 200 kN. 
60 Bars are waiting to connect this part to the concrete 
ring beam. 
Fig. 2 shows the suspension of the dome during erection and 
gives an impression of the nodes. 

3 
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Fig. 1: Just before the final lift. 

Fig. 2: suspension dur i ng erection. 

4 
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF LIMIT-STATE CONCRETE BEHAVIOUR 
WADED IN COMPRESSION 

ir. I.P.W. Bongers 

ABSTRACT: Limit-stale behaviour of concrete is influenced strongly 
by a multiaxial stress stale. Taking this influence into account in finite 
element analysis is the subject of much cu"ent research. In this paper 
two numerical models are discussed, one describing concrete on a 
micro-scale and one on a macro-scale. 

INTRODUCTION 

The subject of this paper is a study of limit-state behaviour of concrete loaded in 
compression. This means that results of compression tests, both uniaxial and 
multiaxial are analysed. 
Recently, a micromechanical model is developed at the University of Technology in 
Eindhoven. By means of this model numerical simulations of laboratory tests were 
carried out by using the computer program UDEC (Universal Distinct Element 
Code, Itasca Consulting Group [1989]). An important material characteristic of 
concrete is its heterogeneity: a. two-phase structure of aggregates in a hardened 
cement paste matrix. At this level concrete has been modelled in the micromechani
cal model. Discrete cracking is modelled in interfaces between aggregates and 
mortar and in the mortar itself. 
The results of the numerical simulations with UDEC proved that the model is able to 
realistically describe: 
- crack patterns 
- softening as a result of crack growth 
- localization of cracks and stress release elsewhere 
- size effect in peak stress and softening 
Application of the micromechanical model for the computation of large structural 
elements like beams, columns, floors etc., is yet not very practical. Using the model 
on this level results in very large calculation times and makes a great demand on 
computer capabilities. The object of this study is therefore: 

ir. I.P.W. Bongers 
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- bond Interface 

--- mortar Interface 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 1. Micromechanical,model, (a) basic pattern (b) randomly disturbed pattern 

, The development of a macro-model which describes properly the limit-state 
behaviour of concrete under multiaxial stress states. ' 

A macro-model, in this context, is then defined as: 
, A numerical model which can be used effectively in structural design, being 

applicable for the computation of large structural elements by means of the Finite 
Element Method. ' 

For this purpose the computer program DIANA has been chosen. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH 

Both uniaxial and triaxial compression tests have been carried out with a triaxial 
apparatus developed at the University of Technology in Eindhoven. This apparatus 
consists of three identical loading frames with a capacity of 2000 kN each. In this 
way concrete cubes can be loaded either in force control or in deformation control. 
Results of both uniaxial and triaxial experiments, performed by Van Mier [1984] and 
Vonk [1992], indicate that: 
1 Compression in the lateral direction involves a large increase of peak-stress and 

axial deformation (Fig. 2). 
2 Use of a rigid loading platen. results in a restraint to lateral deformations due to 

friction between loading platen and specimen. Due to these frictional stresses 
peak stress increases and the specimen shows a more ductile behaviour. 
In order to reduce these frictional stresses, Vonk used teflon layers between 
loading platen and specimen. With the addition of some grease this resulted in a 
very low coefficient of friction. 

3 Softening of concrete is a structural property, rather than a material property. 
This is obvious when we observe localization of deformations. 
The reaction of a specimen to loading conditions is a combined reaction of local 
and global behaviour, which makes it dependent on the size of the specimen. 
Global, concrete behaviour can initially be described adequately by the theory of 
homogeneous continua. At a certain moment this continuum behaviour is 
disturbed by local behaviour. It is important to determine when this moment 
occurs. 

2 iT. J.P.W. Bongers 
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Fig. 3. Crack propagation in concrete loaded in compression 

In this respect research done by Slate & Olefski [1963] is of great importance. 
They developed an x-ray technique to detect cracks. This technique enabled them 
to investigate crack propagation in loaded concrete. 

3 ir. J.P.W. Bongers 
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Slate & Olefski divided cracks into three types: 
mortar cracks 
aggregate cracks 
bond cracks 

Their research showed that a significant number of cracks already exists prior to 
loading. Most of these cracks are bond cracks between mortar and coarse 
aggregates. They are a result of volume changes in the cement paste during 
hydration, bleeding and drying shrinkage. Up to 30 % of peak: stress, the increase 
in number and length of cracks is negligible. At higher stress levels, new bond 
cracks are formed and the existing bond cracks start to grow round the 
aggregates. At 70 to 90 % of peak: stress cracks appear through the mortar. The 
mortar cracks form bridges between adjacent bond cracks. As the stress further 
increases, more and mpre cracks coalesce and crack growth becomes unstable. At 
this stage it is likely that continuum behaviour is becoming disturbed by local 
behaviour. 

4 Finally this process of crackgrowth results in the formation of localized macro
cracks. At this stage further deformation occurs mainly in these macro-cracks 
while the stress in the continuum parts of the specimen releases. Analysis of 
failure patterns of loaded specimen (Fig. 4 and 5) shows that macro-cracks can be 
divided into two types of cracks: 
a) shear cracks 
b) tensile splitting cracks 

5 Failure of a specimen occurs due to the formation of macro- shear cracks. In 
uniaxial compression this crack pattern is modified by the formation of tensile 
splitting cracks. The formation of these splitting cracks is however not essential 
to failure in uniaxial compression. 

(b) 

Fig. 4. (a) Surface crack pattern/or a uniaxial compression test (teflon platen) and 
(b) internal crack pattern (venical cross section). 

4 ir. J.P.W. Bongers 
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(a) 

Fig. 5. (a) Surface crack pattern/or a triaxial compression test (teflon platen) and 
(b) internal crack pattern (vertical cross section). 

NUMERICAL MODEL 

Development of a macro-model as defined in the introduction implies that the 
heterogeneity of concrete on a micro-scale is implicitly taken into account. Two such 
possibilities have been investigated: 
- Modelling of concrete as a continuum 
- Modelling of concrete as a discontinuum 

CONTINUUM-MODEL 

MatJ.daI behaviour: 

Non-'near elasto-plastlc 
(Mohr-Coulomb plasticity) 

DISCONTINUUM-MODEL 

or 

. continuum . interiace (local) 

Continuum: Unear-elastlc 
Interface: Non-linear elasto-plastlc 

(Mohr-Coulomb plasticity) 

Fig. 6. Modelling as a continuum versus modelling as a discontinuum 

5 ir. I .P.W. Bongers 
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The differences in modelling are shown in Fig. 6. In the discontinuum model 
heterogeneity is modelled on a large scale by means of interfaces which represent 
the large shear cracks formed beyond peak stress in laboratory tests. The idea 
behind this model is that all crack deformation localizes in these interfaces, both 
during hardening and during softening. Unless one uses a very fine finite element 
mesh, which is not desirable in the macro-model as described above, this 
localization of deformations is not possible in the continuum model. In other words, 
a homogeneous stress state leads to deformations which are distributed homogeneous 
over the entire specimen. 
From research it is concluded that, on a macro-scale, concrete hardening is 
described best by the continuum model and that concrete softening is described best 
by the discontinuum model. This conclusion has resulted in the development of a 
combined model, characterized by continuous deformations during hardening and 
localization of deformations, in the interfaces, during softening. 

Material behaviour: 

Continuum: Non-linear elasto-plastic ( Mohr-Coulomb ) 
Interface: Non-linear elasto-plastlc ( Mohr-Coulomb ) 

Fig. 7. Combined model 

In the combined model both Mohr-Coulomb interface-plasticity and Mohr-Coulomb 
continuum-plasticity are applied. In both cases Mohr-Coulomb plasticity is described 
by three parameters: 
- cohesion (c) 
- friction angle (cP) 
- dilatancy angle (y,) 
After the failure criteria are met, hardening and softening can be modelled by 
relating these three model parameters to an additional hardening/softening 
parameter. All parameters are determined from the simulation of two independant 
laboratory tests. Chosen is for the numerical simulation of one uniaxial and one 
triaxial compression test, both with a teflon loading platen. 

6 if. J.P.W. Bongers 
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The figures on the previous pages show some results of these numerical simulations. 
In Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 the nominal stress-strain curves in axial direction are plotted . 
Figure 10 and Fig. 11 show the relation between the nominal axial strain and the 
nominal lateral strain. From these figures it can be concluded that both hardening 
and peak stress are described well by the model. The description of the softening 
behaviour of concrete is however rather poor. The reason for this poor description is 
that the materialparameters of the Mohr-Coulomb plasticity model for the interfaces 
can not be given the correct values in the present version of DIANA. In case of 
applying the correct values numerical difficulties arise and the problem does not 
converge to the correct solution anymore. For this reason the friction and dilatancy 
angle have to be kept constant with respect to the sofening parameter, and equal to 
each other. This means a simplification of the interface plasticity model, resulting in 
the rather poor approxim~tion in the post-peak region of laboratory tests. 

CONCLUSIONS 

- Use of a numerical model including only interface- or continuumplasticity does 
not result in a good simulation on a macro-scale of both uniaxial and multiaxial 
experiments. 

- Use of a combined model results in a correct description of hardening behaviour 
and peak stress. Limitations in the computing method (F.E.M.), however, require 
for the time being certain simplifications, resulting in a rather poor description of 

. post peak behaviour. 

RECOMMENDA nONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

- Further research on this subject should be concentrated on the combined model. 
This model physically comprises the right parameters. We've seen, however, that 
numerical difficulties arise. Further research should therefore firstly be directed 
towards solution of these numerical difficulties. 

- At this stage of research application of the combined model is only possible when 
the compressive failure mode of the structure is known. This is a severe 
limitation. Implementation of some kind of detection method of this failure mode 
in the computing method is therefore desirable. 

- Application of a multi-linear or a curvilinear plasticity model, instead of the 
linear Mohr-Coulomb plasticity model, will probably enhance the approximative 
capability of the method. Use of such more sophisticated models implies on the 
other hand the need for more and refined test results. 
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